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INTRODUCTION
By Pierre Grimes, PhD

Philosophy has few friends, but those who have come to know 
her always are aware of the gift she has bestowed on them. Those who 
reject her are part of an opposition that is as ancient as philosophy 
itself. 

For to present oneself as a knower of what most deny has any 
existence often makes one an object of derision and ridicule.  

Yet, even those who reject her insist that everyone has their 
own philosophy and they often retort that who is to say what 
philosophy is anyway since everyone has the right to name it whatever 
they want?
 When it is pointed out to them that the name philosophy can 
be defined in terms of itself then they deny its literal meaning.  
However, her name does define her uniqueness because, as we know, 
philosophy means the love of wisdom. The name perfectly mirrors her 
nature because there is always a love for her simply because the 
experience of wisdom is beauty itself. When she is seen in all her 
perfection it is impossible not to have an intense love for her.

For love is the love of the beautiful and it awakens in the soul of 
those who have perceived her a sense of the wondrous nature of 
beauty.  In the astonishment of that vision is the awareness that 
whatever it is that has been called the self that here in this vision one 
is present before what truly is and in that recognition one can name 
the seeing and the object of seeing as truly mind alone.  While it is 
experienced as beauty itself, it is in that vision that vision is seeing 
itself and what is seen is no different than what sees. 

Such experiences have always been part of the history of 
mankind and poets and artists have been inspired by this vision to 
create many fine and noble works.  Those who are called philosophers 
reflect on these experiences and within these overwhelming 
experiences they glean from them distinctions that become the 
material out of which other ideas can be derived forming a tapestry of 
ideas that bring the salient factors together into meaningful patterns. 
They crafted these ideas to better understand what was the summit of 
experience.

This experience is also called beholding the Good and some 
remind us that the Greek word for beholding is Idea so some call it the 
Idea of the Good.   

 Now, after experiencing the Idea of the Good, or Beauty itself, 
they can say what is real, what truly exists, that mind alone is real, 
that the perfection of beauty touches the nature of reality, and that 
Man possesses an eye of the soul that is capable of seeing the nature 
of what is intelligible.  The only sense in which it is possible to verify 
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that these ideas are true is to gain the experience and determine if 
they truly reflect the nature of the reality of that experience.  

Strange as it may seem it is possible to ask if everything that 
exists has a cause and if the cause has a higher priority than its effect.  
This question applies to this experience of reality, or beauty itself, and 
since it is, or exists, it must have a cause and it is must explain 
existence without assuming another thing that exists.  It is possible for 
Man to realize that this is what is beyond experience so that it cannot 
be described by any terms that are rooted in or derived from 
experience. Yet, for all that it must have some necessary reference to 
what is real, and that truly exists. Clearly, the Idea of the Good, or 
Beauty itself, has a oneness within which distinctions can be made 
without attributing any differences or parts to it.  

The One itself then can be realized as the cause that cannot be 
described in any terms borrowed from the realm of what exists.  It is 
for this reason it is often called the via negativa, the God that can only 
be described with negatives.  Now, the task is more profound than 
deriving terms that can be inferred from an experience of Beauty itself 
because now it may be asked, “If the One itself is the cause of that 
magnificent divine radiance that we call the Beauty itself, or the Idea 
of the Good, then how can we and our everyday world relate to it?” “ 
How can we possibly understand that we are not only a necessary part 
of that system of splendor but that since it is entirely intelligible its 
comprehension opens our own minds to confirm that vision for 
ourselves?”  If we can be brought to understand these profound issues, 
then is there any need for faith since understanding may bring one to 
such heights?  We can add more precision to that question and say not 
“How can we understand that..?” If what authors say have presented 
us works that can lead us through the steps of reasoning to this, the 
greatest gift for those who seek to share in the unfoldment of this 
mystery?  

We can say that if such authors do exist and their works are 
available to us then we certainly should know of them.  If they need to 
be translated we must find those translations that can craft their words 
to fit this most noble task because when they are available they are 
gifts for our spiritual and philosophical enhancement.  For what greater 
gift is there than to be brought to see that mind is no stranger to mind 
and can know itself and its sublime cause?

Proclus is the author.  He was the master of Platonic philosophy 
and demonstrated that it is entirely possible to see our existence as 
part of a divine intelligible system that includes in its sweep an 
understanding of the way the One, the mind, the intelligible, the soul, 
and the divine personification of the Gods becomes part of a tapestry 
of ideas that are unified, connected together into a meaningful pattern, 
and yet whose simplicity is a challenging task for the reader to 
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comprehend since it is by shaping one’s own understanding to the 
model that we mature and grow.  

Proclus - The Elements of Theology is the single most important 
philosophical work because whenever it has come to the forefront of 
education it helped create another renaissance of culture and 
creativity.  In Juan F. Balboa’s translation of the Elements of Theology 
we have both the Greek Text and his translation and this addition of 
the Greek will most likely bring many to discover just how the study of 
Greek can add a depth to their own understanding.  His translation has 
been the culmination of many years of contemplating and studying the 
Platonic philosophers.  His grasp of Plato’s ideas can be seen in his 
other translations of Plato’s dialogues; he brings to his work a profound 
understanding of Platonic metaphysics, without which it would be 
impossible to do justice to the work. Here we have a gift and should 
toast it over coffee and smile at the fact that we can enter our own 
renaissance through the study of such works and translations of those 
of Juan F. Balboa’s.

Our age has begun its turn to the mind, a turning about to 
leave the fictions of our culture behind us.  What once commanded our 
belief has been shown by recent theological studies to be empty of 
meaning.  Our age can shed what once captured its loyalty. We live in a 
age unique in history.  Ours is a Golden Age for seekers of wisdom.  We 
have available to us in our own language, English, nearly all of the 
ancient wisdom literature on the shelf of our local bookshops.   There 
are teachers today from each of these traditions who present their 
spiritual disciplines and recently many Americans have now become 
the successors of these traditions and offer their teaching to all who 
are receptive to them.  

However, among all these spiritual traditions only one says that 
the path to wisdom lies in the cultivation and contemplation of an 
understanding of their works and that is the Platonic tradition.  

This turning to grasp the meaning and experience of the 
spiritual dimension of life was once rejected and treated as having only 
historical significance. Indeed, when E. R. Dodds translated The 
Elements of Theology in 1933 he wrote that he knew well enough that 
he would be seen as contributing to the science about which nothing 
could be learned, the Wissenschaft des Nichtwissenswerthen and his 
justification was its historical significance as that the Elements was the 
“one genuinely systematic exposition of NeoPlatonic metaphysics.” 
There are still some who regard Proclus in this way but others can find 
in him a return to rational mysticism that can return man to a higher 
and more meaningful direction for their lives.  
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Proposition  1

All Multitude Participates , in a certain way , of The One .


For if It Participates , in no way (of The One) ,


neither would The Whole Be One ,


nor Each of The Many of which The Multitude consists ;
’

but from each of these multitudes , even more multitudes would arise ,
’

and this will be the case into infinity ,


and each of these infinities , would in turn be , an infinite multitude .


For by in no way at all Participating The One ;


neither According to The Whole Itself ,
’

nor According to Each of The Many contained in Self ,
’

it would be infinite , in every particular case , and according to all .


For each of the many , which you may take up , would be either One , or Not-One ,

and if Not-One , then either each is many or nothing . Whereas if , on the one hand ,

’
each is nothing , That (Being-Parm 142C-6) out of which these also consist would be nothing ;


And if , on the other hand , each is many , each will consist of an infinite amount of infinities :


but this , is impossible .


For neither are any of The Real-Beings composed of an infinite amount of infinities


( for there could not be more than that which is infinite ;
(

but That (Whole) out of which All Beings consist , is more than Each .)


Nor is it possible for anything to be composed out of that which in no way exists .

Accordingly then , All Multitude , Participates in a certain way of The One .
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(Parmenides’ 4th Hypothesis 157B)
(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 2 Chapter 1)

(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 21-22 (1-54-56) 
Proposition  2

All that Participate of The One , are both One and Not-One .



For if All is not One-Self


(for It Partakes of The One , by Being something else besides The One) ,
(

It has Experienced That Participation through The One and Sustains Having-become One .


If on the one hand , It Is nothing besides The One , then It Is Simply One :


and does not Participate of The One , but It would Be One-Self .
’

But if , on the other hand , It is something else besides That which is Not-One ,
’

(but That which Participates of The One , is both , Not-One and One ,

not The Very One , but One Being , by Participating of The One)

’
Accordingly then , by this , It is not One , nor The Very One :
’     

But One Being , by at the same time , Participating of The One ,


and through this , It is not One , According to Self Origination/Resource/Hyparxis ,
’

since It is both One and Not-One , by Being Something else besides The One ;


on the one hand , insofar as , It Abounds , It is Not-One ;


but on the other hand , insofar as , It has Experienced (The One) , It is One .


Accordingly then , All that Participates of The One , is both One and Not-One .


Concerning the wordThe Root of this word is and according to 
The L/S Lexicon it means : I. to be more ; especially to be more than enough , to be superfluous
                                            II. 1.of persons , to go beyond bounds , to take too much , to presume
                                                 to be lengthy , to be tedious 
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                                                 2. to have an excess of , to abound in a thing 
                                            III. to state at a larger amount , to be exaggerated 
Furthermore , this word is connected to a comparative meaning more or larger ,  further

(Parmenides’ 2nd Hypothesis 142B)
(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Section 1 Chapter 28 (1-76>79)

Proposition  3

All that becomes One , becomes One by Participating of The One .
   

For if , on the one hand , Self is Not-One ,


then on the other hand , It is One , insofar as It has Experienced


The Participation of The One ,


for if Those which are not One In-and-By-Them Selves , were to become One ,
’

then surely They would Unite and Commune with each other in order to become One ,
    

and Abide in The Presence of The One , but not by Being The Very One .


Accordingly then , This One Participates of The One
(F)   

insofar as , It is That which Experiences Coming-to-be One ;


For if on the one hand It Is already One , then It will not become One :


For by Being That One , It cannot become That which It Is already .


But if They become One , out of That which was formerly Not-One ,


then That Certain One that has been generated in Them Selves has come into being as One .
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(Plato’s Phaedo 101c , Republic 508c-e)
 (Syrianus , On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 13-14 :

98-6 > 10 , 108-31 > 109-27 , 119-1 > 119-20 , 132-5 > 133-29 , 137-16 > 34)  
Proposition  4

All that is United is Other than The One-Self .


For if It is United , then This must Participate in a certain way of The One ,
(F/sing)
                                               insofar as It is also said to be United .                                          (P3)


                 However , That which Participates of The One , is both One and Not-One .         (P2)


But The One-Self is not both One and Not-One . For if This One-Self were also
’  

One and Not-One , then in turn The One In Self would also have both of These ,


and this would proceed to infinity , if there were no One-Self which would enable it to stop ,


but All would be One and Not-One .


Accordingly then , there is Something that is United which is Other than The One .


For if The One were The Same with The United , then an infinite multitude would result ,


and so also for Each One of Those Beings of which The United consists .
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(Syrianus , On The Metaphysics of Aristotle 13-14 , 
81-37 , 122-4 , 170-32 > 171-21 , 174-21 > 175-12) 

Proposition   5

All Multitude is Secondary/Subsequent to The One .


For if many were prior to The One , then on the one hand , The One would Partake of many ,

if the many were prior to The One , then on the other hand , it would not Partake of The One ,


if indeed , that multitude existed before One came to Be .

For it could not Participate of that which has no Being ;


since That which Participates of The One , is both One , and at the same time , Not-One ;   (P2)


but One would not yet exist ; by many being the first .
’(

However , it is impossible that there could be a certain multitude ,
’

                                  which in no way whatsoever Participates of The One .                          (P1)

Accordingly then , multitude is not prior to The One .


But surely then if such a nature co-existed , at the same time , with The One ,


and they were co-ordinate with each other (for nothing in-Time prevents it) ,
 (
then neither is The One According to Self many , nor is multitude One ,

’
by such a nature being oppositely-divided at the same time ,


if indeed neither is prior or posterior to the other .


Thus , Multitude According to Self will not be One , and each of those in Self will not be One ,

’
and this will be the case to infinity : which is (manifestly) impossible .


Accordingly then , Multitude , according to Its own Nature , Participates of The One ,


              and it will be in no way possible to grasp any Part , which is not One :              (P1)
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For by not Being One , it will be an infinite number of infinities ; as it has been demonstrated .


Accordingly then , Multitude , entirely Participates of The One .


If on the one hand , The One which Is According to The One Self , in no way Participates  

’      
of Multitude , then Multitude will be entirely posterior/later than The One ,


and so Multitude Participates of The One , whereas It is not Participated by The One .


But on the other hand , if The One also Participates of Multitude ,


by Subsisting , on the one hand , as One , through Hyparxis ,


but on the other hand , by Subsisting as Not-One , through Participation ,


Then The One will be Multiple , just as Multitude is United through The One .


Accordingly then , The One will Commune with Multitude , and Multitude with The One :


But of Those that Come-together and Commune in a certain way with Each-Other ,


if on the one hand , They are Collected-together by Something else ,

’ ,   
That Something else is Prior to Selves ,


but if , on the other hand , They Collect Selves by Them Selves ,


then They are not opposed to Each-Other :


For opposites do not hasten to each other (but run away from each other [Phaedo 102D]) .


If then , The One and Multitude were oppositely divided , and Multitude


   insofar as Multitude is Not-One , and The One insofar as One, is not Multitude ,


neither will either of These arising in the Other , be One and at the same time also two .


But certainly , if , there were something Prior to Selves , which Collects Selves ,


this will either be One or Not-One .


But if it is Not-One , it will either be Many or nothing .
’

It will not , however , be Many , in order that there be no Multitude prior than One ,
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nor can it be nothing ; for how can nothing Come-together ?


Accordingly then , It is One Alone :


For certainly , This which is The One , cannot be Many ,


in order that there not be a progression to infinity .


Therefore it is The One-Self ; and from The One-Self All Multitude Proceeds .


Proposition  6

All Multitude Arises either out of The United or out of Unities .


For on the one hand , it is clear that Each One of The Many will not be Self Multitude Alone ,

    and in turn , that Each One of This Multitude will also not be Self Multitude Alone .      (P1)

But if on the other hand , Each Is not Multitude Alone , then Each Is either United or a Unity .


And if , on the one hand , Each Participates of The One , then Each One Is United ;


but if on the other hand , Each One Arises out of That which Is Primarily United ,


then Each One will Be a Unity .
(F.) .

For if The One-Self Is , then there Is also That which Primarily Participates of Self


by That which Is Primarily United .


But This Arises out of Unities ;


for if This Arises out of The United , and in turn The United Arise out of Certain Unities ,


this will also be the case Without Ever Ceasing .


Surely then it is Necessary that , That which Is Primarily United Must Arise out of Unities :


And we have discovered what we set out to prove from the beginning .
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Proposition  7

All that is Productive of Another is Superior to The Nature of That which is produced .


For That which is Produced is either , Superior , or inferior , or Equal (to The Producer) .


First let us first suppose that That which is Produced is Equal to The Producer .


Accordingly then , That which is Produced from This Producer ,


will either also Self possess a power productive of something else ,


or it will be entirely unprolific .



But if , on the one hand , it would be entirely unprolific ,

’
then by this self being sterile , it will be inferior to The Producer ,

’
and through that sterility , it is unequal to its Producer ,


which Is Truly Prolific , and thus Truly Possesses The Power to Create .


But if , on the other hand , Self is also productive of others , then

Self either produces that which is Equal to Itself , and this will also be the case with All Beings ,

and All The Beings will be Equal to each other , and no one being , will be Superior to another ;


if , That which produces , always generates a consequent series that is Equal to Itself .
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Or that which is produced produces that which is unequal to itself ,


(and thus that which is produced) , will no longer be Equal to The Productive Self .
’
                   For it is the province of Equal powers to produce those which are Equal .     (CN 1-3)


However , those produced from these powers that are unequal , will be unequal to each other ,
’               

If indeed , on the one hand , That which produces is Equal to That which is Prior of Self ,


while on the other hand , that which is produced after Self , is unequal to Self .
’

Accordingly then , it is not possible for the produced to be Equal to That which Produces .


But certainly , The Producer will not in any way be inferior (to the product) .
’

For if The Productive Self Imparts The Ousia to that which is produced ,


Then Self will also Provide Self with The Power of The Ousia .


But if Self is Productive of All The Power of that which is subsequent to Self ,
’
then Self will also be able to create such a product as that , from Itself .


but if this be the case , It will also make Itself even more powerful .


For if Creative Powers are Present ,


neither can impotence nor lack of will , hinder Self ;


since All , naturally reach out , after The Good .


So that , if It is able to bring forth another being that is more perfect ,


It will also Perfect Itself , before It Perfects that which is subsequent to Self .
’
Accordingly then , that which is produced , is not Equal , nor Superior ,


to That which is Productive .


Accordingly then , That which is Productive is Superior , in every way ,


than the nature of that which is produced .
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(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 2 Chapter 3)
Proposition  8

That which is Primarily Good and which is no other than Good ,


Leads/Guides All of those that in any way whatsoever Participate of The Good .




For if All The Beings Aspire/Long-After The Good ,


it is clear that That which is Primarily Good is Beyond The Real Beings .


For if It were The Same with any of The Real Beings ;


then either Being and The Good are The Same ,


and This Being would no longer be Aspiring-After The Good ;


by Being The Self-Same Hyparxis as The Good .

For That which reaches out , is in need of and has been sent-away from That which It longs for ,


and It is Other than That which is their Object of Aspiration .


Thus on the one hand , That which is reached for  , is One ,


but on the other hand , That which reaches , is Another :


and on the one hand , Being is That which Participates ,


and on the other hand , That which is Being Participated will be The Good .
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Accordingly then , Goodness is a Certain Good , Inherent in Certain of The Participants ,


and After Which , The Participant Solely Aspires ,


but is not That , That which is Simply Good , and After Which , All The Beings Aspire ?
’

For This , on the one hand , is The Common Object of Desire of All The Beings .

But on the other hand , that which Arises in anything , pertains to that alone which Participates .


Accordingly , That which is Primarily Good is nothing else than Good . For whatever else ,

that may be added , will “lessen” The Good by its addition , and will make it a certain Good ,


instead of That which is Simply Good . For that which is added , is not The Good ,

but something less than That , that by its own Communion , will “lessen” The Good .
’

Proposition  9

All that is Self-Sufficient , is so , either According to Ousia
’

or According to Energy/Activity ,
’

and It  is Superior to That   which is not Self-Sufficient ,


Since The Cause of Its Perfection Depends upon another Ousia .
’

For if All The Beings Naturally Aspire-After The Good ,


and The One is The Provider of Well-Being From-Itself ,


whereas The Other is in need of Another ,
 

then The One will also Possess The Cause of The Good Present (In-Itself) ,


whereas The Other will possess The Cause of The Good that is Separate (From-Another) ,


So then , by as much as The Former is nearer to That which Provides The Object of Desire ,


by so much more will It be Superior , than That which exits in need of a Separate Cause ,


and which externally receives The Perfection of Its Hyparxis , or of Its Energy .


Therefore That which is Self-Sufficient is both Similar and Less-Perfect (than The Cause) ;
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since It is both more Similar to The Good Self [than that which is not Self-Sufficient] 


and It is Less-Perfect (than The Cause) , by Its Participation of The Good ,


and because It is not Primarily The Good .


Yet It is in a certain way Akin to That , insofar as It is Able to Possess The Good From Itself .
’

But That which Participates , and Participates through Another ,
’

is more remote from That which is Primarily Good ,


and which is nothing else than The Good .
 .

(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 1 Chapter 19)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <104>)

Proposition  10

All that is Self-Sufficient  is in need of That which is Simply Good .


For what else is The Self-Sufficient


than That which , From-Itself and In-Itself , Acquires/Obtains The Good ?
’

Therefore , This is already Full-of-The-Good and Participates ,


but , Self is not , That which is Simply Good .
’
            For That , is Better than Participation and Plenitude , as it has been demonstrated .  (P8)


Therefore , if That which is Self-Sufficient , has Filled Itself with The Good ,


That from which It has Filled Itself , will be Superior to The Self-Sufficient ,

’
and Superior to , Self-Sufficiency .



And neither will That which is Simply Good be in need of any thing .


For It does not aspire after anything else ;


for according to that aspiration , It would be less than Good !
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Nor is That which is Simply Good , Self-Sufficient .


For then It would be Full-of-Good , and not Primarily Good .


Proposition 11 

All The Real Beings Proceed from The First Singular Cause .


For either there is not One Cause of The Real Beings ,


or , The Causes of All have been Limited within a Circle/Cycle ,


or , The Ascent (Return) turns towards The Unlimited (Or the return has no Definite goal) ,
’                   

and one thing is “the cause” of another ,


and The Pre-Existence of The Cause will in no way be Stable/Determinate .


Thus on the one hand , if there were no Cause of The Real Beings ,
’

then there will neither be an Order of First and second , of Perfectors and of being perfected ,

of Orderers and ordered, of Generators and generated, of Active Agents and passive patients ,


neither could we know The Real Beings in any way .


For The Work of Knowledge is The Intuitive-Insight into The Nature of Causes ,
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and at the time when we Recognize The Real Beings , we say , we Know The Causes .


But if The Causes were to Remain within a Circle/Cycle ,


then the same beings will be prior and posterior , more powerful and also more imbecile ;

                 for All that is Productive is Superior to the nature of that which is produced .         (P7)


Thus , it makes no difference to conjoin cause to effect ,


or to produce from that cause ; or through many , or through fewer intermediate causes ;

’’
for on the one hand , by as much more numerous are the intermediates ,


by so much greater is The Cause ,


since The Cause will Always be Superior 


to All the intermediate natures of which It is The Cause .


Whereas if the addition of causes turns towards The Unlimited/infinity ,

’’
and if there were always another cause prior to another ,


then in turn , there would be no Knowledge .


For The Unlimited can in no way be Known  :


But if causes were unknown , neither would there be Knowledge of those that are consequent .



Therefore , if it is also necessary that The Cause of The Real Beings Must Exist ,


then The Causes Must also Be Distinct from The Beings that are Caused ,

and that there not be an ascent turning towards The Unlimited/infinity .


Thus The First Cause of The Real Beings Exists, from which as if from a Root Each Proceeds ;
’

on the one hand , Some Beings Exist Nearer to That ,


whereas on the other hand , Others are more remote from That :


For it has been demonstrated that there must be The One Cause ;


                     for which reason , All Multitude Subsists Secondarily to The One .                    (P5)
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(Meno 98)
(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 2 Chapter 2-3)

Proposition 12

The Source and First Cause of All The Real Beings is The Good .



                       For if All Proceed from One Cause , then one must say that               (P11)


That Cause is either The Good , or ‘that which is superior’ to The Good .


But if , on the one hand , ‘that were superior’ to The Good , 

’
then will there be or will there not be , something that is also imparted from ‘that’ 

’
to The Beings and to The Nature of The Beings ?



And if on the one hand , nothing is imparted by ‘it’ , then an absurdity will follow ;


for we shall no longer continue to keep/maintain ‘self’ in The Order of Causes ;

for it is absolutely necessary , that something should be present from The Cause


to those caused , and especially from The First Cause , upon which , All Beings Depend ,
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and through which , Each One of The Real Beings exist .

’          .     

And if , on the other hand , there is something imparted by ‘that’ to The Beings ,

                                                     just as there is by The Good ,                                               (P8)


then there will be something ‘superior’ to The Goodness in The Beings ,


that is imparted from ‘that first cause’ ; for by being


‘superior and above’ The Good , ‘it’ could not in any way impart to secondary natures 


something inferior than that which is imparted by That which arises after ‘self’ .

’


And what could be ‘superior’ to Goodness ? Since we also say that 


The Superior Self is That which has a Greater Comprehension of Good .


Therefore , if ‘that which is not’ Good , cannot be said to be ‘superior’ ,


then , ‘it’ must be entirely secondary to The Good .


If All The Real Beings do indeed Aspire after The Good ,


then how is it still possible that there be ‘something prior’ to This Cause ?


For if They aspire after ‘that’ ,


then how can they especially aspire after The Good ?


Or if they do not aspire after The Good ,


then how could those that proceed from ‘self’ not aspire after The Cause of All ?
’

Therefore , if it is The Good upon which All The Real Beings Depend ,
’

then The Good is The Source and First Cause of All .
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(Plato’s  Republic 508E)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1143)

Proposition 13

Every Good Is The Unifying Principle of Those that Participate of Self  ,


and Every Union Is Good , and The Good Is The Same as The One .


For if The Good is The Preserving Principle of All The Real Beings ,


(for which reason The Good is also The Object of Desire for All)
                       (           

but That which is Preservative and Connective of The Ousia of Every Being Is The One


(for All are Preserved by The One , and dispersion removes Every Being from The Ousia) .
(

for The Good Brings to Completion Those in which Goodness would be Present ,


and Goodness Keeps-Them-Together (from dispersing) as One According to Their Union .
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And if The One is Collective and Connective of The Real Beings ,


then One-Self will Perfect Every-Being by Its Very Presence .


Accordingly then , it is also Good for All These to Be United .


If The Union Is According to The Good Self and The Good Is The Unifying Principle ,
’       

then The Simply Good and The Simply One are The Same ;


by Unifying , and at the same time , by Benefiting The Real Beings .


And hence it is surely the case that , those who fall away , in a certain way from The Good ,


at the same time , are also deprived of The Participation of The One .


And those that become destitute of The One , are “filled” with separation ,


and in the same way , they are deprived of The Good .


Accordingly then , both The Goodness Is Union , and The Union Is Goodness ,


and The Good Is One and The One Is Primarily Good .


(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 2 Chapter 6)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1097)

(Phaedo 99C)
Proposition 14

All Being is either Immovable or moveable .


And if moveable , it is either moved By-Itself or by-Another .
’’

And if indeed it is moved By-Itself , it is Self-motive ; but if by-Another , it is Alter-motive .
’’

Accordingly then , All is either Immovable or Self-motive or Alter-motive .


For it is necessary that since there are beings that are Alter-motive ,


there should also be That which is Immovable ,


and that between These , there must be That which is Self-motive .
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For if All that is Alter-motive is moved in consequence of being moved by-Another ,

’
then the motions will either move in a Circle , or they will move towards infinity .
’

But they will not be moved in a Circle , nor will they move towards infinity ,
’’

              if indeed All The Beings are Limited/Defined by Their Source/Principle          (P11)

                      and if indeed The Mover is Superior than That which is moveable .                (P7)


Accordingly then , there will be Something Immovable which is The Prime Mover .


But if this be the case , then it is also necessary that The Self-motive exist .
’

For if everything were to stop , what would be Primarily Moved at that time ?


For neither can it be The Immovable (for It is not Naturally Adapted to be moved) ,
       (

nor the Alter-motive (for it is moved by-Another) .
(’

Accordingly then , it remains , that The Self-motive is that which is Primarily Moved .


Since it is This which also Conjoins The Alter-motive to That which is Immovable ,


by being in some way , in The Middle , moving , and at the same time , being moved ;


for of these , The Immovable , on the one hand , Causes others to move , only ,


but on the other hand , The Alter-motive is moved , only .


Accordingly then , All Being , is either Immovable , or Self-motive , or Alter-motive .


COROLLARY

From these considerations likewise , it is clearly manifest ,


that on the one hand , of those which are moved , The Self-motive is The First ;


but on the other hand , of those which move , The Immovable is The First .
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(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 1 Chapter 14)
(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 19 (1-51 , 52)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <20>)

(Phaedrus 245c-d)
Proposition 15

All that is Convertive to Itself  is Incorporeal .


For no body is Naturally-Adapted to Revert-back to itself .


For if That which is Converted to Anything is Conjoined with That to which It is Converted ,


it is also truly evident that by Converting to itself , All the parts of the body ,


would be Conjoined to All the parts of the body .


For this is what it is to be Converted to itself ,
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when both that which is Converted , and that to which it is Converted , become One .


But this, is wholly impossible in the case of body , and for All that is partible .


For the whole of that which is partible is not Conjoined to the whole itself ,


on account of the separation of the parts ;


for some are situated in places that are foreign to others .


Accordingly then , no body , is Naturally-Adapted to Revert-back to itself ,


so that the whole may be Converted to the whole .


Therefore , if Anything is Convertive to Itself ,


It is Incorporeal and Impartible .


(Republic 518b-e)
(Propositions 15>17 : Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1147-1148)

(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus 228c >229b)
Proposition 16

All that Reverts upon Itself ,


has an Ousia that is Separate from All body .


For if Ousia were in no way Inseparable from body ,


then , Ousia would not have a certain Energy/Activity that is Separate from body . 


For it would be Impossible for The Energy that Proceeds from Ousia to be Separate
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if the existence/vital-energy of bodies were Inseparable from The Ousia .


For in this way the vital energy would be “superior” to The Ousia ;


if indeed The Ousia would be “in need” of bodies ,


whereas the vital energy (of body) would be “self-sufficient” ,


by being dependant on itself and not on bodies .


For if anything is Inseparable According to Ousia ,
’

then it is also , in a similar way , Inseparable According to Energy ,
’

or rather it is in a still greater degree Inseparable .


But if this were the case , then It would not Revert Upon Itself .


For That which Reverts Upon Itself ,


                  by being Other than body , has an Energy which is Separate from body ,      (P15)
 ,  

and not either through the body , nor together with the body ,


if indeed The Energy and That to which The Energy is Directed (The Ousia) ,
      

are , in no way , in need of the body .


Accordingly then , That which Reverts upon Itself ,


is altogether Separate from bodies .


Proposition 17

All that Primarily Moves Itself , is Convertive to Itself .


For if It Moves Itself , and Its Motive Energy is Directed to Itself ,


Then That which Moves , and That which is Moved , are also One at the same time .


For either on the one hand ,  a Part Moves , 
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and on the other hand , a Part is Moved ,

                                                  or , The Whole Moves and is Moved ,
                                                   

or on the one hand , The Whole Moves , while a Part is Moved , or the contrary .
           
But if One Distinct Part is That which Moves , but another part is That which is being Moved ,
’

then , It will not be Self-Motive ,
’

since It will be composed of Parts which are not Self-Motive ,


whereas on the one hand , They appear to be “Self-Motive” , 


while on the other hand , They are not Self-Motive according to Ousia .
’  


If however , The Whole Moves , while The Part is Moved , or the contrary ,
                

then there will be a Certain Part in both of Them which According to One
’

both Moves , and at the same time , is being Moved ,
                                    

And This is , That which is Primarily Self-Motive .
                                   

If One and The Same Principle Moves and is Moved ,
                                

then It will have The Energy Move towards Itself , by Being Motive of Itself .
                      

Thus It is Converted to That , in relation to which It Energizes .


Accordingly then , All that Primarily Moves Itself , is Convertive to Itself .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <17-18> , <20>) 
Proposition 18

Every Chorus/Group Leader , by Their Very/Self Existence ,


Imparts That which Self Primarily Is , to The Other Members of The Group .


For if It Imparts by Its Very/Self Existence ,
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and It Creates That Participation from Its Very Own/Self Ousia  , then on the one hand ,


                   that which It Imparts is subordinate to Its Very Own/Self Ousia ,         (P7)


Thus on the other hand , That which It Is , Exists in a Greater and More Perfect Way ;


if indeed Every Reality that Underlies a particular thing , Is Superior to that inferior nature .

Accordingly then , That Self which Pre-Exists in The Giver is Superior to that which is given :


and either , (that which is given) Is That Very Aspect , or it is not That Same Aspect ;

’
for The One Is , Primarily , that which the other is secondarily .


For either each one Must be The Same/Self and both have One Logos/Definition ,


or , both will have nothing in Common nor The Same ,


or , The One Exists Primarily , while the other exists secondarily ;

But if they had The Same Logos , The One could not still Be Cause and the other be the effect .
’

nor could The One Exist According to Self , and the other exist by Participation :
’’’ :     

Nor could The One be The Creator , and the other the creation .


But if they had nothing The Same , then the latter could not be inferior to The Former ,


by having nothing in Common with the existence of The Former .


Accordingly then , it remains that The One Primarily Be That which Bestows ,


while that the other secondarily receive that which is Bestowed ;


The One Abundantly-Providing the latter from Its Very Own/Self Existence .


[Consider and as  discussed in Plato’s Theatetus @ 173b]
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 787)
(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 6 Chapter 7-16) 

Proposition 19

All that is Primarily Inherent in a Certain Nature of The Beings ,


Is Present to All The Members that are Arranged According to That Nature ,
’

According to One Logos and in The Same Way .
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’

For if It is not Present , in All of Them , in The Same Way ,


but only in some and not in others ;
’

then it is evident that it was not Primarily Inherent in That Nature ,


but that it exists , on the one hand , Primarily in some ,
’

but on the other hand , secondarily in others , which sometimes Participate of it .


For that which at one time arises , but at another time , does not ,


does not Inherently-Exist Primarily , nor According to Self ,
’

But it arises periodically , and is Imparted from some other Source ;
’

to those in which it may subsist in this way .


        

Proposition 20

The Ousia of Soul is Beyond All bodies ,


and The Intellectual Nature is Beyond All Souls ,
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and The One is Beyond All The Intellectual Underlying-Realities .



For every body is moved by-Another ,
’

thus body is not naturally-adapted to move itself ,


but by Participating of Soul , body is moved outside of itself , and also lives through Soul ;


and on the one hand , when Soul is Present , the body is , in a some way , Self-motive ,


but on the other hand , when Soul is absent , body is Alter-motive ,


by possessing This Nature , which exists According to Self ,
’

and by Soul having been Allotted Her Self-motive Ousia .


For that in which Soul is Present , will Participate in Self-motion ;


but That motion which Self Imparts by Its Very Presence ,


                     Must itself belong in a far more Primary Way to The Soul Herself .             (P18)


Accordingly then , by The Soul being Self-motive According to Ousia ,
’

She Is Beyond bodies , which become Self-motive through Participation .


But if in turn , The Soul moves by-Herself ,
’

then She belongs to an Order that is Secondary to The Immovable Nature ,


which also has an Under-lying Reality that is Immovable according to Energy/Activity .
’

Because , on the one hand , of All the natures that are moved ,


That which is Self-Motive Leads ;


             but on the other hand , of All The Natures that move , The Immovable Leads .  (P14cor)


Therefore , if The Soul is moved From-Herself , then She also moves the other beings ,
’

thus it is necessary that Prior to Herself (The Principle of Motion) , there must be

That which moves Immovably (The Cause of Motion) . Thus Intellect , by being Immovable ,
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Always Moves and Energizes Through The Selves .


For The Soul also Participates of That which Always Intellects , Through Intellect ,


just as , body , possesses the power to move itself , Through Soul .

                                 .
For if That which Always Intellects were Primarily in Soul ,


then It would also be inherent in All souls , just as The Self-Motive Power .


        Accordingly then , That which Always Intellects is not Primarily Inherent in Soul .  (P19)


Thus it is Necessary that Prior to Her , there should be That which is Primarily Intellective .


Accordingly then , Intellect is Prior to souls .


And moreover , The One Is Prior to Intellect .
 

For if Intellect is also Immovable , then It is not One ;
’

for It Intellects Itself , and Energizes about Itself .

And on the one hand , All The Beings in whatever way they exist , Participate of The One ; (P1)


but on the other hand , All beings do not Participate of Intellect .


For those Beings to whom Intellect is Present by Participation ,


must  Necessarily Participate of Intuitive Knowledge ;


for which reason , Intellectual Insight Is The Primal Source and Cause of Gnostic Energy .


Therefore , The One , Is Beyond Intellect .


  And there is nothing else Beyond The One , for One and The Good Are The Same ; (P13)

    Accordingly then , The Good , is The Source of All , as it has been demonstrated .          (P12)


(Damascius On 1st Principles , Chapter 7 (1-15>21) , Chapter 19 (1-51>52)
Proposition 21
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Every Order Beginning from (One) Monad , 


Proceeds into a Multitude that is Co-ordinate to The Monad ,


and The Multitude of Every Order is Lead-up to One Monad .


For on the one hand , The Monad Contains The Logos of The Source ,


by Generating a Multitude that is Akin to Herself :


And on which account , One Series and One Whole Order Possess a Descent into Multitude 


Issuing from That Monad ;


for there would no longer be an Order , nor a Series ,

if That Monad ‘remained unprolific’ through Self .

’
Then in turn , The Multitude is Lead-up 


to The One Common Cause of All Those that are Co-ordinate .


For That which is The Same in Every Multitude ,


does not Possess Its Procession from one of those in The Multitude .
                       ’

For that which only exists from one of The Many , is not Common to All ,
’

since it especially-possesses the peculiar characteristic of that one alone .


Therefore since in Every Order there is a Certain Commonness , Connection and Sameness
’

through which some things are said to be Co-ordinate , but others , of a Different Order ;
’

it is clear that The Same Aspect is Derived in Every Order from One Source .


Accordingly then , in Each Order , there is One Monad that is Prior to The Multitude ,
’

which Imparts The One Logos and Series/Sequence to Those that are Arranged in Self ,


both in relation to Each Other and in relation to The Whole .


For on the one hand , of Those under The Series of Self ,


Let One be The Cause of Another ;
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thus on the other hand , That which is Arranged as Cause of The One Series ,


must Necessarily be Prior to All The Members (in that series) ,


and by Being-Co-Ordinate , All The Members must be generated from Self ,
’

not , by each member being generated as this particular thing ,


but by This Certain Commonness Legitimately-Belonging to The Order .
’

COROLLARY

Surely then , from this it is clear that both The One and The Many


Legitimately-Belong to The Nature of the body ;


and that One Nature has Many Natures that are Co-dependent upon It ;
 

and that The Many Natures Proceed from The One Nature of The Whole .
      

It also follows , that The Order of Souls Originates from The One Primary Soul ,


and Proceeds with diminution into The Multitude of Souls .


and in turn Leads The Multitude Back to The One Soul ,


and there is also an Intellectual Monad Corresponding to The Intellectual Ousia ;


and that a Multitude of Intellects Proceed from One Intellect and are Converted to That ,


and that The Multitude of Unities , Originate from The One that is Prior to All ;


and that there is The Regular Order/The Extension from These Unities to The One .


Accordingly then , after The Primal One , there are The Unities ;


and after The First Intellect , there are Intellects ,


and after The First Soul , there are Souls ;


and after The Whole of Nature , there are Natures .


(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 2 Chapter 5)
(Proclus’ Commentary on the Parmenides 703 , 746 , 903 , 1069 , 1091 , 1100)

(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 8 (1-22>26)
(Damascius’ Lectures on the Philebus 42)
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <31> , <159>)
Proposition 22

Every Being that Subsists Primarily and Causally/Fontally in Each Order is One ,
’

and is neither two , nor more than two , but All are Only-Begotten .


For if it were possible , then let there be two beings (which subsist Primarily and Fontally) 
 

(for the same impossibility will take place by there being more than One) .


Therefore , either each one of these two beings or the combination from both 


are Primarily That which It is said to be (One) .


Thus on the one hand , if it is from The Combination of both , It will again be One ,
’

and there will not be two things that are First .


but on the other hand , if it is either of the two , then either one is derived from The Other ,


and in this case , each being is not Primary (but only One is Prime) ,


or , both are Equally-Primary .


But if both are Equally-Primary , then neither of them will still be Primary .
 ,’  

For if either one is Primary , then this distinction makes the one not Equal to The Other ,


and thus , why would That One still be in The Same Order ?


For This which Exists Primarily , is nothing different , than That which It is said to be .


Whereas each of these two , by being different from each other , 


both are and are not at the same time , That which It is said to be .


Thus on the one hand , if both differ from each other ,


then on the other hand , both do not differ in a Primary Way ,


insofar as both are That which It is said to be (One)


(for both Experience This Same Oneness in a Primary Way) .
(

Therefore , That which (Truly) Exists In a Primary Way will not be both , but That ,  
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’
by Participating of which , both are said to exist in a Primary Way .


                                                                  COROLLARY
 

And so from these considerations surely then it is clear that


That which Subsists Primarily , is One , Alone ,


and that there are not two primary beings , or more ;
’

and that The First Intellect , is One , Alone ,


and that there are not two first intellects ;
               ’              
                                                      and that The First Soul , is One . 
                                                      

This is also the case with each of The Ideas ; such as Prime Beauty , and Prime Equality .


And in a similar way for All The Primary Beings .
                                            
                     Thus also , with respect to The Idea of The Living-Being , and The Idea of Man ; 


The First of Each Idea , is One ;


for the demonstration is the same .
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(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 8 (1-22>26)
(Plato’s Timaeus 31b)

Proposition 23

All that is Imparticipable Bestows an Underlying-Reality from Itself
’

to Those that are Participated ,


and All Participated Underlying-Realties are Led/Drawn-up to An Imparticipable Hyparxis .


For on the one hand , That which is Imparticipable has The Logos of A Monad


by Being Of-Itself and of no other , and by Being Exempt of Participants ,


by Bringing into Light Those that are Able to be Participated .


For either it remains barren according to self , and thus possesses nothing honorable ;
’ 

or It Gives Something from Itself , and on the one hand , that which receives , Participates ,
’

whereas That which is Given , subsists in a Participated Way . Thus All that is Participated ,


(by becoming a Certain Characteristic of that by which It is Participated) 
’ 

is Secondary to That which is Similarly Present to All , and which Fills All from Itself .
’

For on the one hand , That which is in one particular , is not in the others ; whereas

on the other hand , That which is Similarly Present to All , in order that It may Illuminate All ,


is not in any one thing , but Is Prior to All .


For it is either in All or in one of All , or It Is Prior to All .


Thus on the one hand That which is in All , by being distributed into All ,


will in turn be in need That which can Unite that which is distributed ;


And All things will no longer Participate of The Self/Same Unity , since then
’
this one will Partake of one and that one of another characteristic of The Unity being divided .


Whereas if it is in one of All , then it will no longer be Common to All , but only to one .

’
Therefore if It is both Common to Those Able to Participate and is The Self/Same to All ,
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Then It will Be Prior to All ; but This is That which Is Imparticipable .



 (Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1069)
Proposition 24

All that Participates is in need of That which is Being Participated ;


and That which is Being Participated is in need of That which Is Imparticipable .


For on the one hand , that which Participates , is imperfect prior to its Participation ;


whereas on the other hand , it becomes Perfect by That which it Participates , and so

it is entirely secondary to That which is Participated insofar as it is Perfected by Participating.


For insofar as it was imperfect , it was in need of That which it Participates ;


and which makes it Perfect .


Whereas That which is Participated , by Belonging to A Certain Ideal Being ,


and not to All Ideal Beings , is in turn Allotted a Hyparxis that is Subordinate ,


to That which Belongs to All , and not to a Certain One :


For The One is more Akin to The Cause of All , but The Other is less Akin .


Accordingly then , on the one hand , The Imparticipable is The Leader


of Those Beings which are Participated ,


but on the other hand , These are The Leaders of those who Participate .

For on the one hand as it has come to Light concisely, That which is Prior to the many is One;


but That which is Being Participated by the many , is One and at the same time not-One ;


whereas All that Participate are not-One , and at the same time One .
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(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 1 Chapter 11)
(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 5 Chapter  9-4)

(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <45>)
Proposition 25

All that is Perfect , Proceeds to The Generation of Those which


It has The Power To Produce , by Self Imitating The One Source of Wholes .



For just like That ; through The Goodness of Herself


is The Unifying Underlying-Principle of All The Beings ,


(For just as The Good and The One are The Same ,
(

so also are The Idea of The Good and The Idea of The One The Same ) ;


So also , Those that Follow after That , through Their Own Innate Perfection ,
’

Hasten to The Generation of other beings that are in need of Their Own Innate Ousia .


For Their Perfection is a Certain Portion of The Good ,


and so That which Is Perfect Imitates The Good , insofar as It Is Perfect .


But That Good is That which Gives Subsistence to All The Beings :


So that , in The Same Way , That which Is Perfect ,


is Productive of those beings which It is Able to Produce , according to Nature .


And on the one hand , That which is more Perfect , by as much more Perfect It may be ,
’ 

By so much more Numerous are The Progeny of which It is The Cause .


For That which is more Perfect , Participates in a greater degree of The Good :


But if this is the case , then It is nearer to The Good ;


and if this is also the case, It is nearer to The Cause of All ; 


 and in turn , if this is the case , It is The Cause of a greater Number of Beings .
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   Whereas the other hand , that which is more imperfect ,


By as much more imperfect it may be ,


By so much less numerous are the effects of which it is the cause .


For by being more remote from That which Produces All ,


it gives subsistence to fewer effects .



For on the one hand , That Nature which Sustains , or Adorns , or Perfects ,


or Connects , or Vivifies , or Fabricates All ;


by Bringing forth a greater number of each of These Effects , is more Akin ;


whereas on the other hand , that nature which brings forth


a lesser number of each of These Effects , is more remote .



COROLLARY

From these things , surely then it is evident ,


that the nature which is most remote from The Source of All ,


is unprolific , and is “the cause” of nothing at all .


For if it generated anything , and had something posterior to itself ,
’

it is evident that it would no longer be most remote ,
’

but that which it produced would be even more remote ,
’         

from That Source ,


thus it would be nearer to Productive Power , and besides that , it would Imitate ,


The Productive Cause , of All The Beings .
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(Plato’s Timaeus 29E)
Proposition 26

Every Cause that is Productive of others , while Abiding Self by Itself ,
’ 

Produces Those Natures Subsequent to Self , and those that are successive .
’ .    

For if Every Productive Cause Imitates The One , but That , 

      Immovably Provides The (Unific) Underlying-Principle to Those Subsequent to Self ,  (P13)
’   

Then so also in a similar way , Every Productive Cause will possess The Cause of Production .


And certainly then , The One Provides The Underlying Reality Immovably .


For if it were through Motion , then The Motion will be in Self ,


and by being moved , Self will no longer be One ,


in consequence of being altered from The One ;


and if The Motion subsists together with Self , Self will also be from The One ,
’     

and this either produces an infinite progression ,
’

or , The One will Provide Immovably .


Thus , All That Produces will Imitate The One and The Producing Cause of Wholes .


For Everywhere , out of That which is Primary , originates That which is not Primary :


so that , That which is Productive of certain subsequent natures


also originates from That which is Productive of All .


And All that is Productive , Abides by Itself ;
’
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accordingly then subsequent natures are produced from Themselves .


Accordingly then , The Productive Causes Abide Undiminished ,

while those that are secondary are produced from Themselves :

’
For that which is in any way diminished ,


is unable to Abide , such as It Is .


(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 5 Chapter 18) 
Proposition 27

Every Productive Cause is Productive of Those that are Secondary ,


on account of Its Perfection and Superabundance of Power .


For if Every Productive Cause were not productive through Its Perfection ,


but instead through a lessening of its power ,
’

then it would not be able to Keep The Order of itself Unmoved .
’

For that which imparts existence to another through loss and by weakening ,
’

does so , through its own mutation and change of quality .


              Whereas on the other hand , Every Productive Cause , Remains such as It Is :        (P26)


and by Remaining/Abiding in this way ,


That which is subsequent to Self Proceeds into Existence .
’         

Accordingly then , by Being Full and Perfect ,


It Provides An Underlying Reality to Those that are Secondary 


In an Immoveable Way and without being diminished ,


by Being The Very Self That It Is , and by neither being changed into Them , nor diminished .


For That which is produced , is not a distribution into Parts of The Producing Cause ;

for this is neither Appropriate for The Creations , nor for The Creating Causes .
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Nor is Every Productive Cause Transitive ;


for It does not become the matter of that which proceeds ; since It Remains/Abides such as It Is ,


and That which is produced is different from Self .
’ 

Therefore , That which Generates , is Firmly-Established and Undiminished ,


and through Prolific Power , It multiplies Itself ,


and from Itself , It Imparts a Secondary Underlying Reality .
’

(Symposium 211b , Parmenides 131 , Proclus’ Comm. on Parmenides 841)
Proposition 28

Every Productive Cause Provides an Underlying Reality to Those that are Like Itself ,


Prior to those that  are Unlike Itself .


  For seeing that The Producing Cause is Necessarily Superior to Those that are produced ,(P7)


on the one hand , The Selves can never Simply Be nor Be Equal in Power with Each Other .


But on the other hand , if They are not The Same nor Equal , but other and unequal ,
’

Then They are either entirely separate from Each Other or they are both United and separated .


But if on the one hand , They are entirely separate , They will not Accord with Each Other ,
’

and in no way , will That which Proceeds from The Cause Sympathize with Self .
’

Hence neither will The One Participate of The Other , by being entirely other :


For That which is Participated , Imparts Commonness , to That which Participates ,


But it is certainly Necessary that That which is Caused , Must Participate of Its Cause ,


by Possessing Its Ousia from That Source  .


But if , That which is produced , is in one way separated from , but in another way united to 


Its Productive Cause , then on the one hand , if It Experiences each of these Equally ,
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then Self will both Equally Participate and not Participate ; so that , Self will both 


have and not have The Ousia , in the same way from Self .

’  . 

But if , It is more separate/different , than Akin to The Productive Cause ,


then that which is generated will be more foreign to That by which it is generated ,


and it will be more un-harmonic rather than being Harmonically-Adapted to Self ,


and it will be more unsympathetic , instead of being Sympathetic to Self .



And therefore , if Those who Proceed from Their Causes are Akin to Selves ,

’
According to Their Very Self Existence , and Sympathize with Selves ,

’
then They also naturally depend upon Selves , and Aspire to Conjoin with Selves ,


by Aspiring after The Good and by Hitting The Mark of Their Aspiration


through The Cause of Their Very Self Existence .


Surely then it is evident , that Those that are Produced , are United in a greater degree  


to Their Productive Causes , than They are separated from Selves .

’
But Those that are more United , are more Like than Unlike


to Those to which They are especially United .


Therefore Every Productive Cause Provides an Underlying-Reality to Those that are Like ,


Prior to Those that are Unlike .
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(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter 1) 
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1062 , 1190)

Proposition 29

Every Procession is Perfected through The Likeness 
’  

of Those that are Secondary in relation to Those that are Primary .


For if The Productive Cause Provides an Underlying-Reality to Those that are Like , 

                                                    Prior to Those that are Unlike ,                                          (P28)


then The Likeness is derived from The Productive Causes , 


by Providing an Underlying-Reality to Those that are produced .


For Those that are Like are Perfected through Likeness , and not through Unlikeness .

’’’

Therefore , if The Procession Preserves That Sameness 

of That which is Generated in relation to That which Generates , in Its Underlying-Reality ,


and brings to Light That Character Secondarily in That which is subsequent ,

’        
                                                              such as Self Is Primarily ;                                           (P18)


then That which is Generated possesses Its Underlying-Reality through Likeness .
’
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(Timaeus 33b)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 737 , 1190 , 1200)

Proposition 30

All that is Produced from a Certain Cause , without an Intermediary ,


Both Abides in Its Productive Cause , and Proceeds from Self .
’

       For if Every Procession is Perfected ,  

                                       while Those that are Primary Remain Unchanged ,                       (P26)


                         and if Every Procession is brought to Completion through Likeness ,  (P29)
’
                            (for The Like Receive Their Underlying-Reality Prior to The Unlike)   (P28)


                then That which is Produced Abides in Its Producing Cause in a certain way .


For that which entirely Proceeds , will have nothing The Same with The Abiding Cause ,


since it will be entirely separated from It ;
’

whereas if It has Something that is Common and is United to Self ,


then Self will also Abide in Its Cause , just as That Abides by Itself .
 ’

But if It Solely Abides and does not Proceed , then It will not in any way differ from Its Cause ,


nor will It be generated Different from That which Abides .


For if It is Different , then It is separate and apart ; but if It is separate , then That Remains ,
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but This Proceeds from Selfin order that Self Remain , and It be separate .

’
Accordingly then , on the one hand , insofar as It has Something that is The Same


in relation to The Productive Cause , then That which is Produced Abides in Self ;


whereas on the other hand , insofar as It is Different , It Proceeds from Self .

’
Then , by Being Like , It is in a certain way At-Once , both The Same and Different .


Accordingly then , It Abides, and at the same time , Proceeds ,


and The One is in not wholly separate from The Other .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1100) 
(Damascius on 1st Principles  Chapter 74 (2-118>123)

(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 5 Chapters 2-2 & 5-9)
Proposition 31

Every Being that Proceeds from a Certain Cause Through Ousia
’

is Converted to That Cause From which They Proceed .
’

For if on the one hand , Every Being were to Proceed , 


but on the other hand , They were not to Return to The Cause of This Progression ,


Then , They would not Aspire after Their Cause .


For All that Aspire/Desire/Want/Yearn , are Converted to The Object of Their Aspiration .


                                         But certainly , All Aspire after The Good ,                                    (P7)


and The Attainment of That , is Through The (Certain) Proximate Cause of Each Being .


Accordingly then , Each Being also Aspires after The Cause of Themselves.

For The Well-Being of Each is derived from That Through which Its Existence is also derived.
’

But The Aspiration is First Directed to That , Through which Its Well-Being is derived.
      ’

but The Conversion is Directed to That which , The Aspiration is First Directed .
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(Republic 519b)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <20>)

(Phaedo 74d)
Proposition 32

Every Conversion is brought to Completion Through The Likeness
’

of Those that are Converted to That to which They are Converted .


For Every Being that is Converted , Hastens in every way to be Conjoined


and Aspires after Communion/Fellowship 

                       and also Aspires after Being Bound Together in Union with Self .                 (P31)


But The Likeness Binds-Together Every Being , 

just as The Unlikeness separates and disjoins .


Therefore , if The Conversion is a Certain Communion and Contact ,


whereas Every Communion and Every Contact are Attained Through Likeness ,

’ 
Accordingly then , Every Conversion will be brought to Completion , Through Likeness .

’
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(Theatetus 176b)
(Phaedo 81a)

Proposition 33

All that Proceeds from and is Converted to a Certain Cause ,


Possesses A Circular Energy .


  For if , All Reverts/Returns/Is Converted to That From which All Proceeds ,
’

Then All Conjoin Their Beginning to Their End , (P31)


and The Motion is One and Continuous ;


for The One Motion (The Proceeding) , is Derived from That which Abides ,


whereas The Other Motion (The Returning) is Directed to The Abiding Cause :


Surely then from which Source , All Proceed in a Circle from Causes to Causes .


Thus Greater and lesser Circles , are formed from The Conversions ,


some are Directed to The Natures Proximately placed Above (Those that are Converted) ,


while others are Directed to Those still Higher , and even so far as to The Beginning of All :


For All Beings Proceed from That  , and are Converted to That .
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1140) 
(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 3 Chapter 8-7>8 , Book 6 Chapter 9-8)

(Iamblichus , On The Mysteries Book 10 Chapter 1)
Proposition 34

Every Being that is Converted according to Nature , make Their Conversion to That ,

From which All also Maintain The Procession of Their Proper/Innate Underlying-Reality .

’

For if Every Being is Converted Through Nature ,


Then They will possess Their Aspiration Through an Ousia  
’

that is Directed to That to which It is Converted .


But if this is the case , then Their Self Existence is Wholly Dependant upon That to which
(

They make Their Ousian Conversion , and It is The Same Through Ousia with That :
’

on which account It also has a Natural Sympathy with That , by Being Akin By Their Ousia .

But if this is so , either The Existence of both is The Same , or One is derived from The Other ,


or else both have been Allotted Their Likeness from another one .


But if on the one hand , The Existence of both is The Same ,
’
then how is the One Naturally Converted to The Other ?     But if both are from another one , 
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                           then it will be Natural for both to be Converted to that one .                    (P31)


Therefore, it remains that the One derives Its Existence from The Other . But if this is so ,


The Procession will also be from That whose Conversion is Directed according to Nature .
’

COROLLARY
From these considerations , surely then it is clear that Intellect is The Object of Desire for All ,


and that All Beings Proceed from Intellect , and even The Whole Kosmos ,


even if It is Eternal , It still Possesses Its Ousia from Intellect .


And It is not in any way prevented from Proceeding from Intellect because It is Eternal .


For neither by This is It prevented from being Converted : Because It is Always in Order .


Therefore It both Always Proceeds and is Eternal Through Ousia , 

             ’ 
and It Always Reverts and is Indissoluble Through That Order .


(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 75 (2-124>128)  

Proposition 35

All that is Caused , Abides in Self , Proceeds from Self and Reverts to The Cause of Self .
’




For if All solely Abided , then All would not Differ from The Cause ,


  by Being without any Distinction :


For Progression is , at the same time , a Distinction .


But if All solely Proceeds , then All would be un-conjoined and un-sympathetic to Self ,


by having no Commonness/Communication with The Cause in any way whatsoever .


But if All solely Reverts/Converts , how can That which does not possess The Ousia 


from Self , make Its Conversion According to Ousia that is foreign to All ?
’ ’

But if All were to Abide and Proceed , but would not Revert/Convert/Turn-Back ,


then how will there still be a Natural Desire for one and all for Well-Being and The Good ,


and Its Restoration to Its Generative Cause ?
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But if All were to Proceed and be Converted , but were not to Abide ;


then by being apart from The Cause , how will All Hasten to Be Conjoined with Self ,


if All was to be un-Conjoined Prior to Its separation ?


For if All had been Conjoined , then it would have altogether Abided in That .
’

But if All were to Abide and be Converted , but would not Proceed ,


then how can That which is not separated be able to Revert  ?


For All that Turns-Back ,  


Resembles That which is being Restored into That from which It was divided through Ousia .
’’

Thus it is necessary that All must either only Abide or only Revert or only Proceed 


or that The Extremes must be Bound to Each Other ,
’

or that The Middle be Conjoined to Each of The Extremes , or that All be Conjoined together .
’      

Thus it remains that All must Abide in The Cause, Proceed from Self and Revert to Self .
’

Proposition 36

Of All Those that are Multiplied Through Procession ;


The Primary are More-Perfect than Those that are Secondary ,


and The Secondary are More-Perfect , than those that are subsequent to Themselves ,
’

and in a similar way for those that are successive .



For if The Processions Distinguish/Separate The Productions from The Causes ,

          and there are dependencies/diminutions of The Secondary in relation to The First ,  (P28)


Then on the one hand , The Primary are More-Conjoined with Their Causes in Proceeding ,


by Being The Offspring from The Selves of Those Causes .
’                   

while on the other hand , The Secondary are more remote from Their Causes ,


and in a similar way for those that are successive .
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Since Those that are Nearer and More Akin to Their Causes are More Perfect

                      (For The Causes are even more Perfect than Those that are Caused)                (P7)
                      () :

But Those which are more remote are more imperfect ,


by being Unlike Their Causes .


(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 75 (2-124>128)
Proposition 37

Of All Those that are Perpetually Sustained/Maintained Through Conversion ,
()            ’

Those that are First are more imperfect than Those that are Second ,


and Those that are Second are more imperfect than those that are successive ;


whereas Those that are Last , are The Most Perfect .


                    For if The Conversions come into Being According to The Circular ,              (P33)

and The Conversion is Directed to That From which                 

’
                                                          The Procession is derived ,                                             (P34)


                       but if The Procession is derived from That which is Most Perfect                  (P36)


Accordingly then , The Conversion is Directed to The Most Perfect .


And if That First Term of The Conversion Begins from The Last Term of The Procession
’
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and furthermore , if The Procession Terminates in that which is most imperfect ,


then The Conversion will also Begin from the most imperfect .


Accordingly then , on the one hand  , in Those that are Sustained Through Conversion ,
’

The First are those that are most imperfect ,


while on the other hand , The Last are The Most Perfect .

 The Fibonacci Series 
          Kata “”                                                                              (Proclus’ The Theology of Plato
          1 + 2 = 3                                                                                                Book 3 Chapter (xiv))  
          2 + 3 = 5
          3 + 5 = 8
         5 + 8 = 13 
        8 + 13 =21
      13 + 21 = 34
      21 + 34 = 55
      34 + 55 = 89
     55 + 89 = 144
    89 + 144 = 233                                                                                               Even the differences
  144 + 233 = 377                                                                                              between the numbers
  233 + 377 = 610                                                                                                 produced by this  
  377 + 610 = 987                                                                                               Series , reproduce 
 610 + 987 = 1597                                                                                        The Very Same Series !

Proposition 38

All that Proceed from a Certain Multitude of Causes ,


are also Converted through as Many Causes as Those Through which They Proceed :
’

and Every Conversion is Through The Selves


 and Those through which The Procession Proceeds .
’

                For on the one hand , Each One comes into Being Through Likeness , (P29 & P32)
’

 since That which Proceeds Immediately From a Certain Cause ,


is also Immediately Reverted in Relation to Self


(For Here , The Likeness was without an Intermediary ) .
(    ) :          

Whereas on the other hand ,that which is in need of an Intermediary in its Procession ,
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is also in need of an Intermediary according to its Conversion 


               (For it is Necessary that each being come to be from The Self) ,    (P35)
                           () ,

So that each being will first Revert in relation to That which is Intermediate , 


and afterwards , to That which is Superior to The Intermediate Term .


Accordingly then , by as many terms , as the existence  of each being comes to be ,
’

by that many terms , does their Well-Being also come to Be ;


and the other way around .


(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 75 (2-124>128)
Proposition 39

All that Is ,


Is either Converted In-The-Way-of-Ousia Alone , or Vitally , or also Gnostically .


For either All that Is Possesses Its Existence Only from Its Cause , or

The Life with The Existence, or It Received The Power of Intuitive-Knowledge from Thence.


Therefore on the one hand , insofar as  It Is Alone ,

then It makes Its Conversion In-The-Way-of-Ousia :



But on the other hand , insofar as it also Possesses Life ,


then It makes Its Conversion Vitally :
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but insofar as It also has Intuitive-Knowledge ,


It makes Its Conversion Gnostically .


For in Such a Way as It Proceeds ,


such also is The Way of Its Conversion ,


and The Measures of Its Conversion are Defined by The Measures According to Its Procession .


And therefore , The Aspiration is for some , From Their Self Existence , Alone ,
’

by This Desire , Being an Aptitude For The Participation of The Causes ;


but for others This Desire is According to Life ,


Being a Motion Towards Superior Natures ;


but for others , It is According to Intuitive-Knowledge ,


by Being a Unitive-Vision of The Goodness of The Causes .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 844)
(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 78 (2-135>137)
(Iamblichus , On The Mysteries Book 10 Chapter 1)

Proposition 40

Of All Those that Proceed From Another Cause ;
’

Those that Possess an Underlying-Reality From Themselves ,
’

Also Lead by Possessing A Self-Substantiating Ousia .


For if All that is Self-Sufficient ,


either According to Ousia , or According to Energy ,
’’
                                is Superior to That which depends upon Another Cause ;                        (P9)


Since That which Produces Itself , Initiates The Production of Its Own Existence ,


by Being Self-Sufficient According to Ousia .
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 Whereas That which is produced entirely by Another , is not Self-Sufficient .
’
                                    thus The Self-Sufficient is More-Akin to The Good ;                           (P9)


but Those that are More-Akin are also More-Alike to Their Causes ,

       have an Underlying-Reality from That Cause that is Prior to Those that are Unlike .  (P28)


Accordingly then , Those that are Produced by Themselves , are also Self-Subsistent ,
’

are More-Ancient than those that Proceed into existence entirely from Another Cause .
’

For either there will be nothing that is Self-Substantiating ,

   or The Good is Such-As-This , or Those that are First Possess Subsistence from The Good .


But if , on the one hand , Self-Substantiation does not exist ,

’
then It will Be in nothing that is Self-Sufficient According to The Truth .

’ 
For neither will It be in The Good


                 (For That (The Good) , by Being One is Superior to Self-Sufficiency          (P10)

                   and It is also Self-Beneficial , and not That which Possesses The Good) . (P13 & P8)
’)                     

Neither will It be in those that are subsequent to The Good


(For All these will be in need of Another , by belonging only to That Prior to self) .
        () .

But if The Good were Self-Subsistent , by Virtue of Producing Self from Itself ,


   then The Good would be Not-One ;                                         


                          For That which Proceeds from The One is Not-One .                  (P2)


For That would Proceed from Itself , if It were Self-Subsistent ;
’

so that One , would be at the same time , The One and Not-One .                      

Accordingly then , it is Necessary , that The Self-Subsistent must be Subsequent to The First .


And it is clear that It will be Prior to those that entirely Proceed from Other Causes .

’
For Self-Sufficiency is more Nobel than these ,


and It is More-Akin to The Good ,
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as it has been demonstrated .


(Propositions 40-51 : Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 944 ,1145-1147 , 1137)
Proposition 41

On the one hand , All that have Their Being  In-Another , 


are entirely produced By-Another ;
’

whereas on the other hand , All that Is In-Itself , Is Self-Subsistent .


For on the one hand , that which is in-Another and is in need of an Underlying-Reality


can never be generative of itself .


since That which is Naturally Adapted to Generate Itself ,


does not need Another Foundation ,
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by Being Contained By-Itself and by Being Preserved In-Itself 
’

      Independent of any Other Underlying-Reality .



But on the other hand , That which Abides In-Itself , and is Able to be Established Of-Itself ,


is Self-Productive by Proceeding To-Itself , and by Being Connective Of-Itself ,


and thus in the same way , It Is In-Itself , just as That which is Caused , is In Its Cause .


For It Is not In-Itself , as in a place/space , nor as in a subject ;


For place/space is also Other from that which is in place/space ,


and that which underlies/subtends in the subject , belongs to that which underlies/subtends .


But This , which is In-Itself is The Same with Itself ;


Accordingly then , It Is In-Itself , in a Self-Substantiating Way ,


in the same way as , That which is from a Certain Cause is in That Cause ,

’

(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1146)
Proposition 42

All that is Self-Subsistent is Convertive to Itself .


For if it Proceeds From-Itself ,
’

It will also make Its Conversion To-Itself .


For to Each of Those from which The Procession is derived ,               
’

              There is a Co-Ordinate Conversion that is also Directed to This Procession .        (P31)


For if it only Proceeded from itself , but having Proceeded was not Converted to itself ,
’
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it would never Aspire after its Proper Good ,


and after That Which its Proper Good is Able to Impart to itself .


But Every Cause is Able to Impart to that which Proceeds from Self ,
’

together with The Ousia which It Imparts :


The Well-Being Yoked-Together with The Ousia which It also Imparts .


So that , Self will also Impart Well-Being to Itself .


Accordingly then , This Well-Being is The Proper Good to That which is Self-Subsistent .


But This will not be The Object of Desire to that which is Un-Converted to itself ;


thus by not Desiring This , it will not Aim at It , and by not Aiming at It ,
’

it will be imperfect , and not Self-Sufficient .


But , seeing that Self-Sufficiency and Perfection are Proper to Anything ,
’

They must also Be Proper to That which is Self-Subsistent .
    

Therefore , It Will Indeed also Aim-at/Aspire-after Its Proper Good ,


and Attain It and will be Converted to Itself .


Proposition 43

All that is Convertive to Itself is Self-Subsistent .


For if Everything is Converted to Itself According to Nature ,


Then Everything is also Perfected in The Conversion to Itself ,


and It will also Possess Its Ousia from Itself .
’

For to Each Being , Their Procession According to Ousia is also from This
’
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                           to which Their Conversion According to Nature is Directed .                  (P34)


Therefore , if Everything Imparts Well-Being to Itself ,


then without a doubt , Everything will also Impart Existence to Itself ,


and Everything will be The Master of Its Very Own Subsistence .


Accordingly then , That which is Able to Revert to Itself


is Self-Subsistent .


(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 78 (2-135>137)
Proposition 44

All that is Convertive to Itself According to Energy ,
’

is also Converted to Itself According to Ousia .
’

For if on the one hand , It is Able to be Converted to Itself in Energy ,


whereas on the other hand , no Conversion Arises in Its Ousia ,


then It will be Superior According to Its Energy rather than According to Its Ousia ,
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by The One Being Convertive ,

but The Other , un-Convertive .



For That which is Preservative of Itself ,


                           is Superior to That which is solely Preserved by Another .                           (P9)
’
and Being Self-Preservative is more Perfect than That which is solely Preserved by Another .



Accordingly then , if It is a Certain Convertive Energy Proceeding from Its Ousia
’

that is Directed to Itself ,


then It will also be Allotted Its Convertive Ousia ,


so that It will not only Energize towards Itself ,


but It will also Be


Of-Itself and From-Itself ,
’

Self-Maintained and Self-Perfected .


(Phaedo 79d)
Proposition 45

All that is Self-Subsistent is Un-Generated .


For if it is Generated ,


then on the one hand , because it is Generated , it will be imperfect by itself ,
’

and it will be in need of its Perfection from Another .
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’
Whereas on the other hand , because It Produces Self By Itself , 


It is Perfect and Self-Sufficient .



For All that is Generated by Another
’

is Perfected by That which Imparts Generation that does not yet exist to Self .


For Generation is also a path from the imperfect to its Opposite :


The Perfect .


But if Something Produces Itself , then It Is Always Perfect ,
’

by Always Being Present with The Cause of Itself ,


or rather by Being Innate/Inherent in That which is Perfective of Its Ousia .


(Phaedrus 245)
Proposition 46

All that Is Self-Substantive Is Incorruptible .


For if it were to be corrupted , then it would abandon itself ,


and it would be apart from itself
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this however , is impossible !


For by Being One , It Is , At-Once , Cause and That which is Caused .


Whereas All that is corrupted , by forsaking The Cause of Itself , becomes corrupted .


For in as much as All be Attached to That which Contains and Preserves Self ,


Each One is Contained and Preserved .



But That which is Self-Substantive never abandons Its Cause ,


just as It does not abandon Itself ;


for It Is Cause to Itself .


Accordingly then , All that Is Self-Substantive Is Incorruptible.



(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter (vi))
Proposition 47

All that Is Self-Substantive Is Impartible and Simple .


For if All that is self-substantive were partible ,  


then All the self-substantive itself , would have an underlying-reality that is partible ,
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and the whole self will be converted to itself , and all will be in all of itself .


This however , is impossible !



Accordingly then , That which is Self-Subsistent Is Impartible .


But certainly , It is also Simple .


For if It were composite ,


then one thing in self , will be worse ,


but another thing , will be better ,


and the better will be derived from the worse ,


and the worse from the better ,


if indeed , the whole Proceeds from the whole of itself .
’

But even more , It would not be Self-Sufficient ,


by being in need of those elements , out of which It is composed .


Accordingly then , All that Is Self-Substantive , will be That Very One which Is Simple .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 785)
(Phaedo 78c)

Proposition 48

All that is not Eternal 


is either a composite , or has Its Underlying-Reality in Another .
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For either It is dissoluble into those elements out of which It is composed ,


and is entirely composed from those elements into which It is dissolved ;


or It is in need of an Underlying-Reality , 


and by abandoning that Underlying-Reality , 


It departs into non-Being .


But if It Is Simple and In-Itself , 


then It will be Indissoluble , and Incapable of being dissolved/dissipated .


Proposition 49

All that is Self-Substantive Is Eternal .
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For there are Two Ways According to which Anything Could not Be Eternal :
’

One way which arises from Its composition ,

                         and another way which arises from those that exist in-another .                    (P48)

                 However , That which is Self-Substantive , is not a composite , but Simple ;    (P47)

’
                                                 nor is It in-Another, but In-Itself .                                          (P41)

’
Hence It Is Eternal .
 .

Proposition 50

All that is Measured by Time ,
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either According to Its Ousia , or According to Its Energy ,


is in The Process of Generation , insofar as it is Being Measured by Time .


For if It is Measured by Time , then it will be Proper for Self to Be or to Energize by Time ,


so also with The Was and The Will Be , which Differ from each other :


For if The Was , and The Will Be , were The Same According to Number ,

then nothing would have happened to Them by The Procession of Time


which always Contains both a Prior Part Distinguishable from a Later Part .


Therefore , if The Was and The Will Be are Different ,                      

                                                    
then that which is Measured by Time is thus becoming or rising into existence ,


but never Truly Is ,


but Proceeds-together-with Time , by which , it is Measured ,
’

coming to be by tending towards Being ,


but does not Remain , In The Self/Same State of Being ,


but isalways receiving , another and another , that which is to Be , 
’

just as The Now in Time is always another and another , through The Procession of Time .


Accordingly then , it is not a Whole At-Once ,


by existing in the dispersion of temporal extension , and it is co-extended with Time :


This , however , is to possess existence in non-Being :


For that which is coming-to-be (Now) , is not , that which it is to become (in The Future) .


Accordingly then , existence , such as this , is Generation .




(Syrianus , On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 13-14 , 170-32 >  172-4)
Proposition 51
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All that is Self-Substantive , Is Exempt , According to Its Ousia


from Those Natures which are Measured by Time .


                  For if That which is Self-Substantive Is Un-Generated/Un-Begotten ,        (P45)


then It will not be Measured by Time According to Its Existence .
 

For Generation is concerned with


                                           That Nature which is Measured by Time .                                   (P50)


Accordingly then , None of Those which are Self-Substantive Subsist in Time .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus 71b-71c , 73d-e , 78e-79b , 85a , 85e-86b , 91d)
Proposition 52
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All that Is Eternal , Is Whole At-Once .


For if All that is Eternal were to Possess Its Ousia that Is Solely Eternal ,


then It would Possess The Whole Self Present At-Once ,


and not Possess one aspect of Self existing Presently ,


while another aspect would exist Later-on , which does not yet exist .

Whereas It Presently Possesses The Whole to The Highest Degree that is Possible ,
’         

without being diminished and without being extended .


Or if All that is Eternal were to Possess Its Energy At-Once , in relation to Its Ousia ,


by Being Established in The Self/Same Measure of Perfection , and by Being Fixed
(pf. )  
(

By One and The Self/Same Boundary , such as in an Immovable and Unchangeable Way .
’ 


For if The Eternal Is (as the name also denotes) That which Always Is ,
(

whereas , to be at some time , and to become , are Other from That which Always Is ,

thus It must not have , one aspect that comes to be before , and another that comes to be later .


                                        For then it would be Generation , and not-Being .                           (P50)


But Where there Is , neither before and later , nor was and will be ,


but Is Solely , That which Is ,


then , Each Whole Is , At-Once , That Which It Is .


Thus , the same reasoning also applies to Its Energy .


 COROLLARY
From this surely then it is Clear that Eternity is The Cause of Wholes .


Since All that Is Eternal , either According to Ousia , or According to Energy ,

’’
Possesses Its Whole Self Ousia or Its Whole Self Energy , Present At-Once .
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(Timaeus 37e)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus 249a-f)

Proposition 53

Eternity Is Prior to All Those that are Eternal ,


and Time Exists Prior to All those that exist According to Time .


For if Everywhere , Those that are being Participated are Prior to those that Participate ,


and if The Imparticipables are Prior to Those that are being Participated ,


then it is Clear that That which Is Eternal is One Aspect ,


whereas The Eternity which is in That which Is Eternal , 


is another , and Eternity By Self , is yet Another .
’

The last aspect existing as a Participant ,


The Middle Aspect as That which is being Participated ,


but The First as That which is Imparticipable .


And that which is in Time is one aspect (for it Participates) ,
()

and The Time which is in this is another (for It is being Participated) ,
(

And The Time Prior to This is Another ; by being Imparticipable .

               Thus These Imparticipables are Everywhere in Each and All in The Same Way ; (P19)

Whereas That which is being Participated is only in those , by which It is being Participated .

’
For there are Many Eternal Natures , and Many Temporal Natures ,


In which ; In All The Eternal , Eternity Exists According to Participation ,


while the temporal Partake of Time  in a distributed way ;


but That Eternity (which The Eternals Participate) Is Indivisible ,


including The One Time Prior to both of These .


And so on the one hand , Eternity , is Participated by The Eternals ,


whereas on the other hand , Time  is Participated by The Temporals ;
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By Respectively Being The Underlying Reality of Those that are being Participated .



Proposition 54

All of Eternity is The Measure of Those that are Eternal ,


and All of Time is The Measure of Those that are in Time ;


and These are The Only Two Measures of The Life and Motion in The Beings .


For All that Measures ,


either Measures According to a Part ,


or It Measures The Whole , At-Once , 


when It is Adapted to That which is Measured .


Therefore , on the one hand , That which Measures  


According to The Whole , Is Eternity ;
’

whereas on the other hand , That which Measures 

According to Parts , is Time .


Accordingly then , there are only Two Measures ,


The One Belonging to Those Beings that are Eternal ,


but The Other Belonging to Those Beings which exist in Time .
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Proposition 55

     All that exists According to Time , exists either in The Whole (Eternity)Time ,   (P54)


or have their Underlying-Reality At-One-Time ; in a Part of Time .



                                   For if All The Processions exist through Likeness ,                              (P10)

’
and Those Beings that are more Like than Unlike The First ,  


Subsist in Continuous-Union with Themselves Prior to All Those that are Unlike . (P28)


Thus it is impossible for those generated in a Part of Time to be Conjoined with The Eternal  


(and since by being generated and existing at one time , they are set apart from


Those Beings that  Always Subsist) ,
) 

but  Between these and Those , are Those as are partly Like , and partly Unlike Those ,


then is it not the case , that Between these which are generated at one time , and Those


that Always Exist is either that which is always becoming or that which exists at one time -
-
but this is either that which does not Truly Exist at one time, or which Truly Exists at one time .


Whereas it is impossible for That which Truly Exists , to Be at one time ,

but that which does not Truly Exist at one time , is The Same with that which is coming to be :


Accordingly then , The Intermediate is not that which exists at one time .


Thus it remains that The Intermediate between both , is That which is always coming to be ,


on the one hand , by being conjoined to the inferior by that which comes to be ,


but on the other hand , by Imitating The Eternal Nature , through The Always .
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Corollary

                From these considerations surely then it is clear , that Eternity is Twofold ,   (P48&P49)


in One Way , by Being Eternal , but in Another Way , by Existing According to Time :


The One , Being Eternally Stable , but the other , Perpetually Flowing/coming to be :



And The One by Maintaining Its Being Collectively and Homogeneously Whole ,


but The Other , by being altogether Diffused and Expanded According to Temporal Extension .


And The One , by Being Whole According to Self ,
’

but The Other , being made-up of parts , each of which is separate , 


According to the before and later .
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Proposition 56

All that is produced by Those that are Secondary,


is also produced in a greater degree by Those that are More-Primal and More-Causal ,


through Whom , Those that are Secondary were also produced .
’

For if That which is Secondary Contains The Whole of Its Ousia from That


which is Prior to Self , then The Power for Self to Produce is also derived from That Source ;


for The Powers in The Productive Causes are also Productive Through Ousia ,
’

and Bring The Ousia to Completion from Themselves .


But if The Secondary are Allotted The Power of Producing from a Superior Cause ,


then They will Possess from That, Their Existence as Cause of those which They are Cause,
’

and their Substantive Power will be Measured-out from That Source .


If this is the case , then those Proceeding from Self are also Characteristic Effects
’

Implanted by That which is Prior to Self .


For The One is a Perfecting Cause , and The Other is The Characteristic Effects It Perfects .


But if this is the case , That which is Caused is Perfected from That Source Such As It Is .

But certainly , that It is also Perfected in a greater degree from That Source is clear .  (P18)


For if Self , Gives/Bestows to That which is Secondary , 


Accordingly then , The Cause of Production , will Primarily Possess This Cause ;


and Through This , That which is Secondary also generates ,


by Receiving from Thence a Secondary Generative Power .
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Therefore , if The One becomes Productive through Participation ,


while The Other is Productive In a Primary Way and is Superior to Participation  ,


then The Latter Exists According to Cause ,

(
and It Imparts a Share of Generative Power To-Another One of Those Proximate in Order .


Proposition 57

Every Cause , both Energizes Prior to That which is caused ,


and Is The Underlying-Cause of a greater number of Those subsequent to Self .
’

For if It is The Cause , 


then It is more Perfect and more Powerful than That which is subsequent to Self ,
’
                   and if this is the case , then It is The Cause of a greater number of effects :           (P7)


For it is The Province of a Greater Power to Produce more effects ,


and of an Equal Power to Produce Those that are Equal ,


and of a lesser power to produce a less number of effects .


And on the one hand , The Power that is Able to Produce a Greater Number among The Like ,


is also Capable of Producing those that are less in number ,


but on the other hand , that power which is able to produce those that are less in number ,


is not necessarily capable of producing those that are more in number .


Therefore , if The Cause is more Powerful , then It is Productive of more numerous effects .


But certainly , That Cause is Able to Produce in a greater degree , 


such effects , than that which is caused is able to produce ,


For All that is produced by Those that are Secondary,


                is produced in a Greater degree by Those as are more Prior and more Causal .     (P56)


Accordingly then , The Cause Gives Subsistence together with Self  
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to All such effects that Self is Naturally-Adapted to Produce .


But if Self also Produces Prior (to that which is caused) , then without a doubt it is clear


that It also Energizes Prior to Self , Through The Energy that is Productive of Self .


Therefore , Every Cause , both Energizes Prior to that which is caused ,


and together with Self and subsequent to Self , Every Cause Provides-Subsistence to others .
’

COROLLARY

From these considerations , surely then it is clear ,


that on the one hand , Soul is The Cause of those which       
                                

Intellect is also The Cause ;


but on the other hand , that Soul is not also the cause of Those that Intellect is The Cause .


Since Intellect also Energizes Prior to Soul .


And that which Soul Imparts to those that are secondary ,


Intellect also Imparts , in a Greater degree .

Likewise , when Soul no longer Energizes ,


Intellect Imparts The Gifts from Itself , by Illumination ,


to those which , Soul does not Impart of Herself :


And thus , that which is soul  -  less (a corpse) , insofar as it participates of Form ,


it also participates of Intellect , and of The Productions of Intellect .


Moreover , of those that Intellect is indeed The Cause ,


THE GOOD is also THE CAUSE ; but not the other way around .

 ;   .                         
For “The   Pure   Sterility” of The Ideas is derived from THENCE (1st Hypothesis) ,


(for All is derived from THENCE) :

(
But Intellect , is not a Sterile Underlying-Reality ,


by Being Ideal-Form ,
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 787 ,  845 , 1064)
Proposition 58

All that is produced by Many Causes is more composite ,


than That which is produced by fewer Causes .


For if Every Cause Imparts something to That which Proceeds from Self ,
’

then on the one hand , the more numerous Causes will create the greater number of Gifts ,

but on the other hand , the less numerous Causes will create the lesser number of Gifts.


So that on the one hand , some participants will consist of a greater number of Causes ,


but on the other hand , others will consist of a lesser number , of which each Participates .


some indeed , through The Procession , consist of a greater number of Causes ,


but others , through The Procession consist of a lesser number of Causes.


Those however , which consist of a greater number of Causes


are more composite ,


but those that consist of a lesser number of Themselves ,


are more Simple .


Accordingly then , All that is produced by a greater number of Causes ,


is more composite/complex ,


but that which is produced by a lesser number of Causes


is more Simple .
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For the one (by being more composite) Participates of That which


The Other (the more simple) also Participates ,


but the contrary to this is not the case .

’

(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book Chapter (vi))
(Proclus Commentary on The Timaeus 118c) 

Proposition 59

All that is Simple Through Ousia ,
’

is either Superior or inferior to those that are composite .



For if The Real Beings at Their Summits/Hyparxes/Extremities


are Produced by Fewer and More-Simple Causes ,


While Those Beings that are in The Middle ,


are Produced by a greater number of Causes ,


                           then on the one hand , These Beings , will be composite ,                     (P58)


but on the other hand , Some of Their Summits are More-Simple By That which is Better ,


while others (are more complex) , through that which is worse .


Thus it is certainly clear , that The Hyparxes are Produced by Fewer Causes ,


because The Loftier Causes both Begin to Produce Prior , to those that are subordinate ,


and They Extend beyond themselves , to those which 
’ 

                            they are unable to Proceed , through their decrease of power .               (P57)
’

For on this account , the last vestige of beings , is also most simple ,


just as The First Being , that Proceeds from THE FIRST ALONE .


However , with respect to Simplicity ,
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’
The One Exists Through That which is Better than All composition ,


but the other , through that which is worse (by being composite).


And the same reasoning applies to All .


Proposition 60

All that is The Cause of a greater number of effects ,


is Superior to that which is allotted the power of producing less ,


which power also produces the parts of those fewer effects ,


while The Other (The Cause) is The Underlying-Reality of Wholes .


For if the one is the cause of a less number of effects ,


while The Other is The Cause of a greater number of effects ,

whereas the former , are parts of The Latter ,


then on the one hand , That which is The Underlying Reality of the greater number of effects ,


will also Create the rest that the former creates ;


whereas on the other hand , this which it produces  ,


is not productive of all those effects , which That is productive of .


Accordingly then , The Latter is more Powerful and more Comprehensive .


For just as , that which Proceeds is to that which Proceeds (subsequent : subsequent) ,


so also , is one Productive Power to another Productive Power (Cause : Cause) ,


when being taken in relation to each other .
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Therefore That which is Able to effect the greater number ,


Possesses a Greater and more Whole Power ;


but This is Nearer to THE CAUSE of All .

That however , which is Nearer to THIS ,


is Good in a Greater degree ,


                              if indeed , THE CAUSE of All is THE GOOD SELF .                     (P12)


Accordingly then , Being The Cause of the greater number of effects Properly Belongs to


That which is Superior Through Ousia , than to that which produces a lesser number. 
’  

Proposition 61

On the one hand , Every Power that Is Impartible is Greater ,


while on the other hand , when it is partible it is less .


For if it is partible ,


then it Proceeds into multitude .


But if this be the case , then it will be less powerful ,


by being more remote from The One ,


 and That which Holds self together :


and thus it is imperfect ,


                If indeed , The Good of each and every thing Properly Belongs to its Unity .       (P13)


   THE ONE


  Union


  Unity

   Many United
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  Units

(Philebus 16c>17a)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 890)

Proposition 62

On the one hand , Every Multitude is less in Quantity by being Nearer to The One ,


than those that are more remote ,


thus on the other hand , Every Multitude that is Nearer The One is Greater in Power .


For That which is Nearer , is more Like The One :


                           But The One Is That which Is The Underlying-Reality of All                     (P1)


                                                    by Being Devoid of Multitude .                                             (P5)


Accordingly then , That which is more Like Self ,


is Cause to a greater number ,


and if indeed The One Is The Underlying-Reality of All , then That will Be


More The Idea of The One , and It will be more Impartible , if indeed That Is One .


Therefore , on the one hand , since That which is less multiplied ,


is more Akin to The One ,


then on the other hand , by being Akin to The Cause of All ,
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It is Productive of a greater number of existents .


But if this is the case , then It is more Powerful .


COROLLARY

Surely then , from these considerations it is Clear ,


that on the one hand , there are more corporeal natures than souls ;


but on the other hand , more souls than Intellectual Natures ;


and more Intellects than Divine Unities .


And The Self/Same Logos applies to All .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 752 , 890 , 1174)
Proposition 63

All that is Un-Participated Provides an Underlying-Reality/Subsistence 


to The Two-fold Orders of Those that are Participated : 


On the one hand , to Those that are Participated at some time ,   


and on the other hand , to Those that are Participated Always and Innately .


For That which Is Always Participated Is more Like The Un-Participated


than That which Is Participated at some time . Accordingly then , Prior to


The Un-Participated Giving Subsistence to That which is Participated at some time ,

                     It will Give An Underlying-Reality That which Is Always Participated ;       (P28)


for The One that is to Be Participated will not Differ 


from that which is subsequent to Self ,
’

(For The Subsequent/The Participant Participates Through Likeness not Difference. jfb)
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whereas The One that Is Always Participated


is more-Akin and more-Like The Un-Participated .


And there neither solely exists , That which is Participated at some time


(for Prior to these there are Those which Are Participated Always ,


through which , these are also Bound to The Un-Participated
’

According to A Certain Well-Ordered Procession ) .


Nor does there solely exist , Those that Are Participated Always 


(For These Beings , Possess an Inextinguishable Power ,


 if indeed They Always Exist ,

          and if indeed They Are Prolific of The Others that are Participated at some time ;   (P25)


and The Descent Proceeds as far as these) .


COROLLARY

Surely then from these considerations it is Clear , 


that in the case of The Unions that Illuminate The Beings , 


that Proceed from The One ,


Some , Are Always Participated , while Others Are Participated at some time .
 

and Likewise , The Intellectual Participations , are Two-fold , in a Similar way ,


just as the ensoulments of souls are Twofold , and The Participations of The Other Ideas  .


and since by Being Un-Participated ;


Beauty , Likeness , Stability and Sameness ,


are Primarily United by Those which are Always Being Participated ,


and also Secondarily by Those that are sometimes Participated , 


According to Their Self Order .
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1190)
Proposition 64

Every Archetypal/Fontal Monad Gives Subsistence to a Two-fold Number ;


The One , Belonging to Self-Perfecting Underlying-Realities ,


but The Other , Belonging to Illuminations 


which Possess Their Underlying-Reality In-Others .


For if The Procession Proceeds According to Descent/Diminution/Subordination  ,
’

                 Through Those that are Appropriately-Akin to Their Underlying Causes ,      (P28)


then Those that are Perfect will also Proceed from Those that are All-Perfect ,


and Through These Middles (The Perfect) , 


the imperfect will Proceed in a Well-Ordered Way ,


so that some will be Self-Perfecting Underlying-Realities , 
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while others will be imperfect (and in need of Perfecting) .


And on the one hand , these latter ones will presently become the participants

(For by being imperfect they are in need of Those that will Sustain their Very Own Hyparxis) .


Whereas , The Self-Perfecting will Create Those which Participate of Themselves .


(For by Being Perfect , They will on the one hand , Fill These from Themselves
           (

                                                and Establish Them In-Themselves .                                       (P25)


But They will need nothing from those that are in need of Their Own Underlying Reality) .


Thus The Self-Perfecting Underlying-Realities Through Their Separation into Multitude ,


in one way , are diminished in relation to The Archetypal Monad of Selves ; 


but in certain way , They are Assimilated to That Through Their Self-Perfecting Hyparxis .


But those that are imperfect by having their Underlying Reality In-Another ,


are more remote from That which has Its Underlying-Reality Through Self ,
(’

and because of their imperfection they are separated from That which Perfects All .


     But The Processions that exist Through Those that are Like , 


exist as far as those that are entirely Unlike. (P28)


Accordingly then , Every Archetypal Monad , Gives Subsistence to a Two-fold Number .


COROLLARY

Surely then , from these considerations ,  it is also Clear that of The Monads/Unities ,


Some are Self-Perfecting , by Proceeding from The One ,


while Others are The Illuminations of Unions .



And with respect to Intellects ,


Some are Self-Perfecting Ousias ,
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while Others are Certain Intellectual Perfections .



And in respect to Souls ,


Some  Belong to Themselves ,


but others belong to those that are ensouled , by existing only as images of souls .


And in this way , neither is every Union Divine (Like that of soul and body. jfb) ,


since This is Only True of The Self-Perfect ,

’
nor is every intellectual characteristic True Intellect (wrong opinions) ,

but This is Only True of an One Ousian Characteristic (The Truth) ,
’

nor is every illumination of soul soul ,

since there are also images of souls .

’

(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 935-936)
(Damascius’ Lectures on the Philebus 64)

Proposition 65

Every Being that has an Underlying-Reality in any way whatsoever ,


either Subsists Archetypally (By way of a Fountain/Source) According to Cause ,
’

or According to Hyparxis (By way of Ousia) ,
’

or Iconically (by way of an image) According to Participation  .


For either That which is Created is Seen in That which Creates 


by Pre-existing in Its Cause ,


because Every Cause that Pre-Comprehends in Itself , That which is Caused ,


Is Primarily , The Very Aspect which That which is Caused is Secondarily .
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Or That which Creates , is Seen in That which is Created


(For by this also being the case , The Creation Participates of The Creator , by exhibiting
   (
                        in Itself Secondarily , That which The Creator Possesses Primarily) .          (P18)


Or else Each Being is Contemplated Through The Order of Itself ,


and is neither Seen in The Cause nor in the effect :


For on the one hand , The Cause is Contemplated as Subsisting in a Superior Way


than the effect which exists , on the other hand , in an inferior/subordinate way .


Thus , there must also exist , that which exists in some (indefinite) way ;

                 thus Each Being Exits According to The Hyparxis in The Order of Itself .           (P34)
’



(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 900)
Proposition 66

All Beings , in Relation to Each Other ,


are either Wholes ,


or Parts ,

or Same ,

or Other .


For either The One Comprehends ,


while The Rest are Comprehended .
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Or the one neither Comprehends ,


nor are the rest Comprehended ,


and therefore , They either experience something which is The Same ,


by Participating of One experience (Being Members of One Whole) .


Or they are separated from each other .
 .

But if , on the one hand , They Comprehend/Contain , then They will be Wholes ,
’


but if , on the other hand , They are Comprehended , then They will be Parts .


But if The Many Participate of One , then They are The Same Through The One .
’


But if they were only many things , then insofar as they are many ,


through this , they will be other from each other.


(Parmenides 146b 2nd Hypothesis)
(Propositions 66-74 : Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 86 (2-182>191)

Proposition 67

Every Wholeness either Exists Prior to The Parts ,


or Consists of The Parts , or Exists in The Part .


For The Idea of Each Part is either Contemplated in Their Cause ,


and we call That which Pre-Subsists in The Cause , The Whole Prior to The Parts .


Or The Idea is Contemplated in The Parts which Participate of Self ;


and this is Contemplated , in a Two-fold Way ;
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For it is either Contemplated in All The Parts At-Once ,


and This is The Whole Consisting of The Parts ,


and of which Whole , if any Part were absent , it would diminish The Whole .


Or The Idea is Contemplated in Each of The Parts ,


so that The Part has also come into Being by Participating of The Whole ,


Which also makes The Part Be Whole in a Partial Way .

Thus on the one hand , The Whole which Subsists Through Hyparxis , Consists of The Parts ;
’    

but on the other hand , The Whole that Is Prior to The Parts Subsists According to Cause ;
’ 
                whereas The Whole that Subsists in The Part , Subsists By Participation .          (P65)


For This , according to an ultimate declension is also a Whole ,
’
insofar as It Imitates The Whole that Consists of The Parts ,


when That does not happen to exist just as a piece ,


but Uses The Ability of Being Assimilated to The Whole ,


of Which , The Parts are also Wholes .   


(Theatetus 204a>205c)
(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter (xxv) & Chapter 23) 

Proposition 68

Every Whole that is in The Part 


is a Part of That Whole which Consists of The Parts .


For if It is a Part , then It is a Part of a Certain Whole :


And either It is a Part of That Whole in which Self is Contained ,

                       Through which , Self is said to be a Whole Contained in The Part               (P67)
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’
(But in this way ,  Self will be a Part of Itself ,

                                       (’
and thus The Part will be Equal to The Whole ,


and Each One will be The Same) .



Or It is a Certain Part of Another Whole .


And if , of Another Whole ,


then either It is The Only Part of That Whole ,


and again , in this way , It will Differ in no way , from The Whole ,


by Being One Part in One Being .


Or It is a Part In-Communion-With Another Part 
’     

(For of Every Whole , The Parts are more than One) ,
                                  (

and That will be , One Whole Being Consisting of Many Parts , by which It Is .



And in this way That Whole which is in The Part ,


is Itself a Part of The Whole which Consists of The Parts .


(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato 128e)
Proposition 69

Every Whole Consisting of The Parts , 


Participates of The Wholeness Subsisting Prior to The Parts .


For if It Consists of Parts , then The Whole Exists by Experiencing

(For by The Parts becoming One , They Experience The Whole Through Their Unification) ,
(
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and so , The Whole Exists in The Parts which are not Wholes .


But The Im-Participable Subsists Prior to All That is Participated .

       Thus The Im-Participable Wholeness Subsists Prior to That which is Participated .  (P23)


Hence a Certain Idea of Wholeness Subsists Prior to Any Whole that Consists of The Parts 


which is not Experienced by The Whole , since It Is Self Wholeness ,
’

From which The Wholeness Consisting of The Parts is derived .
’  .

And since , on the one hand , The Whole , which Consists of The Parts ,

also exists in many places , and in many other ways , and in Other Beings Composed of Parts .


Thus there Must Be That Monad According to Self of All Those that Are Whole .

’
For neither is Each One of These Wholes , That Absolute/Pure Whole ;


That are in need of Being Composed of The Parts which are not Whole Beings ,


Nor is The Whole which comes to be in a Certain Part


Able to Be The Cause of Wholeness to All The Other Wholes . Accordingly then , 


That which is The Cause to All Wholes of Their Being Wholes Subsists Prior to The Parts .


For if This also Consisted of Parts , then It would be a Certain Whole and not Simply Whole .


And again , This would be from Another Whole , and so on , to infinity ;


or It will be That which is Primarily Whole ,


by not Being a Whole Consisting of Parts , but That which Is Wholeness .
’

Proposition 70

All That is More-Whole among The Archetypal Causes 


Illuminates The Participants both Before and After 


Those that are partial depart/abandon That which is Participated .


For She also Initiates Her Energy to The Secondary Before That which is After Self ,
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’
and She is Present along with The Presence of That , and when That no longer Energizes ,


That which is More-Causal , is still Present and continues to Energize .


                          And this is not only the case for  different/unlike subjects ,                            (P57)


but it is also the case in each of those that sometimes , Participate .

For Being Must Be Generated First , then living-being [Genus] , then human-being [Species] .


And on the one hand , human-being no longer exists , if The Rational Power is absent ,


whereas on the other hand , the living-being still exists breathing and perceiving .


And again when life is absent Being remains (for when a body is no longer alive , it still exists) .
(

And the same reasoning applies to All .


Thus The Cause of this Arises because That which is More-Causal , by Being More-Efficacious 

                     She Energizes/Illuminates Before , Upon That which is Participated             (P56)


(for The Self is also Experienced by That which Is More-Powerful Before) .


And in turn when the secondary energizes , That which is More-Powerful Energizes with it .


Because All which the secondary can create ,


That which is More-Causal also Creates-In-Conjunction-with  this .


And when the former leaves , The Latter is still Present


(For The Impartation/Illumination of The More-Powerful Operates in a Greater Way,
     (

and She Leaves That which is Participated After The Energy of The Less-Powerful .


For She Empowers The Impartation of Herself Through That of the secondary) .


Proposition 71

All Those that Possess a More-Whole and More-Noble Order in The Archetypal Causes ,

according to the effects/results in The Illuminations Proceeding from Themselves ,

’
become in a some way , subjects to The Impartations of the more partial .


And on the one hand , The Illuminations , from Noble Causes ,
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Accept/Receive The Processions  from the secondary ;


but on the other hand , the latter are Established in The Former .


And thus Some Participations Precede others ,


and some representations extend after others ,
’

Beginning from On-High , to The Self/Same Subject ,


The More-Whole by Possessing a Prior Energy ,


but those that  are more-partial by Providing their participants with their impartations ,


following upon The Energies of Those that Are More-Whole .


           For if Those that Are More-Causal Energize Prior to Those that are Secondary ,    (P70)


Through Their Superabundance of Power ,


             and are Present-with and Illuminate those that have a more imperfect aptitude ,     (P57)


whereas , Those Beings that are Being-Sustained , by Being Second in Order ,


are Provided-for , from Those that are More-Causal ;

’
then it is Clear that The Illuminations from The More-Noble Causes


Pre-Comprehend that which Participates of both of These Orders ,


Giving-Stability to The Impartations of Those that are being Sustained .


But The Illuminations of More-Noble Causes , use Representations of Those being Sustained
’

as Supports , and Operate by Pre-Operating on that which Participates of Those . 
(’

(Republic 510-514 , Proclus Commentary on The Parmenides 844)
Proposition 72

All those things that have the relation of subordinates in Those that Participate ,


Proceed from More-Perfect and More-Whole Causes .


For The Causes of a greater number of effects ,
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                                               are More-Powerful and More-Whole ,                                    (P60)


and are More-Near to The One than The Causes of fewer effects .              


But Those Causes which Give Underlying-Reality/Subsistence


to those that Pre-Subsist as subordinates to Others ,


are The Causes of a greater number of effects .


Accordingly then , These are More-Whole and More-Perfect among The Causes .



COROLLARY

Surely then from these considerations , it is Clear for what reason  


matter by herself , which derives her Underlying-Reality from The One ,
’

 is on the one hand , destitute of Form .


And on the other hand , for what reason the body by itself , 
’

even if it Participates of that which is ,


exists without  Participating of soul (as a corpse) .


For matter , on the one hand , by being subordinate to All , Proceeds from The Cause of All .


whereas the body , on the other hand , by being subordinate to its Ensoulment ,


derives its Subsistence , from That which is More-Whole than Soul ,


by Participating , in some way of that which is .


142E Parmenides : 
Accordingly then , once again , each of these members/parts/pieces Maintains/Involves 

both The One and The Being , so that the least (matter : mud , hair , dirt) 
piece/part/portion in turn becomes a part/member/piece Composed of The Two . . .

Proposition 73

On the one hand , Every Whole Is At-Once a Certain Being and also


Participates of Being , but on the other hand , not Every Being happens to be Whole .
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For either Being and Whole are The Same , or The One Exists Before , but The Other After .


But if on the one hand , The Part , insofar as It is a Part , also possesses Being
’

(for The Whole is Composed of existing Parts) , and It is indeed not Whole by Itself .
’

Accordingly then , Being and Whole are not The Same .


Forwhat if , The Part would be non-existent ?


If The Part were non-existent , then neither would The Whole exist .

For Every Whole is a Whole of Parts either by existing Prior to Them or by existing In Them .

              Therefore , if The Part did not exist  , then neither Could The Whole exist .          (P67)


If The Whole exists Prior to Being , then Every Being/(Part) will immediately be Whole .



Then in turn , The Part will not be A Part (but A Whole) . But this is impossible .


For if The Whole is Whole , by Being A Whole of Parts ,


then The Part will also be A Part , by Being A Part of The Whole .


Thus it remains , that Every Whole is indeed A Being , but not Every Being is A Whole .


COROLLARY
Surely then , from these considerations , it is Clear


that Being Is The Primary Underlying-Reality that Is Beyond The Wholeness .


On the one hand , That Is Present in a greater number of Beings ; seeing that


Being is Present in The Parts (insofar as infinitive existence is also Present in The Parts).


Whereas on the other hand , That Wholeness is Present in a lesser number of Beings .

                  .
                  For That which is The Cause of a greater number of effects is Superior ;           (P60)


whereas The Cause of a lesser number is Subordinate , as it has been demonstrated . 


Proposition 74

On the one hand , Every Idea is a Certain Whole
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(for It Subsists of Many ; Each of which Completes The Idea ) .

                        (
But on the other hand , not Every Whole is An Idea .



For on the one hand , 


a particular component is both a whole and an individual ,


insofar as it is an individual , but neither of them is An Idea ,


for Every Whole is that which consists of parts .


Whereas on the other hand ,


The Idea [Virtue] is That which is Readily marked-off into Individual Ideas [Wisdom, Justice . . .] .


Therefore , That which is Whole , Is One , and That which is An Idea , Is Another .

              And The One Is Present in many more Beings/things , but The Other in less .      (P60)


Accordingly then , The Whole is Above The Ideas of The Real Beings .                       


COROLLARY

Surely then , from these considerations it is Clear ,


that The Whole has a Middle Order , between That of Being and That of The Ideas .


From whence it both follows that Being Subsists Prior to The Ideas ,


and that The Ideas are Beings , but that certainly not Every being is an Idea .



Whence also , in effects , privations are in a certain way beings , but are not Ideals ,


and that through The Unific Power of Being ,


they also receive a certain obscure representation of that which is .


(Sophist 244d)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 966>971)

Proposition 75
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Every Cause which is Legitimately so called , is Exempt from Its effect .


For by Self Being in (the effect) ,


(then the effect) is either Perfective of Self  ,

                                or Self is in some way , in need of self , in order to exist ,                        (P64)


and in this way Self will be more imperfect than that which is caused .


For by being in the effect , Self is a con-cause rather than a Cause ,


or Self is either a part of that which is generated ,


or an instrument of The Maker .


For that which is a part in that which is generated ,


belongs to that which is more imperfect than The Whole (Kosmos) .


and is also an instrument of generation that is in service to The Maker ,


by not being able to Define , by itself (as The Whole) , The Measures of Production .


Therefore Every Cause , that is also Legitimately A Cause ,

                       if It Is indeed , more-Perfect than that which Proceeds from Self ,                   (P7)
’

then Self also Imparts to The Whole , The Measure of Generation ,


and is Exempt , from the instruments and the elements ,


and Simply , from All that is called a con-cause .


(Phaedo 98b-99b)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 859-860)
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Proposition 76

On the one hand , All that Arises from an Immovable Cause ,


has an Immutable Hyparxis .


But on the other hand , All that Arises from a Movable Cause ,


has a Mutable Hyparxis .


For if That which Makes Is Wholly Immovable , then It does not Produce The Secondary 

                from Itself through Motionbut by Its Self Existence . But if this is the case ,     (P26)

’’
then It Possesses That which Proceeds from Self , Concurrent with The Existence of Self

’   
But if this is so , then Self will Produce as long as It Exists . But if Self Always Exists ,


then Self Always Provides Subsistence to That which is Subsequent to Self .

’
So that This Underlying-Reality is both Always Generated from Thence and Always Is ,


by Conjoining to The Always of That  , through Its Motive Energy ,


The Always of Self , through Its Procession .


Whereas if The Cause were to be Moved ,


surely then That which comes to Be from Self would also be Mutable through Ousia .
’’

For That which has Its Existence through Motion ,


changes Its Existence when This Movable Cause is changed .


For if It were to be Produced from Motion , while Self remains Immutable ,


then Self would be Better than Its Producing Cause . 

                                                               But this is impossible .                                                   (P7)

’
Therefore , It will not be Immutable .


Accordingly then , It will be Mutable , and It will be Moved through Ousia ,

’  
by Imitating The Self Motion of Its Underlying-Reality .
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(Timaeus 41a)
Proposition 77

All that Is According to Potential-Power , Proceeds from That which Is Active-Energy , 
’

whereas that which exists Potentially , Proceeds into Active-Energy .

On the one hand , That which exists in a certain way Potentially , insofar as Self is Potential ,


is The Offspring of That which exists in a certain way Self-Actualized . But on the other hand ,
’
That which is Wholly Potential , Proceeds from That which is Wholly Actual-Active-Energy .

’

For on the one hand , that which exists potentially , by being imperfect ,


is not Naturally Adapted to Lead itself Forward into Energy/Activity/Actualization . 


For if by being imperfect it would become the ‘cause of perfection and actualization to itself’
’

then The Cause will be more imperfect than that which has come to be from Self !
’

Accordingly then , that which exists potentially , insofar as it does exist potentially ,


will not be The Cause of Actualization to itself .
’

For if this were the case , then it would be ‘the cause of perfection’ insofar as it is imperfect ;


if indeed All that exists potentially is imperfect , insofar as it exists potentially , 


Whereas , All that Exists In-Energy/Actively , insofar as It Is Active/Actualized , Is Perfect .
’

Thus if the potential is to be Actualized , then it will have That Perfection from Some Other .
’’

And self will either exist potentially (but thus again , the imperfect will generate The Perfect) ;
(’)

or Actively, or Some Other, or this which was potentially, will come to Be Actualized .
’

But if , on the one hand , Some Other which is Actualized/Energized Creates ,
’
                       then It Creates/Operates According to The Characteristic of Itself ,                (P18)


whereas that which exists potentially will not make that which is in another Energized ;


nor this , insofar as it exists potentially , will now be Actualized , unless , it becomes This , 
’

Thus it remains , that from That which Is Actualized/Energized/Activated ,
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’
that which exists potentially must be changed into some kind of Energy-Activity .


Proposition 78

Every Power is either Perfect [Actual-Active-Energy] or imperfect/unperfected [Potential] .



For on the one hand , The Power which is Prolific of The Energy is Perfect .


For She also Makes others Perfect , through The Energies/Activities of Herself .


Thus on the other hand , That which is Perfective of others ,


is Perfect in a greater degree , by being More-Self-Perfect .


   Whereas The Potential-Power that exists in need of Another  


                                            that Pre-Subsists in Actual-Active-Energy ,                                (P77)
’

according to which need ,  potential-power is something that is imperfect/unperfected .
’  

For it exists in need of The Perfection which Pre-Subsists in Another ,


in order that , by Participating of That , it may become Perfect .


Accordingly then , such a power as this , by self , is imperfect/unperfected .
’

So that , on the one hand , The Power of That which is Actual-Active-Energy is Perfect ,
’

by Being Prolific of Actual-Active-Energy .


But on the other hand , the power of that which exists in potential is imperfect/unperfected ,


by obtaining its Perfection from That which Exists in Actual-Active-Energy .
’
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(Timaeus 29e)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 733,787,792, )

Proposition 79

All that is Generated , Arises from a Two-fold Power .


For it is also Necessary , if Self is to exist  

then Self Must Possess adaptability/aptitude and an unperfected/unactualized potential power ,


and what That which Makes , Is In Actual-Active-Energy ,      
                                ’

                             this which is generated , is in potential power ,                    (P77)


by Pre-Comprehending a Perfect Power .


For All Energy Proceeds from Innate/Inherent/Inborn potential power .

For if That which Makes , did not Possess Perfect-Active-Power ,


then how could It Energize and Act/Create upon another ?


And if that which comes to be did not possess potential-power through innate aptitude ,

’
then how could it come to be ?


For That which Acts/Makes , Makes/Acts in All Those that are able to be acted upon ,


but not by any chance occurrence ;

’
nor in that which is not naturally adapted to be acted upon from within Self .
’
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1154,1189)
Proposition 80

Every body by self is naturally adapted , to be acted upon ;
’

but All that is Incorporeal by Self is Naturally-Adapted , to Act .


the one being inefficacious by self , but The Other , by Being Impassive/Active .
’

Whereas , That which is Incorporeal ,


is also passive/affected/acted-upon by Its Communion with the body ;


just as bodies are also able to act by their Participation of The Incorporeals .


For on the one hand , that which is body , insofar as it is corporeal , is solely divisible ,


and is entirely passive , by being entirely partible , and this to infinity .


But on the other hand , That which is Incorporeal , by Being Simple , is Impassive .


For neither is that which is Impartible , capable of being divided ,


                               nor can That which is not composite be altered .                      (P48)


Therefore , either nothing will be Effective/Creative/Productive ,


or That which is Incorporeal is The Active/Creative Principle ,


if indeed the body , insofar as it is corporeal , does not Activate/Create ,


because that is only subject to being divided and of undergoing change .


And since All that Acts/Creates Possesses an Effective Power ;


while the body by self , is inactive and powerless ;
’

so that body will not Act through body , but through the potential to Act residing-in self .


Accordingly then , when it will Act , it Acts through The Participation of potential-power .


Moreover , when Incorporeal Natures come to be in bodies , They Participate of affections ,
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by being divided Together with bodies , and by enjoying that aspect of the partible nature ,


although according to The Ousia of Themselves , They are Impartible.


(Phaedo 65b-68b)

Proposition 81

All that is being Participated in a Separate Way ,


is Present in the participant , by a Certain Inseparable Power , which It Implants .



For if Self Innately-Possesses , That which is Separate from the participant ,


and if Self does not exist in that , as if Self  ‘possessed Its Underlying-Reality in itself ’ ,


surely then a Certain Middle is Necessary between These Selves


that Conjoins The One to the other ,


(by The Middle) Being More-Like That which is being Participated ,


and certainly by (The Middle) being in the Self participant .


For if That Middle were Separate , then how could This be Participated ,


since neither Self ,


nor anything Proceeding from Self contains That Middle ?

’
Accordingly then , Power and Illumination


Proceed from That which is Apart

’
into the participant ,


to Conjoin Both .


And hence , One will be That through which The Participation takes place ,
’

and The Other , will be That which is being Participated ,


and yet another , that which Participates.
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1004>1006)
Proposition 82

All that is Incorporeal , Is Converted to Itself ,


and when It is Participated by others , It is Participated in a Separate Way .
’

For if All that is Incorporeal were Participated in an Inseparable Way ,


then The Energy of Self would not be Separate from Its Participant ,


just as Its Ousia would not be Separate from Its Participant .


But if this were the case , then Self would not be Converted to Itself ;

                    for by Being Self-Convertive , It will be Separate from Its Participant ,          (P16)


by Being Different from The Other’s existence .                           


Accordingly then , if Self is Able to be Converted to Itself ,


then , Self will be Participated in a Separate Way ,


when Self is Participated by others .
’
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Proposition 83

All that Is Self-Recognizable/Realized/Actualized/Known , is Entirely Self-Convertive .


For on the one hand , It is Clear , that in Knowing Itself ,


Self is Converted to Itself by Self’s Actual-Active-Energy .


For That which Recognizes and That which is being Recognized ,


is One ,


and The Recognition/Intuitive-Knowledge of Self is Directed to Itself


as to That which is Realized/Known/Recognized .


This Recognition , on the one hand ,


by Innately Belonging to That which is Realized/Actualized/Known


Is a Certain Actual-Active-Energy ;


whereas on the other hand , it is The Recognition


of Self Directed to Itself ,


for the Reason that Self Is Self-Recognizable/Known .


                       Moreover , given that Self Is Self-Converted Through Its Ousia ,           (P34)

               then Self is also Self-Converted Through Its Energy , as it has been shown .      (P44)


For All that is Converted to Itself Through Its Actual-Active-Energy ,


also Possesses a Self-Converging Ousia


which also Abides In Itself .
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Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <20>)
Proposition 84

Every Eternal Being , Is Limitless-in-Power .


For if The Underlying-Reality of Self is Never-failing ,


and The Power , Through which , 
’

Self Is That which It Is , and Through which Self Is Able to Exist ,


 then The Power Is Limitless .


For The Power According to Existing at one time ;


by being that which has been Limited , will fail .


But by failing ,


the existence of that which possesses herself , will also fail ,


and that cannot Be , An Eternal Being .
’

Accordingly then , it is Necessary that The Power of That which Is Eternal ;


That which Collectively-Maintains Self Through Ousia,


Be Limitless .
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1117>1121)
Proposition 85

All that is Always Becoming ,


possesses The Limitless Power of Coming to Be .


For if It is Always Arising into existence ,


then The Power of The Generation in Self is Never-failing .


For if This Power were Limited/finite ,


then It would cease to exist , within The Limitless/infinite Expanse of Time .


But if The Power of becoming were to cease ,


then That which is becoming  


According to That which is becoming by Self , would also cease ,
’           

and thus , It would no longer be , Always Becoming .
’

                However , It certainly has an Underlying-Reality that is Always Becoming .        (P81)


Accordingly then , It possesses The Limitless [Potential] Power of coming to Be .
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Proposition 86

All that Truly Is , Is Unlimited ,


but not according to Multitude , nor according to Magnitude ,


but According to Power , Alone .


For on the one hand , All that Is Unlimited , 


is so either in Quantity , or in Size , or in Power .


But on the other hand , That which Truly Is , Is Unlimited ;
’

by Possessing on the one hand , That In-extinguishable Life ,

                     and That Never-failing Hyparxis , and That Un-diminished Energy .     (P49, P84)


Thus , It is not infinite on account of  Magnitude


(for That which Truly Is , Is Without-magnitude , by Being Self-Substantive ;

             (
                              for All that Is Self-Substantive is Im-partible and Simple) .                     (P47)


Nor is It infinite on account of Multitude


(for It is in   the most eminent degree The Idea of The One ,
                           (

           by Being Arranged most     Near to The One , and Being most     Akin to The One) . (P62)


Thus That is Unlimited According to Its Potential-Power .


And That is also Impartible , According to The Same Logos by which It Is Unlimited :
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and surely then , by so much more that It Is One , by that much more Is It Impartible ,


and also , by so much more , Is It Unlimited .

                      For the potential power that is divided , is already weak and limited ,                (P61) 


and the potential powers that are indeed entirely divided , are in every way limited .


For the potential powers that are last , and that are most remote from The One ,


are entirely limited , on account of their partibility .


Whereas The Primary Powers , are Unlimited , on account of Their Impartibility .


For on the one hand , the partibility ,


dissipates and dissolves the potential power of each and every thing .


Whereas on the other hand , The Impartibility ,


Compresses and Concentrates That which It Contains ,


by Keeping Self , Never-failing and Undiminished in Itself .


But certainly , infinity ,


according to Magnitude and according to Multitude ,


is entirely a privation and a falling-away from The Impartibility .


For on the one hand , That which Is Limited Is Most-Near to The Impartible ,


whereas on the other hand , that which is infinite ,


by entirely disengaging from The One , is most remote .


Accordingly then , That which Is Unlimited According to Power ,


is not that which is infinite either according to Multitude or Magnitude ,


if indeed on the one hand , Unlimited Power Exists-in-Conjunction with-The Impartibility ,


whereas on the other hand , that which is infinite in Multitude or Magnitude ,


is most remote from The Impartible .


Therefore , if  Being , were infinite either in Magnitude or Multitude ,
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then It would not Be Unlimited-Power .


                                            However ,  It Is indeed Unlimited-Power .                                   (P84)


Therefore It is not infinite


according to Multitude nor according to Magnitude .


(Syrianus’ On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 13-14 , 147-1)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 752 & 890)

Nicomachus of Gerasa
Introduction To Arithmetic

Book I

Chapter II

[4] Of Beings then , both those legitimately so called and those that simply have the same name ,
’
some are on the one hand , those that are Intelligible and Perceptible , which are both Unified and


Contiguous , such as Animal , The Kosmos , a Tree , and the like , which are legitimately and


characteristically called Magnitudes ; others are incontiguous and in a side-by-side arrangement
() 
and , as it were , in “heaps” , which are called Multitudes , such as a herd , a group , a heap


a chorus , and the like .


[5] Accordingly then , Wisdom must be considered to be The Knowledge of These Two Ideas .

Since , however , all multitude and all magnitude are by their own nature of necessity infinite
’    

(For Multitude on the one hand , starting from a Definite Root , never ceases increasing ;
(

while Magnitude on the other hand , beginning from a Definite Wholeness , is when division


is in no way able to bring the dividing process to an end , and in this way , proceeds to infinity) ,
’’

but that The Arts are in every way , The Arts of those subjects that are Limited ,


but never of those that are infinite ; is truly evident ,


because an Art that deals either with Absolute Magnitude , or with Absolute Multitude ,
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could in no way be formulated ,


(for each of These is indefinite in itself ,
’

Multitude on the one hand , in the direction of the more ,


and Magnitude on the other hand , in the direction of the less) .


However , an Art would arise to deal with something distinguished-apart from each of These ,
’     

with Quantity on the one hand , distinguished-apart from Multitude ,


and Size , on the other hand , distinguished-apart from Magnitude .


Chapter III

[1] Then , to start anew from the beginning , since of Quantity , One Kind is That which is


Viewed according to Itself , having no relation to anything else , such as Even Itself , Odd Itself ,
’
Perfect Itself , and the like , and the other kind , that which is indeed relative to something else 


and is Conceived of together with its relationship to another , such as double , greater , smaller ,


half , one-and-a-half times , one-and-a-third times , and the like ; then it is clear that two Artistic


Methods will lay hold of and deal with the whole investigation concerning Quantity ;

on the one hand , Arithmetic , being that concerned with Quantity Itself [Absolute] ,

’
and on the other hand , Music , being that concerned with that which is Relative to another .


[2] And once more , inasmuch as the one deals with Size in a state of Rest and Stability ,


and the other , of Size in a state of Motion and Revolution ; two other Arts , will accurately deal


with Size , in the same way ; Geometry with the one that Abides and is At-Rest ,


and Astronomy with the other that Moves and Revolves .
            .
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Proposition 87

On the one hand , All that is Eternal Is Being ,


whereas on the other hand , not every being is Eternal .


For The Participation of Being


also belongs , in some (indefinite/nebulous) way , to those that are generated ,


insofar as each of these , are not , that which in no way exists .
’

But if that which is generated is not entirely deprived of existence ,


then it has existence , in a some way .


However , The Eternal , in no way whatsoever


belongs to those that are generated ,


and especially not to those that do not even Participate
’             

of The Perpetuity which exists According to The Whole of Time .


Then certainly , All that Is Eternal , Always Is .


For All Those that Are Eternal Participate of Eternity ,
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which Imparts to The Natures by which Eternity Can Be Participated
’

To Always Be , That which They Are .


                 Thus , Being Is Participated by a greater number of existents than Eternity .       (P60)



And hence , Being is Beyond Eternity ;


for on the one hand , Those Natures which Participate of  Eternity ,


also Participate of Being .


whereas on the other hand , not All those which Participate of Being/existence ,


also Participate of Eternity .


(Timaeus 37d)
Proposition 88

All that Truly Is ,


is either Prior to Eternity , or In Eternity , or Participates of Eternity .


For on the one hand , that there Is True/Pure Being Prior to Eternity


                                                         has been demonstrated .                                              (P87)


Then certainly , True Being is also In Eternity .


For Eternity Possesses The Always In-Conjunction-With The Being .


So also does All That Participates of Eternity .


For All That Is Eternal , is called Eternal


By Participating of both The Always and The Being .


For on the one hand , All That Is Eternal Possesses both The Always and The Being 


By Participation .


Whereas on the other hand , Eternity
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on the one hand , Is The Always Primarily




and on the other hand , She Possesses The Being By Participation 



However , The Self Being Is Being Primarily .
NeuterNeuter

(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapters (xv, xvi, xvii)
Proposition 89

All That Truly Is , Possesses an Underlying-Reality


 from The Limited and The Unlimited .


For if It Possesses Unlimited Power ,

then it is Clear , that It Is Unlimited ,


and on this account It Possesses an Underlying-Reality from The Unlimited .


But if It Is Impartible , then It also Possesses The-Idea-of-The-One ,


and through This , It Participates of The Limited ;


for That which Participates of Unity is Limited .


                                                 But certainly , by Being Impartible ,                                       (P47)

                                It also Possesses , at the same time ,  Unlimited-Power .                        (P84)


Accordingly then , All That Truly Is ,


Possesses an Underlying-Reality from The Limited and The Unlimited .
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(Syrianus’ On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 13-14 , 112-8 > 113-37)
(Damascius’ Lectures on the Philebus 62)

Proposition 90

That which is Primarily Limited , and That which is Primarily Unlimited , 


Possess an Archetypal Underlying-Reality According to Selves ,
’

That Is Prior than All Those That Possess an Underlying-Reality 


From The Limited and The Unlimited .


For if The Real Beings which Subsist From Themselves ,
’

Subsist-Prior to Those which are Certain Beings ,


By Being-Common to All Beings ,


and All Archetypal Causes , and not of Certain Beings ,

                                           but Simply , By Being-Common to All of Them  ,                       (P23)


then it is Necessary that The First Limit and That which Is Primarily Unlimited ,


Must Be Prior to That which Subsists from Both .


For The Limited , in That which Is Mixed
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Participates of The Unlimited ,


and The Unlimited Participates of The Limited .


But of Each of These , That which Is First ,


Is nothing else than That which Is .


Accordingly then , That which Is Primarily Unlimited


must not Be The-Idea-of-The-Limited ,


and The Primary Limit


must not Be The-Idea-of-The-Unlimited .


Accordingly then , These Subsist Primarily Prior


to That which Is Mixed .


Philebus 27b-c)

Proposition 91

Every Power is either Limited or Unlimited .


Thus on the one hand , Every Limited Power ,
’

derives Its Underlying-Reality from The Unlimited Power


whereas on the other hand , Every Unlimited Power


derives Its Underlying-Reality from The Primarily Unlimited .


  
For on the one hand , The Powers


By Being , at One time ,


are Limited ,


by having fallen


from The To Always Be


of The Unlimited .
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Whereas on the other hand , The Powers of The Eternal Beings


are Unlimited ,


By Never-in-any-way abandoning


                                                    The Hyparxis of Them-Selves .                                     (P84-P85)


(Parmenides 137d)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1116 > 1121)

Proposition 92

Every Multitude of Unlimited Powers ,


Depends upon The One that is Primarily Unlimited ,


Which neither exists as a Participated Power ,


nor in Those that have an Underlying-Reality of Potential-Power ,


but Exists By Self ,
’

not by being the power of a certain participant ,


but by Being The Cause of All The Beings .


                                For if The First Self Being also Possesses Power ,                                  (P88)


but is not The Self Power ,
’

                                                then It also Possesses Limit .                                         (P89)
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Whereas The Primary Power Is Unlimited .


For The Unlimited Powers are Limitless , through The Participation of The Unlimited ;


Therefore , The Self Unlimited will be Prior to All Powers ,


                                and Through which , Being Possesses Unlimited-Power                        (P86)
’

Through which , All Beings Participate of The Unlimited .


For The Unlimited is not The First , nor The Being


(for That is The Measure of All ,
(

                                                     By Being The-Good and One)                                      (P12-P13)


(For This is Limitless , but It is not The Unlimited) .
                                    (’  ):

Accordingly then , The Unlimited Exists Between The First and The Being ,


by Being The Cause of All Limitless-Powers , 


and The Cause of All the limitlessness that is in The Beings.


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1121)
Proposition 93

All that is infinite in those that exist ,

is not infinite to The Superior Orders , 


nor is it infinite to itself .



For by That which each existent is infinite ,


by This also is each existent uncircumscribed .


But among All those existents ,


each one is Bounded/Defined by its-Self , and also by All Those that are Prior to Self .


Surely then , it remains that that which is infinite in those existents ,


is infinite to subordinate selves alone ,
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Above which , They is so Expanded in Power , so as to be Incomprehensible by All selves .


For in whatever way they may extend themselves towards Those Selves ,
’

They still Possesses Something Entirely Exempt from selves .
’’

And even though All Things enter into Self , yet Self Possesses Something that Is Occult
’     

and Incomprehensible by secondary selves .


even though It Evolves The Powers Contained in Self ,


Thus , on account of Its Union , Self Possesses Something Insurmountable ,
’’

that Is Singularly-Contracted , that Surpasses The Evolution of Those Beings .


However , by being Contained and Bound by Itself , It will not be Unlimited to Itself ,


nor much more less to Those that are Superior (to Self) ,


(since Self) contains a portion of The Unlimited in Those .


For The Powers of More-Whole Natures are More-Unlimited ,


By Being More-Whole ,


and by Possessing an Order Arranged Nearer to The Most-Primary Unlimited .


Proposition 94

On the one hand , All that is perpetual is a certain infinity ,


but on the other hand , not every infinity is perpetual .


For there are many things that are infinite


which possess the infinite , but not on account of The Always ,


just as for instance , the infinite according to Multitude ,


and the infinite according to Magnitude ,


and the infinity of Matter ,


and whatever else there may be such as This ,


either because its Innate Unlimitedlessness is Inscrutable ,
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(
or because of the indefiniteness of its Ousia .



However , that perpetuity Participates The Unlimited is Clear .


For That which Never fails Is Unlimited .


But This is That which Always Possesses Its Inexhaustible Underlying-Reality .


Accordingly then , The Unlimited , Is Prior to the perpetual .


For That which is More-Whole Is Productive of a greater number of effects ,

                                                           and , Is More-Causal .                                                 (P60)


Accordingly then , The First Unlimited Is Beyond Eternity ,


[thus also , The Self Unlimited Is Prior to Eternity] .



Proposition 95

Every Power that Is More-United/Unified Is More-Unlimited


than that which is multiple .


For in the case of The Powers , if The First Unlimited

                                                          Is Nearest to The One ,                                                 (P92)


then That Power , by Being More-Akin to The One ,


Is Unlimited in a Greater degree 


than that which is farther removed from The One .


For by being multiple , it loses The Idea of The One ,
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in Which , while It Remained ,


It Possessed That Trancendency , in relation to the other powers ,


by Being Connectedly-Contained-Therein through Its Impartibility .



For also , in those that are partible ,


on the one hand , when the powers ,


                                                             are Drawn-together ,                            (Parmenides 135D)


They are United/Unified


whereas on the other hand ,


when the powers are divided ,


they become increased in number ,

and become obscure .



Thomas Taylor : There is evidently a very gross error here in the original . 
For powers when congregated are not multiplied , but united . 

Hence it is necessary to read (add) . . .      
Proposition 96

The Power of Every finite/limited body , by Being Unlimited , Is Incorporeal .


For if This were corporeal , 

                                       even if on the one hand , the body is infinite ,                                    (P94)
                                

then The Unlimited would be contained in that which is finite/limited .  


Whereas on the other hand , if This were finite/limited , 


not then insofar as It is a (finite) body .  
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but according to (limited) Power


then given that It is a body , It is finite/limited , 


then given that It is a potential power , It is infinite , 

                                but It will not be potential power , insofar as It is a body .                  (P84-86)


Accordingly then , by Power Being Unlimited in a finite body , It Is Incorporeal .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1119)
Proposition 97

Every Cause insofar as being The Leader of Each Series 
’

Imparts The Characteristic of Itself to The Whole Series ;


and That which That Cause Is Primarily , Self is This , in a diminished way .
’

For if The Cause is The Leader of The Whole Series ,

                    and All The Elemental Parts are Co-Arranged in Relation to Self ,                  (P21)


surely then it is Clear that That Imparts to All , That One Idea ;
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According to Which , They are Co-Arranged Under That Self Series .
’

For either , All Partake of The Likeness to That Cause , in a non-Causal way


or That Characteristic which is The Same in All , is derived from That One Idea .
’

Whereas to do so in a non-Causal way is impossible .


For to do so in a non-Causal way is also accidental . But the accidental can never take place


in Those in which there is Order and Mutual-Connectivity and an Invariable Sameness .


Thus , Every Series Receives The Characteristic of That Underlying-Reality from That .
’

But if from That , then it is Clear that It is Accompanied with descent/diminution
’

and the descent that is adapted to Those that are Secondary .


For either , The Characteristic belongs Similarly in both The Leader and in The Others ;


and in this case , how can The One still be The Leader ,


and The Others still be Allotted an Underlying-Reality following after That Leader ?
’

Or , The Characteristic belongs Dissimilarly . And if this be the case , it is Clear that


Sameness is Imparted to the multitude from The One Idea , but not the other way round .
’’

And The Illustrious Character of The Series which Pre-Exists Primarily in The One Idea 

exists secondarily in the multitude [by Participation and the diminution of follower to Leader]. 



(Propositions 97-102 : Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 903)

Proposition 98

Every Separate (Leading) Cause is At-Once


Everywhere and Nowhere .


      For on the one hand , It Is Everywhere , by The Impartation of The Power of Itself .   (P97)


For This Is The Cause that Replenishes


Those that are Naturally Adapted to Participate of Self ,
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and by Ruling-over All Those that are Secondary ,


and by Being Present to All These by The Prolific Processions of Its Illuminations .


But on the other hand , It Is Nowhere , by Its Unmingled Ousia 


in relation to the beings in place/space , and by Its Exempt/Transcendent Purity .


For if It Is Separate , then It Is Perfectly Established Above All .


And in a similar way , It exists in none of those that are in need of Itself .


For if either , It were solely Everywhere , 


then on the one hand , this would not prevent It from being a Cause ,


and from existing in All Its Participants ,


but on the other hand , It would not be Prior to All of Them In a Separate Way .


Or if It were Nowhere , without being Everywhere ,


thenon the one hand , this would not prevent It from Being Prior to All ,


and also from having nothing to do with those that are in need  .


But on the other hand , then It would not exist in All , 


since The Causes are Naturally-Adapted to exist in the effects ,


by The Un-envying Abundance of Communications-Emanating from Themselves .


hen , in order that by Being The Cause , It may Be in All Those Able to Partake of Self ,
’

and that by Being Separate By-Itself , It may Be Prior to All Those that are Filled by Self ,
’’

It Is Everywhere and Nowhere At-Once .


And not , on the one hand , partly everywhere


and on the other hand , partly nowhere .


For in this way , Self would be torn-apart and separate from Itself ,
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if indeed one part of Self were everywhere and in All ,


but another part of Self were nowhere , and Prior to All .


Thus , The Whole Is Everywhere ,
’

and in a Similar way , Nowhere .


For Those that are Able to Participate of Self ,


also Encounter The Whole Self ,


and Discover The Whole Present in Themselves ,


and That Whole , Is At-Once Exempt from Themselves .


For The Participant does not place That Separate Cause , in Itself ,


but Participates of Itself , by as much as It Is Capable of giving-way/making-room/yielding .
’

Nor again , in The Communications/Impartations of Itself


does It become contracted/confined/pinched by the multitude of Its Participants ;


By Being Separate .


Nor do The Participants Participate of It in a defective way ;


By That which Imparts Being Everywhere .


(Parmenides 131b)
(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 6 Chapter 8-16)

Proposition 99

All that is Imparticipable , insofar as It is Imparticipable ,


does not derive Its Own Underlying-Reality from Another Cause ,
’

but is The Self Source and Cause of All Those that are Participated .
’

And in this way , Every Source/Fountain in Each Series is Un-Begotten .
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’


For if It is Imparticipable , in Its Own Proper Series ,


                                       then It has been Allotted That Preeminence ,                                   (P24)


and does not Proceed from Other Causes .
’ :

For It would no longer be The First , if It Received This Characteristic ,


according to which it is imparticipable , From Some Other Cause .
’’

But if it is inferior to Others , and Proceeds From Them ,


then it does not proceed from Them insofar as it is imparticipable ,


but insofar as it Participates .
’

For without a doubt , it would Participate of Those from which it arises/originates ,
’()

and it is not Primarily These , of which it Participates .


Whereas by This Being That which Exists In an Imparticipable Way , It Exists Primarily :


Accordingly then , insofar as It Is Imparticipable , This does not Proceed from a Cause .
’

For on the one hand , insofar as it would proceed from a Cause , it would Participate ,
’

and is not Imparticipable .


Whereas on the other hand , insofar as It Is Imparticipable ,


It Is The Cause of Those that are Participated ,


but Self does not Participate of Other Causes .
’

Proposition 100

On the one hand , Every Series of Wholes Extends-Upwards 


to an Imparticipable  Source and Cause ,


thus on the other hand , All The Imparticipables Depend-upon The One Source of All .
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For if Each Series Experiences Something that Is The Same ,


then there is Something in Each Series that Is The Leading Cause of The Sameness .


                                For just as All The Beings are derived from One ,                            (P11)
’            

                                         so also is Every Series derived from One .                              (P21)
’

Then in turn , All The Imparticipable Monads are Lead-up to The One ;

                                      because All of Them are Analogous to The One .                              (P24)


Therefore , insofar as They also Experience Something that Is The Same


By Virtue of Their Analogy to The One ,


then Through This Their Being Lead-up to The One comes to Be .


And on the one hand , insofar as All of Them are derived from The One ,


yet not a single one of These Is The Source , but are derived from That Source .
’’

Whereas on the other hand , insofar as Each Monad is Imparticipable/Unparticipated

                                        Through This , Each Monad is A Source .                                     (P99)
 

Thus by Being The Sources of certain Beings , They Depend-upon The Source of All .  



For That is The Source of All , of which , All Others Participate .


  Thus All Participate of The First ; but of The Others not All , but only Certain Beings ,


On which account , That also is Simply The First ,


Whereas on the one hand , The Others are Primary in relation to a Certain Order ,


whereas on the other hand , They are absolutely not The First .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <249>)
(Propositions 100-101 : Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 104 (3-83.8>87)

Proposition 101

The Imparticipable Intellect Leads All Those that Participate of Intellect ,


and The Imparticipable Life Leads All Those that Participate of The Life ,
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and The Imparticipable Being Leads All Those that Participate of The Being .


Thus on the one hand , of These Selves , The Being Is Prior to The Life ,


and on the other hand , The Life Is Prior to The Intellect .



For on the one hand , because in Each Order of The Beings ,   

                        The Imparticipables Exist Prior to Those that are Participated ,               (P100)


it is Necessary that The Intellect Must Be Prior to Those that are Intellectual ,

and The Life Must Be Prior to The Living Beings and The Being Must Be Prior to The Beings.


Whereas on the other hand , since The Cause of a greater number of effects Exists Prior ,


                                        than The Cause of a lesser number of effects ;                            (P60)


thus on the one hand , among These Three , The Being will Be The Very First ;


for Being Is Present in All which , Life and Intellect are Present .


(For All that Lives and Participates of Intelligence , Must Be) ; but not the other way round .
() ,              

(For not All those that exist Live nor Intellect) .
                                      (

Whereas on the other hand , The Life will be Second .

For All , which Participate of Intellect , also Participate of Life , but not the other way round .


For on the one hand ,  many live , whereas they are left destitute of Intellectual-Insight .


Thus The Intellect will be Third .


For All that are in any way Gnostic/Capable of Knowing , also Live and Exist .


Therefore , if The Being Is The Cause of a greater number of effects ,


but The Life of a less number , and The Intellect of a even lesser number ,


then The Being Is The Very First , then Life , then Intellect .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1091)

Proposition 102

On the one hand , All The Beings that exist in any way whatsoever ,
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Arise from The Limited and The Unlimited , Through That which Is Primarily Being .


Whereas on the other hand , All The Living beings are Self-Motive through The First Life .


furthermore , All The Gnostic Beings Participate of Knowing , Through The First Intellect .



For if That which Is Imparticipable in Each Series
’

             Imparts Her Own-Proper Characteristic to All Those under The Series of Self ,   (P97)


surely then it is Clear that The Very First Being also Imparts to All , 


The Limited , and at the same time , The Unlimited ,


                                          By Being Primarily Mixed from These .                                 (P89)


The Life also Imparts to All Living beings their motion , From-Herself
’ 

 (For The Life is also The First Procession and Motion
                                (

that Arise from The Abidingly-Stable Underlying-Reality of The Being) .


And The Intellect Imparts to All Living/Motive Beings Their Intellectual-Insight .


(For The Summit of All Intellectual-Insight Abides in Intellect .
                        (

And Intellect is That which Is Primarily Gnostic) .


(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter (vi))
Proposition 103
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All are in All , but In an Innately-Proper Way in Each ;


For also in The Being there is both The Life and The Intellect ;


and in The Life , That which Is and That which Intellects ;


and in The Intellect That which Is  and The Life .


Thus on the one hand ,  wherever there is The Intellect All Exist Intellectually ,
’

whereas on the other hand , wherever there is The Life All Exist Vitally ,


then wherever there is The Being , All Are Truly Beings .


For seeing that Each One Exists either Through Cause ,
’

                            or Through Hyparxis , or Through Participation ,                        (P65)
’

Thus The Rest Exist in The First Through Cause ;
’
and The First Exists Through Participation in The Middle , but The Third Through Cause ;

’
and in The Third , Those Prior to Self Exist Through Participation .


Accordingly then , both Life and Intellect have a Prior/Causal Existence in The Being ,


since Each One is Characterized Through Their Hyparxis/Ousia


and not Through Their Cause (for Cause pertains to [one of three] Others) ,

()
nor Through Participation (for a Participant derives This elsewhere , of which It Participates) ,
(
for There both Life and Intellection Truly Exist , both Life and Intellect In The Way of Ousia.


And in The Life , Existence exists Through Participation , but Intellection Through Cause .
’

However , Each of These , Exist There Vitally (For The Hyparxis Is Through This) .
(
And in The Intellect , both The Life and The Ousia Exist Through Participation ,


and Each of These Exist There , Intellectually 


(For Intellectual-Insight Is both The Hyparxis and The Life of The Gnostic Intellect) .
    (



(Syrianus’ On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 81-34 > 82-12)
(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 4 Chapters 1, 2 , 3)
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Proposition 104

All that Is Primarily Eternal ,


Possesses both The Eternal Ousia and The Eternal Energy .


For if All Primarily Participate of The Characteristic of Eternity ,


then on the one hand , All do not , Participate of Self , Here


while on the other hand , All do not Participate of Self , There .


Thus , All Participate of Self Wholly .


For either , All Participate of Self According to Their Eternal  Energy ,


but do not Participate of Self According to Their Eternal  Ousia


(This however , is Impossible ; 
(       ’

for in that case , The Eternal Energy would be Superior to The Eternal Ousia) .


Or , All Participate of Self  According to Their Eternal Ousia ,
’

but do not Participate of Self According to Their Eternal  Energy ,


and then All that Is Primarily Eternal , 


and All that Primarily Participate of Time would “Be The Same” ,  


and then Time on the one hand ,

               will Primarily Measure The (Eternal) Energy of certain (temporal) beings ,        (P54)


Whereas Eternity on the other hand , 


which Is Superior to All of Time , will Measure nothing at all ,


if indeed That which Is Primarily Eternal According to Eternal Energy , 
’

is not Held-Together By The Characteristic of Eternity .


Accordingly then , All that Is Primarily Eternal ,
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Possesses both , The Eternal Ousia and The Eternal Energy .


Proposition 105

All that Is Immortal Is Everlasting/Perpetual ;


but not all that is perpetual/everlasting Is Immortal .


For if The Immortal/Deathless Is That which Always Participates of Life ,

          since That which Always Participates of Life also Participates of That which Is ,  (P101)


and That which Always Lives , Always Exists .


So that , All That Is Immortal Is Everlasting


(for The Immortal Is That which Is Unreceptive of death and Always Lives ,


whereas The Everlasting Is That which Is Unreceptive of non-Being and Always Is) .


If however , there are many beings that are more and less Excellent than Life ,


which are unreceptive of Immortality , but nevertheless always exist ;


accordingly then , not All that is perpetual is Immortal .


But surely that there are many beings that are not     Immortal , but always     exist , is Clear .


For on the one hand , there are certain beings/existents , which are destitute   of   Life ,


whereas on the other hand , they always     exist , and are indestructible .



For just as The Being Contains The Life so also does The Everlasting Contain The Immortal


(For The Life that cannot be taken away Is That which Is Immortal ,
                   (

and in the same way The Being Is Unconquerably/Ineffably Everlasting) .


However , just as The Being Is more-Comprehensive than The Life ;


so also then , The Everlasting is more-Comprehensive than The Immortal .
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Proposition 106

The Middle of All That Is Wholly Eternal


According to both Ousia and Energy ,


and of All That Maintains Its Ousia in Time ,


is on the one hand , That which is , in a certain way , Eternal ,


while on the other hand , in a certain way , Measured by Time .


For That which Maintains Its Ousia Comprehended/Contained by Time ,


is in every way Temporal


(For by a much greater priority , will This also be Allotted Its Energy In Time) .
          (

But That which is in every way Temporal ,


is in every way Unlike That which Is Wholly Eternal .

                      
                        But All The Processions take place through Those that are Like .                 (P29)



Accordingly then , there is Something between These .


Therefore , The Middle


is either , Eternal In Its Ousia while Temporal In Its Energy , 


or , the other way round .


However , this latter way , is impossible .


For in this latter way , The Energy would be “Superior” to The Ousia .


Surely then , it remains that The Middle is The Former of these choices .
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Proposition 107

All That Is , in a certain way Eternal ,


but in a certain way Temporal ,


is at the same time , both Being and Generation .


                                                    For All that Is Eternal Is Being ,                                          (P87)


                                     and That which is Measured by Time is Generation .                         (P50)


So that if The Self Participates of Time and of Eternity ,
’ 

but not in the same way ,


Then The Self will Be both Being and Generation .


but not in both ways (But in a different way) .
’

COROLLARY

Surely then from these considerations it is Clear ,


that on the one hand , Generation also Possesses Its Ousia In-Time ,


on the one hand , by Depending upon That which Shares of Being in a certain way , 

and on the other hand , by Depending upon That which Shares of Generation in a certain way ;


by Participating , at the same time , of Eternity and of Time .


But This Depends upon That which Is Wholly Eternal .


                         But That which Is Wholly Eternal , Depends upon Eternity ,                 (P53)


                   but Eternity Depends upon The Being , by Being Prior to Eternity .          (P87)
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Proposition 108

Every Particular Member in Each Order is Able to Participate in two ways 


In The Kosmic-Arrangement of The Monad that Is Proximately Superior ;


Either through The Wholeness of Its own Order ,


Or through The Member in That Superior Order ,


with which Self is also Co-Ordinate ,


According to Its Analogous relation to Its Whole Series .


        For if All  Reversion/Conversion/Turning-About takes place through Likeness ,     (P32)
’

then the particular member in the subordinate Order is Unlike 


The Monadic and The Whole in The Superior Order ,

both , as a part is to a Whole and also as one order (subordinate) is also to Another (Superior) ,


whereas , if the particular member is Like The Whole of its own Series out of Likeness ;


then Likeness takes place through Their Common Characteristic ,


and through The Analogy of Their Underlying-Reality that is Co-Ordinate


to The Proximately Superior Order .


Surely then it is clear that The Self Conversion Naturally takes place through The Relation  


of These Middle Terms To That, by Advancing through The Like to The Unlike :
’

For One Self , is Like (Another Self) as , a Part is to a Part ;


Whereas The Part is Like The Whole through The (Commonness) of Self , 


by The Commonness of Self Being Akin to The (Whole) Series ,
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whereas That Superior Whole is Unlike It in both these ways .

’ 

(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 90 (3-1>10)
Proposition 109

Every Particular Intellect also Participates of The Primary Oneness/Unity Above Intellect
`

Through The Whole Intellect 


and also , Through The Particular Oneness Co-Ordinate with Self .
`

And Every Particular Soul , 


Participates of The Whole Intellect ,


Through The Whole Soul , and also , Through The Particular Intellect 


and Every particular corporeal nature Participates through The Whole of Nature ,


Through The Whole Soul , and also , Through the particular soul .


For Every Particular Participates in The Monad of That Superior Order


Either Through Its Proper Wholeness ,


Or Through that which is particular in That Order ,


                                        and which is Co-Ordinate in relation to Self .                          (P108)
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(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 90 (3-1>10)
Proposition 110

Of All Those that are Arranged in Each Series ,
’

On the one hand , Those that are First and are Conjoined with The Monad of Themselves


are also Able to Participate of Those that are Proximately Established


in The Superior Series , through Analogy .


On the other hand , those that are more imperfect and more remote from their Proper Source ,


are not Naturally Adapted to Take Advantage of Those Natures .


For on the one hand , since The First are Akin to Those (in The Superior Series) ,


They are Allotted a Superior and More-Divine Nature in The Order which is Their Own ,

whereas on the other hand , those that are more imperfect , by advancing beyond their Source ,


by having been allotted a more secondary and subservient fate ,


but not a Primary and Leading Procession in their Whole Series .

’
This being the case ,


The Former are Necessarily Connascently-Conjoined to Those of a Superior Order ;


whereas the latter , are unadapted to be Conjoined with Those .


For not All are of an Equal Dignity ,


even though All may arise from to The Self/Same Kosmic-Arrangement .


For The Logos is not One (The Same) in All .
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Thus , since All are derived from One , and in relation to One
’’      

(For All Proceed from Their Own Proper Monad) .
                                  () .

so that , All are not Allotted The Same Power ,


since Some are Able to Receive The Participations of Superior Natures In a Proximate Way ;


but others by being unlike Them , Proceed to a greater distance from their own Sources ,


and are extremely removed from a Power Such as This .
(

Proposition 111

Of All The Intellectual Series , Some on the one hand , are Divine Intellects ,


by Receiving The Participations of The Gods ;


but on the other hand , Some are Solely Intellects .


And of All The Psychical Series , Some on the one hand , are Intellectual Souls ,


by being Linked to Their Proper Intellect ;


but on the other hand , some are souls alone .


And likewise , of all corporeal natures ,


some on the one hand , also have Souls Supernally Presiding over them ,
(

but on the other hand , some are natures alone , by being destitute of the presence of souls .


For The Whole Genus of Each Series 


is not Naturally Adapted to be Linked to That which is Prior to Self ,


except That which is more-Perfect in Self and Sufficiently-Adapted

                                To Be of The Same Nature as Those that Are Superior .                    (P110)


Therefore , neither is Every Intellect Attached to God ,


except Those Intellects that are Supreme and Most-Singular
’

(For These are The Very Ones that Are Akin to The Divine Monads/Unities) .
(

Nor do All souls Participate of The Participable Intellect ,
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except Those that are Most-Intellectual .

’
Nor do All corporeal natures Take Advantage of The Presence and Participation of Soul ,


except Those that are More-Perfect ,
’

and Take Advantage of The Idea of The Logos in a greater degree .


And this is the mode of demonstration for All .


(Philebus 22c) 
Proposition 112

Those that are First of Every Order ,


Possess The Form of The Natures that are Prior to Themselves .


For The Highest Genera in Each Order ,
’

                        are Conjoined through The Likeness to Those that are Superior ,        (P28-P29)


                 and through The Connective-Coherence of The Procession of Wholes .    (P108-110)


So that whatsoever Those Superior Natures are Primarily ,


so also is The Form which These Highest Genera are Allotted ,

which is also Akin to The Nature of Those that are Superior .


which Form , also Comes to Light to be such as The Natures that are Prior to Themselves


According to The Characteristic of Their Underlying-Reality .
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(Propositions 110-112 : Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 709 , 903 , 1156)
(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter (xxi))

Proposition 113

Every Divine Number is Unific/Unitary/Unical .


For if The Divine Number Possesses The One Preceding/Leading Cause ,


just as , The Intellectual Number Possesses The Intellect ,

                                 and as The Psychical Number Possesses The Soul ,                     (P21Corr.)


                        and since The Multitude is Everywhere Analogous to Its Cause ,                  (P97)


Surely then it is Clear that The Divine Number is also Unific ,


if indeed The One Is Divine .


                Then if indeed this is the case , then The Good and The One Are The Same .       (P13)


And since The Good and The Divine Are The Same


(For That “Beyond which” there “is” no other ,
(
and After which All Aspire , Is The Divine .


And then That From which All Proceed ,

’
and Towards which All Aspire .


Is also , The Good) .


Accordingly then , if there is A Multitude of Gods ,
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then The Multitude Is Unific .


But that there Is such A Multitude , is certainly Clear ;


if indeed Every Archetypal Cause is The Leader


of an Appropriate Multitude ,


                                          which is also Like and Akin to Its Cause .                          (P21-P97)


(Propositions 113-165 : Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1043,1048,1051,1069)
(Propositions 113-165 : Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 28 (1-76>81)  

Proposition 114

Every God is a Self-Perfect Monad/Unity , and Every Self-Perfect Monad/Unity is Divine .


For if The Number of The Monads is Twofold ,

                                                  as it has been demonstrated before ;                                   (P64cor)


thus on the one hand , Some are Self-Perfect Monads ,


while on the other hand , Some are Illuminations from Them ,

’
and since The Divine Number is of The Same Nature and Akin to 


                                                       The One and The Good ,                                            (P13)


then The Gods Are Self-Perfect Monads ,



And conversely ;


if a Monad Is Self-Perfect , then It Is A God .


For insofar as A Monad is also In-The-Most-Eminent-Way Akin to The One ,


and insofar as The Self-Perfect is In-The-Most-Eminent-Way Akin to The Good ,


Accordingly then , Both Participate of The Divine Characteristic ,
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’              
and are thus Divine .



However , if it were on the one hand ,  A Monad , 


whereas on the other hand , it was not Self-Perfect ,
     ,

or on the one hand , if it were A Self-Perfect Underlying-Reality , 


whereas on the other hand , it was no longer A Monad ,


then it would be Arranged in Another Order ,


on account of the complete alteration of The (Divine) Characteristic .


Proposition 115

Every God is Super-Ousian and Super-Vital and Super-Intellectual .


                                           For if Each  God is A Self-Perfect Monad , then                        (P114)

Each of These: Ousia , Life and Intellect , is not A Monad , but One of Those that are United ,
’
                surely then it is Clear , that Every God is Beyond All of These Mentioned .           (P5)

                  For if They first Differ from Each-other , but nevertheless All Are in All ,         (P103)


then Each of These will not be Solely One , by All Being in All .


Then , if The First God “is” Super-Ousian , then so is Every God insofar as They are God

is of The First Series , and Each God will “be” Super-Ousian .                     (P113)


But it is certainly Clear , that The First God “is” Super-Ousian :                 


For if Ousia is not The Same as To Be One , then neither is The Same and The United .


Then since These are not The Same , either The First God is Both These ,


and in this case , It will not be One Only , but also Something Else besides The One ,


         and besides It will surely Participate of One and thus It will not be One-Self ;      (P4)

’
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or , The First God is One of These .


But if , on the one hand , It is Ousia , then It will be in need of The One .
’
                       However , it is impossible that The Good and The First be in need .           (P10-12)


So that The First God “is” One Alone ; and therefore Super-Ousian .

        And if Each One Imparts The Characteristic of That which Each One Is Primarily         

                     to The Whole Series , then Every Divine Number “is” Super-Ousian ;             (P97)

          especially since Every Archetypal Cause Creates The Like Prior to The Unlike ;   (P28)


then , if The Very First God is Super-Ousian , then All The Gods are also Super-Ousian


(for They will be ALike) .  However , if indeed They Are Ousian , in that case , They
     ( )                  

will be Created from The First Ousia , by Being The Monad of Those that are Ousian .


Proposition 116

Every God is Participable , except The One .


On the one hand , it is Clear that The One is Imparticipable , 


for in order not to be Participated , It must not become a Certain One ,


and similarly because of This , It would no longer be The Cause of All ;


                      of both Those which “are” Prior to Beings , and of The Beings .            (P24)


Whereas on the other hand , 


that The Other Monads are Participated , we shall presently demonstrate in this way :


For if there is another imparticipable monad after The First ,


then in what way will it differ from The One ?


For either it exists in the same way as That One ;


and how is this one second , but The Other First ? –


Or it does not exist in the same way ;
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and so , One will be The One-Self , but the other , will be both The One and Not-One .



But if on the one hand, this Not-One has no Subsistence at all , then One Alone will “Be” .


But if on the other hand , It has a Certain Subsistence that Is Other than The One ,


then The One will be Participated by The Not-One .


And That , on the one hand , will be The Self-Perfect One , which Conjoins


             Not-One to The One-Self , so that again This will Be God , insofar as It Is God .  (P114)


But That Subsistence which Is Not-One will Subsist by Participating of The One .


Accordingly then , Every Monad , which Subsists after The One Is Participable ,


and thus , Every God Is Participable .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1212)
Proposition 117

Every God is The Measure of The Real Beings .


                                                        For if Every God is Unific ,                                             (P113)


then They Define and Measure All The Multitude of The Real Beings .


For on the one hand , by All The Multitude Being Indefinite in The Nature of Themselves ,

                                 then They are Bounded/Defined/Measured by The One .                       (P1)


Whereas on the other hand , That which is Unific


Measures and Delimits/Delineates , Those in which It will Be Present ,


It Determines and Leads within The Boundary/Limit/Rule/Standard/Measure ,


That which through The (Unlimited) Power of Itself does not have such a Character .


For That also becomes The Idea of The One by Participation .


But This [which is Uni-Form/The Idea of The One] ,
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is Far-Removed from Indefiniteness and The Unlimited .


And by as much More It Participates of The Idea of The One ,


by so much Less , is It  Indefinite ,


and without-Measure .


Accordingly then , Every Multitude of The Real Beings ,


is Measured by


The Divine Unities/Gods .


(Proclus Commentary on The Parmenides 1209-1210)
Proposition 118

Every Characteristic which Must Exist  insofar as It Exists in The Gods ,


Pre-Subsists in Selves According to The Characteristics of Selves .


And The Characteristic of Selves is Unific and Super-Ousian .   


  Hence All Characteristics are Contained in Selves in a Unific and Super-Ousian Way .



For if Each Characteristic Possesses an Underlying-Reality in one of Three ways ;


either Through Cause ,
’

or Through Hyparxis ,
’    

                                                       or Through Participation ,                                           (P65)

     and since The First Number of All Is The Divine (Super-Ousian)Number ,  (P113-P114-P115)


then , nothing will Exist in Selves Through Participation .                   
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Then , All will Subsist in Selves


either Through  Hyparxis ,
’

or Through Cause .
’

However , since The Gods Are The Causes of All , then


as many (Characteristics) as are Pre-Comprehended by Selves , so many are also

       Appropriately Pre-Comprehended  Through The Underlying Unity of Themselves . (P65)


For All The Gods That Lead Those that are Secondary In a Causal Way ,
’

also Contain The Cause of Those that are Subordinate ,


                                            In a Way that is Naturally Adapted to Self .                                (P18)


Accordingly then , All The Characteristics are Contained in The Gods


In a Unific and Super-Ousian Way .


(Propositions 118-122 : Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 103 (3-79>82)
Proposition 119

Every God has an Underlying-Reality Through Their Super-Ousian Goodness ,


and Every God Is Good , neither Through Habitual Conditioning , 
’

nor Through Ousia ,
’

but In-A-Super-Ousian Way
’

(for Habits and Kinds-of-Ousia are Allotted a Secondary and Removed Order from The Gods).  
(

For if The First God Is One and The Good ,


and insofar as The First Is One , then It Is also The Good ,


                      and insofar as The First Is The Good , then It Is also One ,           (P13)


then Every Series of The Gods has Both The Idea of The One and The Idea of The Good ,


Through One (Super-Ousian) Characteristic ,
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and Each One of The Gods is not A Monad and A Goodness in some other way ,

’
but Insofar as Each One Is A Monad , In This Way Is Each One A Goodness ,

’
and Insofar as Each One Is A Goodness , In This Way Is Each One A Monad .


On the one hand , just as The Gods that Succeed The First , Proceed from The First God ,


so also do The Gods that Succeed The First have The Idea of The Good and The Idea of The One ,


inasmuch as The First Is One and The Good .


On the other hand , just as All Are Gods , All Are also Monads and Goodnesses .


Therefore , just as The One of The Gods is Super-Ousian , 


                                    so also is The Good of Selves Super-Ousian ,                            (P115)


by Being nothing other than The One .


For Each One of The Gods , is not other than Good , but Solely Good ;


just as Each One of The Gods , is not other than Solely One .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <104>)
Proposition 120

Every God Possesses Within The Hyparxis of Itself


That which Is Providential of Wholes .


And That which Is Providential , Exists Primarily in The Gods .


For on the one hand , All The Others that Exist after The Gods ,


Are Providentially-Energized through The Participation of Those Gods .


Whereas on the other hand , The Providence Is of The Same Nature as The Gods .


For if The Providential Impartation of The Goods to The Subjects 


Is The Distinctive-Excellence/Special-Privilege of The Providential Characteristic ,
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                                               and if All The Gods Are Goodnesses ,                                    (P119)


then They will either , “in no way” Impart of Themselves ,      


and thus “there will be nothing” that Is Good among The Secondary 


(for from what Source will Those Characteristics that Exist by Participation be derived ,
  (

other than  from Those that Primarily Possess Those Characteristics ?) .


Or by Imparting of Themselves , They Impart Goods ,


and Through This , They Providentially Provide for All .


Therefore , The Providence Exists Primarily in The Gods .


For Where Is The Energy which Exists Prior to Intellect ,


other than in Those that Are Super-Ousian ?


Whereas The Providence , as The Name Signifies , Is An Energy that Is Prior to Intellect .
.

Accordingly then , by Being Gods and by Being Goodnesses ,


They Provide for All , by Filling All with The Goodness that Is Prior to Intellect .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 72K [Book 8 518 Balboa Translation])
Proposition 121

All That Is Divine Possesses Goodness on the one hand , for Its Hyparxis ,


whereas on the other hand , Intuitive-Knowledge and Unifying Power


that is Equally Occult  and In-Comprehensible


by All Those that are Secondary .


                For if That Divine Goodness Is Providentially-Attentive of Wholes ,        (P120)


then there Exists in Self , A Power which has Dominion/Rule Over
NeuterFeminine

Those of Their Providential Care ;


Through which Power, They Are Un-Subdued and Un-Circumscribed by All Their Subjects ,
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’
and Through which , They Fill All with Themselves , and Subject All to Themselves .


For Every Ruling Nature , that Is The Cause of Others , and has Dominion over Them ,


Rules Through Its Super-Abundance of Power and Rules Through Its Nature .



Therefore , The Very First Power Is Truly In The Gods ,


by not , having dominion over some , 


but not over others , 


Whereas , by Equally Comprehending in Herself According to Cause ,


The Powers of All The Real Beings ,


This Power , Being neither In-The-Way-of-Ousia ,


nor even much more emphatically Not-In-The-Way-of-Ousia ,


but by Being of The Same (Good) Nature as The Hyparxis of The Gods ,

                                                               and Super-Ousian .                                                  (P118)



But certainly , The Limits of All Intuitive-Knowledge ,


also Pre-Subsist Uniformly in The Gods .


For through The Divine Intuitive-Knowledge ,


which Is Exempt from Wholes ,


And which Is The Underlying-Reality of All The Other Forms of Knowledge ;


by being neither Intellectual ,


nor even much less , a certain recognition that is subsequent to Intellect ,


                 but Is Established , Through The Divine Characteristic Above Intellect .      (P118)


Accordingly then if either , there Is A Divine Intuitive-Knowledge ;


then Self Intuitive-Knowledge Is Occult and of The Idea of The One .
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Or , there Is a Power that Is Un-Circumscribed by All ;


and in a similar way , This Power Is Comprehensive of All .


Or , there Is A Divine Goodness ,


That Defines The Hyparxis of Selves .


For if All Exist in Selves ,


then Intuitive-Knowledge , Power and Goodness


are also in Selves .


Thus , Their Hyparxis is Characterized 

’
by That which Excels/Virtue/Excellence ,


and Their Underlying-Reality is also Characterized  , 


by That which Is Noble ;


But This , Is Their Goodness .



Proposition 122

All That Is Divine , also Providentially Provides for Those that are Secondary ,


and Is Exempt from The Subjects of Its Providential Attention .


The Providence neither relaxes The Unmingled and Unific Trancendency of Self


nor is It  “a separate union that abolishes” The Providence .


For by Abiding in The Unific Nature of Themselves ,


and in Their Hyparxis ,
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                                      They Fill All  with The Power of Themselves .                             (P121)


And All That Is Able to Participate of Selves 


Benefits of The Goods of which It Is Able to Receive ,


Through The Measures of Its Proper Underlying-Reality .


Those Divine Natures , Illuminating The Beings with The Good by Their Self Existence ,


or rather , by Their Pre-Existence . (by “Being” Super-Ousian , etc)


                  For That which Is Divine , by “Being” nothing else than Goodness ,          (P119)


Provides All The Beings in an Un-envying Way of The Good by Their Self Existence ,


not , by Making The Distribution , According to The Way of The Logos ;


but rather , on the one hand , Through The Receptiveness of The Merit of These Selves ,


then also , by Those Divine Natures Imparting Through The Hyparxis of Selves .


Therefore , neither by Providentially Providing for Others ,


do They “receive a habitude” ,


with The Subjects of Their Providential Attention :


For They Benefit All , by Being That which They Are .


Thus All That They Provide , They Provide by Their Very Existence ,


In a Non-conditional/habitual Way 


(For a habit/condition/state is an addition to Their Existence .

                         (
Hence It is also Beyond Nature) .

) :

Nor do They withdraw Their Providential Attention ,


“by Being Separate” .


For in this way , They would abolish (which is not Lawful to say)
(      )

The Hyparxis of Themselves ,
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                                of Which Hyparxis ; The Characteristic Is Goodness .                  (P119)


For The Impartation is to All


that are Able to Participate of Good .


And The Greatest is not , That which Participates of The Idea of The Good ,


but , That which Bestows The Good .
’

Therefore , either none of The Beings will Possess This Beneficent Idea ,


or The Gods will Possess It Prior to The Beings .


For it is in no way possible , on the one hand ,


that The Greater Good Be Present


with The Beings that are Good by Participation ,


but on the other hand , that The Lesser (Idea) Good Be Present


with Those that are Primarily Good .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1210-1211)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <318>)

Proposition 123

On the one hand ,  Every Divine Self Is Ineffable and Unknowable


to All Those that are Secondary , because of Its Super-Ousian Union , whereas


on the other hand , Every Divine Self Is Apprehensible and Knowable by Its Participants .  

For which reason The First Alone Is Perfectly Unknowable , seeing that It Is Imparticipable .



For All The Intuitive-Knowledge of The Real Beings that exists through The Logos  , 
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is also Contained in Those Beings that Possess The Comprehension of The Truth   


(For Truth also comes in contact with Conceptions , and has Its Subsistence in Intellections) .  

(
                                          But The Gods Are Beyond All The Beings .                                 (P115) 


Therefore , That which Is Divine is not opineable nor Understandable nor Intelligible . 


For All that exists , is either sensible , and on this account , it is opineable ; 


or , A Truly Existing Being , and on this account , It Is Intelligible ; 


or It exists between These , as both , Being-and at the same time-in-the-process-of-Becoming , 


                                              and on this account , It is Understandable .                              (P107) 


            Therefore , if The Gods Are Super-Ousian and Subsist Prior to The Beings ,     (P115)


then there is no opinion nor Knowledge nor Understanding nor Intellection of Selves .  


But Their Characteristics , with which we are indeed familiar - and this Necessarily -    
’

to those (of us) that Depend upon Selves . For The Differences of the participants  


are also Thoroughly-Determined by The Characteristics of Those that are Participated .  


And neither do All Participate of All  

                          (for there is no Co-ordination of those that are altogether unlike) .           (P29) 
                         ()

Nor does that which happens by chance , Participate of that which happens by chance ,   


but That which Is Akin Is Conjoined to Each One That Is Akin and Proceeds from That .
’


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 944 , 1080 >1082)

Proposition 124

Every God Knows partible natures , in an Impartible Way ,


and temporal natures , in a Timeless Way ,


and those that are unnecessary , in a Necessary Way ,


and mutable natures , in an Immutable Way .
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And thus Every God Knows All , in a Way that Is Wholly Superior ,


According to The Order of Selves .


For if Every thing which Exists in any way with The Gods 


                                Exists , According to The Characteristic of Selves ;                       (P118)


then it is Clear Beyond a doubt , that The Intuitive-Knowledge in The Gods 


of those that are inferior will not exist according to the nature of selves ,


but According to The Exempt Trancendency of Those Selves . Accordingly then ,

Their Intuitive-Knowledge of multiple and passive natures will Be Uniform and Impassive .


Accordingly then , if the known object of those that are partible is also partible ,


then The Divine Intuitive-Knowledge will Be Impartible .
’

And if the one is mutable , then The Other will be Immutable ,


and if one is conditional , The Other Is Necessary ; and if indefinite , Definite .


For That which is Divine , does not receive Its Knowledge from subordinate beings ,


so that The Gnosis Must Be in the way, as The Nature of The Object of Gnosis Must Be.


But subordinate beings are indefinite in relation to The Definite Nature of The Gods , and

are altered in relation to Their Immutability , and receive passively That which is Impassive ,


and temporally , That which is Timeless .


For it is Definitely possible for subordinate natures to be Surpassed by Superior Natures ;


whereas it is not Lawful for The Gods to receive anything from those that are inferior .


Proposition 125

Every God , Proceeds through All Those that are Secondary ,


from That Order from which They Begin to Unfold Their Self into Light ,
’

On the one hand , by Multiplying and Dividing The Impartations of Their Self ,


while Always Preserving The Characteristic of Their Proper Underlying-Reality .
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                             For on the one hand , Processions come-to-be through Descent .               (P62)
’

The First are in every way multiplied into The Underlying-Foundations of The Second .


These on the other hand , Proceed through Their Likeness to Their Producing Causes

      By Allowing The Orderly Distribution of Themselves ; so that The Whole Proceeds  (P28)


in a some way , Is The Same with , and Different from , That which Abides ;


on the one hand , through Its Descent , having a Different Manifestation ,


on the other hand , through Its Continuity with Its Cause , not departing from Its Sameness .


Thus , such as That which Abides , Is among The First ,


such is Self Subsistence among Those that are Secondary ; 


and thus The Indissoluble Communion/Commonness of The Series is Thoroughly-Preserved .


Therefore , on the one hand , Each One of The Gods is Unfolded into Light


Appropriately among The Orders in which He\She makes Her\His Unfolding into Light .


Whereas on the other hand , Each One Proceeds from Thence , as far as to the last ,


through The Generative Power of Those that are First . Thus Each God


Always comes-to-be by being multiplied from The Procession of Unity into Multitude .
’

Thus Each God Preserves That which Is Same in The Procession ,


through The Likeness of Those that Proceed 


in relation to The Leader and Primary Cause of Each Series .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <166>)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1090)

Proposition 126

Every God which Is Nearer to The One Is More-Whole ,


whereas That which is more remote from The One is more-partial .
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For That which Is The Productive Cause of a greater number of effects ,


is thus Nearer to That which Produces All ;


                   but That which is productive of a less number of effects , is more remote .          (P60)


Thus on the one hand , That which is The Cause of a greater number of effects ,


Is More-Whole ;


but on the other hand , That which is productive of a less number ,


is more-partial .


And on the one hand , Each God is One ;


                                          whereas , The One is Greater in Power ,                                     (P61)
’

but The Other is less in Power .


And The More-Partial Gods are generated from The More-Whole Gods ;


Those Latter Ones are not divided (for They are Monads) ;
(

nor are They liable-of-being-changed-in-Quality (for They are Immovable)
()

nor of-a-condition-that-is-capable-of-being-multiplied (for They are Unmingled) .
() ,

But They Generate Secondary Processions from Themselves                  
’’

                                          Through Their Super-Abundance of Power                                 (P27)


by being The Descendants of The Selves that Are Prior.


Proposition 127

All That Is Divine Is Primarily and In The Most-Sublime-Way , Simple ,


and Through This , It Is Most-Self-Sufficient .
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For on the one hand , that It Is Simple ,


is Clear from Its Union ;


                                       for All That Is Divine Is The Most-Unified .                                 (P113)


Thus on the other hand , That which Exists Like This ,


Is Most-Eminently Simple .


However , that It Is also Most-Self-Sufficient ,


may be Learnt by Bringing to Mind one thing ;


because that which is composite exists in need ,


if not on the one hand , of other things which are external ,


then it is indeed in need , of those things from which it is composed .
’

Whereas on the other hand , That which Is Most-Simple and Unific ,


by Being Pre-Established in The Good            


                                                      -It Is The Same as The One-                                              (P13)


and thus Most-Self-Sufficient .


Such however , Is All That Is Divine .


Therefore , neither is It in need of others ;


                                       by Possessing (as Its Hyparxis) Self-Goodness ,                          (P119)

nor in need of Those out of which It Subsists ;


                                    by Possessing (as Its Hyparxis) Unification .                           (P119)


Proposition 128

On the one hand , Every God that is Participated by Those that are Nearer ,
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is Participated Without an Intermediary ;


but on the other hand , when Participated by Those that are more remote ,


The Participation is through Certain Intermediaries either of a less or greater number .




For Those that are Nearer , by Being The Idea of The One 


                                                Through Their Close-Self-Kinship ,                                        (P62)


are also Able to Participate , At-Once , of The Divine Monads ;


Whereas those that are more remote , through their descent 
’

and extension into Multitude ,


are in need of Others that are More-United ,


in order that they may Participate of The Self-Monadic Beings ,


but not of Those that are United .
’

For The Multitude which is United , Exists between The Monad


and the divided multitude ;


on the one hand , by Possessing The Natural Ability to Adhere to their Monad ,


Through their Unification ,


but on the other hand , by being akin in some way to the divided multitude ,


through their representation of the multitude .


(Phaedo 95c)
(Philebos 22c)

Proposition 129
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On the one hand , Every Divine Body is Divine through a Deified Soul .


But on the other hand , Every Soul is Divine through The Divine Intellect .


Moreover , Every Intellect is Divine through The Participation of The Divine Monad .


And on the one hand , The Monad is indeed Spontaneously/Innately/of Itself God ;


thus Intellect is The Most-Divine , and Soul is Divine ; but body has a Divine-form .


                                 For if Every Number of The Gods Is Super-Intellectual ,                     (P115)


         but The Participations are Accomplished through Those that are Akin and Alike , (P32)


then The Impartible Ousia will Primarily Participate of The Super-Ousian Monads ,


whereas The Soul that comes in contact with Generation


will Participate of The Monads Secondarily , and Generation Thirdly ,


Each of These will also Participate of Them through Those that are Proximately Superior .


   And so The Characteristic of The Gods Constantly Flows Into Their Participants (P125)


as far as to the very last ; whereas , She does so , through The Middles Akin to Herself .


For The Monad Imparts Exempt Power from Herself to The First Intellect and Perfects


Such an Intellect Among The Gods , such as Self is There , Among The Many Unities .


                            whereas , She is also Present with Soul , through Intellect ,                (P56)


by Conjoining and Co-Inflaming That Soul with Intellect , if This Intellect is Participable .

                              But through Soul , She also Imparts to the body an echo                (Rep 515B)


of Her Proper Characteristic , if body Participates something of Soul .


And in this way The Body becomes not only Ensouled and Intellectual , but also Divine .


For on the one hand , It Receives Life and Motion from Soul ; but on the other hand ,


Indissoluble Permanence from Intellect and Divine Union from The Participated Monad .

          For Each of These , Impart The Hyparxis of Itself to those that are subsequent .       (P18)
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Proposition 130

The First Ones of Every Divine Order/Hierarchy are Exempt in a Greater Way 


from Those that are Proximately Arranged under Selves ,
’

than These Latter Ones are Exempt from Those that are Subsequent .


And These Secondary Ones , Adhere to Their Proximate Superiors in a Greater Way ,


than Those that are Subsequent , Adhere to These .


For by as much More-Unific and More-Whole , Anything may be ,


by so much more , is It also Allotted a Greater Transcendency ,


in relation to Those that are Subsequent .


Then by as much as It may be Subordinate , according to Its Power ,
’

by so much more , is It of The Same Nature with Those that are Subsequent to Self .
’         

And on the one hand , Those that are More-Elevated are More United


with The More-Archetypal/Fontal Causes of Themselves ;


whereas on the other hand , Those that are more in need are less Elevated/United .


For It Is The Province of The Greater Power


to Be More-Exempt from Those that are Subordinate 


and to Be More-United to Those that are Superior .


Just as , in turn the other way round ; it is The Province of a Lesser Power ,


to be more absent/withdrawn from Those that are More-Excellent ,


but to have more-in-common with those that are subordinate ,

which surely then happens to Those that are Secondary ,


but not to Those that are First , in Every Order .
’’
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(Iamblichus On The Mysteries 1-19 (592-3)) 
Proposition 131

Every God Begins Its Own Proper Energy from Itself .
’

For The First God Exhibits in Itself ,


The Character of Its Presence among Those that are Secondary 


Surely then , for which Reason It also Imparts of Itself to The Others ,


Through The Super-Abundance of Itself .


For neither is that which is deficient Adapted to The Gods ,


nor That which is Only Full (and not Over-Flowing) .


For on the one hand , All that is deficient belongs to the imperfect ,


and by self being imperfect , it is impossible , that it could make another Perfect .


But on the other hand , That which is Only Full , is Self-Sufficient ,


whereas It is not yet ready to Impart .


Accordingly then , it is Necessary , that The Nature which Fills Others ,


and which Extends to Others The Provisions of Itself


Must Be Super-Full .


Therefore , if That which Is Divine Fills All from The Goods of Itself
’

Contained within Self , 


                                               then Every God Is Super-Full .                                      (P120)


Surely then , if this is the case ,


then by First Establishing in Self


The Characteristic which It Imparts to The Others ,


in this way They Extend The Impartations of The Super-Abundance of Goodness ,
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to Secondary Natures .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 945)
Proposition 132

All The Orders of The Gods are Bound in Union by an Intermediary .


              For if All The Processions of The Beings are Perfected by Those that are Like ;    (P29)


surely then , The Kosmic-Orders of The Gods


will also Possess by much more That Indissoluble Connexion ,


inasmuch as They are In Possession of The Underlying-Reality of The Idea of The One , 


and thus They are Defined According to The One :


                                          The Fontal/Archetypal Cause of Selves .                              (P113)


Therefore The Descents Arise into Light in a United and in a Greater Way ,


than through The Likeness among Secondary Beings in relation to Primary Beings .


And surely then also because The Hyparxis of The Gods

Possesses an Underlying-Reality that is so much more United than That among The Beings .


Therefore All The Divine Genera are Bound-Together by Their Appropriate Intermediaries ;


and The Primary Beings do not Advance into Processions that are entirely different 


without an Intermediary ,


but Through Those Genera that are Common to Each , and from which , They Proceed ,
’

and of which They are Immediately (that is , without an Intermediary) The Causes .


For These Join-Together The Extremes into One Union ,


on the one hand , by Being Spread-Under Some , by Having The Same Nature 


while on the other hand , by Being Proximately Exempt from Others .


And thus They Thoroughly-Preserve The Well-Ordered Procession of Divine Beings .
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(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 6 Chapter 2)
Proposition 133

On the one hand , Every God is a Beneficent-Monad or a Unific-Goodness ;



                        and Each One , insofar as It Is God , Possesses This Hyparxis .             (P119)


However on the one hand , The Very First God is Simply The Good and Simply One ,

’
whereas on the other hand , Each God that is Subsequent  to The First 




is a Certain Goodness and a Certain Monad .


For The Divine Characteristic Distinguishes The Monads and The Goodnesses of The Gods ,


so that Each God , Through A Certain Characteristic of The Goodness ,


such as , that of Perfecting , or of Connectedly-Containing , or of Defending ,


Benefits All .


For Each of These Gods is A Certain Good ,


but not All The Good ,
’

of which The First God Pre-Establishes The Unific Cause .


and on which account , That Is The Good ,


                                by Being The Productive Cause of All Goodness .                       (P8)


For All The Hyparxes of The Gods Are Not at the same time


Comparable/Equal to The One :


             Such Being The Hyperbolic Transcendence that The First God is Allotted (Rep 509C)


in relation to The Multitude of The Gods .
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Proposition 134

On the one hand , Every Divine Intellect Intellects , as Intellect ,


and on the other hand , Every Divine Intellect Energizes-Providentially , as God .


For on the one hand , it is The Illustrious Perfection of Intellect To Know The Beings ,

                       and To Comprehend/Have/Contain The Beings in Intellections .                  (P123)


But on the other hand , it is The Illustrious Perfection of God 

                             To Energize-Providentially and To Fill All with Goods .                           (P120)


However , The Self Impartation and The Self Fulfilling ,


is Accomplished Through The Unification of Those that are Fulfilling

’              
in relation to The Causes Prior to Selves ;


which Intellect also Imitates by Returning To The Same with The Intelligibles .


Therefore , insofar as Intellect Energizes Providentially , It Is God ;


since The Providence Is Established in an Energy that Is Prior to Intellect .


Wherefore , on the one hand , by also Being God , It Imparts of Itself to All ;


but on the other hand , by Being Intellect It is not Present with All .


For The Divine also Extends to those into which

’
                                   The Intellectual Characteristic does not Proceed .                  (P57corr)

(P 129)
For those that exist without Intellecting , also desire to be Energized-Providentially ,


and to Participate of a certain Good .
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But on the one hand , this is because not All Aspire after Intellect ,


not even , those that are capable of Participating .


But on the other hand , All long after The Good , and hasten to encounter It .



(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 967,1047)
Proposition 135

Every Divine Monad is Participated Immediately by A Certain One of The Beings  ;
’

and All Those that are Divinized Reach-up to One Divine Monad .


And as many as are The Participated Monads ,


so many are also The Participating Genera of The Beings .


For there cannot be Two or More Monads that are Participated by One Being .
’

(For surely , if The Characteristics in Selves are Different ,
                            (

must not That Being which is Connascent with Each , also be Different ,

                            since The Close-Contact is brought to Light Through Likeness ?)            (P29)
’

Nor can One Monad be Participated in Different ways by Many Beings .


For there are many beings that are unadapted to be Conjoined with The Monad , 
         

and they are unadapted as beings to be Conjoined 

                                            with The Monad which Is Prior to Beings ,                      (P114-P115)


and as many , they are unadapted to be Conjoined with The Monad .


However , on the one hand , it is Necessary that , That which Participates 


must be in a certain way Like That which is Participated ,


and on the other hand , in a certain way , Other and Unlike .


Therefore , since The Participant is a Certain-One of The Beings ,
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but The Monad Is Super-Ousian , and Through This , They are Unlike ;


Accordingly then , it is Necessary that The Participant Be One ,


in order that Through This , It Be Like The One which is Participated ,


and if The One is One in such a way as The Monad ,


The Other is Unified by Experiencing The One ,


and through The Participation of That Monad .


     “All Beings Pray , Except THE ONE”

THE ONE
Super-Ousian Monad

       Super-Vital Unity                          Super-Intellectual Unity


PrimaryImmediate-Participation-
                                                      The                Beings                    Ousia-Intellect-Life

                                                                     Secondary                  Participation W/ Intermediary
                                                             Beings                                                     Spirit  
                                                                                                                             

or
                                                                          Ousia

                                                               
                                                            Life                    Intellect


129.1 : On the one hand , Every Divine Body is Divine by The Mediation of The Divinized Soul ,


135.2 : And All Those that are Divinized Reach-up to One Divine Unity :


138.1Of All Those that Participateof The Divine Character , and are thereby Divinized , 
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The Very First and The Very Summit is Being .


153.7 : on the one hand , The Perfection of The Gods , is One Kind of Perfection ,


153.9 : and The Perfection of Those that are Divinized , is Another Kind of Perfection .


Whereas on theother hand , The Perfection which Resides Primarily in The Gods , 


is not only The Cause of Perfection to Those that are Deified , but also to The Gods Themselves ,


160.6 : For Every Superior Intellect is a Deified Intellect


161.6 : A Divine Intelligible Being , is Divine , by Being Deified ,


PHILEBOS

Soc: On the one hand , O Protarchus , you have mentioned those wonders concerning the one and 

many that are in the hands of the people , so that on the other hand , by the common agreement of 

all people , as the saying goes , such things must not be touched , for these assertions are already 

thought to be childish and easy , and extreme impediments to discussions , since it is also agreed , 
 
in that doctrine , never to introduce them into such discussions , as an example of one and many ,   
e
as both members and at the same time as parts that are divisible .    Because when someone says

that all those parts are collectively that one member , they are refuted and ridiculed (by the person

who questions them) for having been forced to assert such monstrous absurdities ; that a single 

member is both many and infinite in number , and that the many , is solely one .  
  
Pro: But then , what other wonders do you mean , O Socrates , in relation to This Self Logos , 

which are not yet generally acknowledged by the people ? 

Soc: 15  Whenever , O child , anyone asserts The One that is not one of those beings that come 

into existence and perish , as in the examples we gave just now . For on the one hand , in such 

cases of The One of that kind , as we said just now , it is also agreed that refutation is not necessary .     
                 
But on the other hand , when anyone does take-up the assumption , that man is one , or 

ox is one , or beauty is one , or The Good is one , the intense interest , in these and  
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of The Monads/Units such as These , becomes a divisive conflict of interest . 

Pro: How ? ( ;)
Soc: On the one hand , our first consideration should be whether any such Monads truly exist . 
b
Then in turn how these Monads , each one being singular , remain always The Self , and neither 

admit generation nor destruction , and nevertheless permanently remain This Singular Being . 

Then after this, if each unity exists among an infinite number of entities , are we either to assume 
’
that it is dispersed and has become many , or that it is entirely separate by Self , which one ,
’
would surely appear to be the most impossible notion of all , being The Same and One , becoming 
’        
at the same time in-one and in-Many . These are the questions , O Protarchus , about this kind of 
’
one and many , but not of those others , which cause the utmost perplexity , if they are not 
c ’
 brought into an agreement in a good way , but if in turn they are well-harmonized ,  
                
they provide an abundance of advantages .


PARMENIDES

Parmenides:  Nevertheless , O Socrates , these and very many other consequences besides these , 
A                      

must be so in relation to The Ideas , if The Ideal Selves of The Real Beings Exist , and if one

determines that Each One is a Certain Ideal Self ; so that one who hears these words is puzzled 

and questions whether Selves do exist ; or if They do Exist , that They Exist in The Highest

Degree , so that it appears abundantly necessary that Selves must be unknown by human nature .

And whosoever speaks in this way , may appear to say something important ; and , which 

we just now said , may be thought of as being an extraordinary statement , by remaining unable 

to be persuaded . And yet on the one hand , as it falls to The Ability of  an Individual of a Very  

Good Natural Disposition , to be able to learn that there is a certain Genus of Each Idea , and
(Phi32B , Rep399C)
That of The Self of Ousia by Her Self , so on the other hand , they will deserve - even
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B         ’
greater admiration , who having made this discovery , shall be able to teach yet another person 

how to thoroughly-well-distinguish all these particulars , in a Sufficiently-Efficient Way .

Socrates:  I agree with you entirely , O Parmenides , for you speak According to my Mind .

Parmenides:  But nevertheless in turn , O Socrates , if anyone indeed  , does not permit The   

Ideas of Real-Beings to be , by not Keeping their Mind Fixed upon all these recent objections  

and others like them , and does not Define One of Each Particular Idea/Genus/Paradigm ,

surely then , they will have no where to turn their understanding , while they do not allow that  

The Idea of Each One of The Real Beings Is Always of The Self , and in this way,   
C
entirely destroy The Power of Dialectics . 


Proposition 136

On the one hand , Every God by Being More-Whole ,


                                    and by Being Arranged Nearer to The First ,                            (P126)


is Participated by a More-Whole Genus of The Beings ,


Whereas on the other hand , Every God who is more-partial and more-remote ,


is Participated by a more-partial Genus of Beings .


And as Being is to Being , so also is One Divine Monad , to Another Divine Monad .


For if The Monads are as many in number as The Beings , and the other way round ;

                                       and One Monad is Participated by One Being ,                             (P135)

’
surely then it is Clear that The Order of The Beings ,


Proceeds According to The Order of The Monads ,


by Being Assimilated to The Order Prior to Self .


And so , The More-Whole Beings are of The Same Nature as The More-Whole Monads ;


whereas , The more-partial Beings are of The Same Nature as The more-partial Monads .
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For if This were not so , then in turn , the unlike would be conjoined with those that are unlike ,

and there would not be a distribution According to That which is Deserved/Befitting/Merited .
’

These things , however , are impossible .


If indeed then , from That Source , and from These Considerations
’
                                       The One and Appropriate (Likeness) Measure                        (Rep 353)


has been Luminously Imparted to All The Others .


Therefore , much more will there exist in These The Order of Participation ;


Surely then Those that are Like Depend upon Those that are Like Through That Power.



(Parmenides 132d)

(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 811)
Proposition 137

Every Monad is Conjoined-together-with The One Being 


   which Participates of Self  


                    For on the one hand , just as The One  is The Productive Cause of All ,    (P12-P13)


so also , is It The Cause of The Participated Monads 


and of The Beings that Depend upon These Monads .


Whereas on the other hand , The Monad that belongs to Each/Every Self


                  Produces The Self which Shines Forth in Every Being .           (P125)


On the one hand , The Existence is Simply The Production of The One ;


whereas on the other hand , The Monad is That which Perfects Their Same Nature 


insofar as It Is Of The Same Nature as The One .


Therefore , Self Is That which By Herself , Defines The Being which Participates of Self ,
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’
and Exhibits , By The Way of The Ousia In Self That Super-Ousian Characteristic .


For Everywhere , That which is Secondary , 


                                  derives from That which Is Primary , That which It Is.                         (P18)


Therefore , Whatever Exists of The Super-Ousian Divine Characteristic ,


Self is also The Being , which Participates of Self , By The Way of Ousia .



Proposition 138

Of All The Participants of The Divine Characteristic ,


and Who Are Thereby Divinized , The First and Highest , Is The Being .


               For if The Being is Beyond Intellect and Life , as it has been demonstrated ,        (P101)


If indeed , This , after The One , is The Cause of the Greatest Number of Effects ,


Then The Being will Be The Most High .


For on the one hand , It is More-Singular than Life and Intellect ,


                          And on account of this , It is In-Every-Way More-Noble .                   (P62)


But on the other hand , there is not anything else Prior to Self , except The One .


For Prior to The Unified Multitude , what else is there , except The One ?


      But The Being is The Unified Multitude , by Being of The Limit and The Unlimited . (P89)
Phi 25d)
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And The Super-Ousian Monad Is Wholly Prior to The Ousia .


Since in The Illuminations which are also Imparted to Those that are Secondary,


                                  The One Alone , Extends Beyond The Being .                        (P72corr)


Thus The Being Is Immediately After The One .


For That which Exists in Potential-Power , is not yet Being ,


but nevertheless , According to The Nature of Itself , It Is One .


And That which follows after This Potential-Power ,


Exists Now in Actual-Energy .


Accordingly then , Among The Archetypes/Causes/Principles ,


That which “Is” Non-Being “Is” Immediately Beyond The Being ,


By Being Superior to The Being , and by Being One .


(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato , Book 3 Chapter (viii > xi))
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus , Book 2 69d , 117b)

Proposition 139

All That Participate of The Divine Monads ,


Beginning from The Being , End in a Corporeal Nature :


                                  For The Being is The First of The Participants ,                          (P138)


But The Body , is The Last of The Participants ;

(for we say , that there are also Divine Bodies) .

      (

For The Summits


of All The Genera of Bodies , of Souls and of Intellects


are Attributed to The Gods ,


in order that in Every Order , Those Attributes that are Analogous to The Gods


may Connect and Preserve Those that are Secondary ,
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and in order that Each Number may be Whole ,


by Containing All in Itself


                                      According to The-Whole-in-The-Part Relation ,                       (P65-P67)


              and by Containing in Itself The Divine Characteristic Prior to The Others .    (P103)


Therefore , The Divine Genus Exists Corporeally   ,   Psychically   , and   Intellectually .

And it is Clear that All These Characteristics are Divine Through Participation .


For That which Is Primarily Divine has an Underlying Reality in The Monads .


Accordingly then , Those that Participate of The Divine Monads


on the one hand , Begin from The Being ,


but on the other hand , come-to-an-end in a Corporeal Nature  .




(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <52>)
Proposition 140

All The Powers of The Gods Originate from On-High ,


and Proceed Through The Middle of Those that are Appropriate ,


Extending as far as to the last , and to the places about The Earth .


For neither does anything intercept and hinder These Powers from Being-Present in All .


(For They are not in need of places or spaces/intervals , 
                                (

on account of Their Irrepressible Transcendency in relation to All ,


                           and by Their Presence Being Everywhere Unmingled) .                  (P98)
) ,

Nor is That which is Adapted to Participate of Selves hindered from Its Participation .


But as soon as anything is Prepared for Participation , They also come to Be Present ,
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’  
but neither did They approach at that time , nor were They absent before this time ,


Since They Are Always Maintained In The Same Way  .

’
Therefore if any Earthly Nature is Adapted to Participate , They are Present even to This :


                    and Through The Order of Selves Having Filled All of Themselves ,        (P120)


on the one hand , They will also Be Present In a Greater Way with Superior Natures ,


but then , They will Be Present In a Middle Way with Middle Natures ,


and finally , They will be Present in an ultimate way with those that are last .


Therefore , from On-High , They Extend Themselves as far as to the last .


Hence also , in these last there are Representations/Reflections/Echoes of Those that are First ,


and All Sympathize with All ;


on the one hand , Those that are Secondary Pre-Subsist in The Primary


but on the other hand , The Primary are Exhibited in Those that are Secondary .


For Each Order Subsists in a Threefold Way ,


                 either Through Cause or Through Hyparxis or Through Participation .        (P65)
’’     

Proposition 141

On the one hand , All of Divine Providence 


is Exempt from The Natures for which She     Provides ,


while on the other hand , She is Co-ordinate with Them .


For on the one hand , The Divine Beings 


                                are Entirely Expanded-Above Those that are Illuminated              (P122)


Through Their Hyparxis and The Characteristic of Their Order ,

But on the other hand , Those Divine Beings of The Kosmic-Order of Self ,


Provide for Their Subordinates of The Co-ordination of Self ,
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by also Imitating The Providential Energy of Those that are Exempt ,


and Desire to Fill Those that are Secondary


with The Goods which They are Able to Impart .



(Syrianus , On Aristotle’s Metaphysics 13-14 , 132-26 , 125-1 , 146-2)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <159>)

Proposition 142

On the one hand , The Gods are Present with All In The Same Way ;


but on the other hand , not All are present with The Gods in The Same way .


However , Each one Participates of The Presence of Those 
’ 

According to The Order and Power of The Selves :


Thus on the one hand , Some Participate Uniformly , but others , in a manifold way ;


and also on the one hand , Some Participate Eternally , but others through Time ;


and also on the one hand , Some Participate Incorporeally , but others Corporeally .
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For it is Necessary that the different Participations of The Selves  ,


must come to be different , either from the participant ,


or from That which is Being Participated .


But All that Is Divine , Always Maintains The Order of Self  ,

                       and Exists Without habitude , and Is Unmingled in relation to All .                (P98)


Therefore , it remains that the mutation takes place from solely the participants ,


and that which is not in The Same way , exists in these ,


and they are at different times , differently present with The Gods ;


so that although , The Gods are Present with All , In The Same Way ,


All are not present with Them , in The Same way , 


but each one , is present such as they Are Able ,
’

and such as They Are Present ,


and in this way they Are Able to Benefit of Their Illuminations ;


for The Participation Exists Through The Measure of The Presence of These .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 842 > 844)
(Iamblichus’ On The Mysteries , Book 2 Chapter 3 & 6)

Proposition 143

All those that are inferior , give way to The Presence of The Gods ;


although That which Participates (of Them) , Must be Adapted (to Participation) ,


thus on the one hand , All that is foreign from The Divine Light ,


becomes far removed (from It) ,


but yet on the other hand , All are Illuminated , At-Once , by The Gods .


For on the one hand , The Divine Natures ,
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are Always More-Comprehensive and More-Powerful


                                               than Those which Proceed from Selves .                                    (P57)
’

But on the other hand , the ineptitude of the participants


                            becomes the “cause” of the “undoing” of The Divine Light ;            (P142)


For this ineptitude obscures It , by its own imbecility .


But once That becomes obscured ,


something else , appears to take possession of That Mastery ,


not According to The Power of Self ,


but through the imbecility of the participant ,


which appears to rise up against ,


The Divine Ideal of The Illumination .


(Iamblichus’ On the Mysteries Book 1 Chapter 13) 
Proposition 144

All The Beings , and All The Kosmic-Orders of The Beings ,


Advance as far in Their Processions , as do The Orders of The Gods .
’

                 (

For The Gods Produce The Beings In-Conjunction-with Themselves , 


and nothing is Able to Subsist , and to Receive Measure and Order


outside of The Gods .
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For All are also Perfected Through The Power of Selves ,


and are Arranged and Measured by The Gods .


Therefore , The Gods also Pre-Exist , Prior to the last Genera in The Beings ,


Who also Adorn these and Impart to them


Life , Specific-Ideal-Forms and Perfection ,


and Revert/Convert these to The Good .


and in a similar way , The Gods are also Prior to The Middle Orders,


and Prior to The First Genera of Beings .


And All are Bound and Rooted in The Gods ,


and All are Preserved through This Cause .


But when anything defects from The Gods , it departs into non-Being ,


and becomes altogether destitute and indistinct


by becoming entirely sterile


of Those Natures by which it was Contained .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus Book 1 64c-e)
Proposition 145

The Distinctive Character of Every Divine Order


Constantly Traverses  Through All Those that are Secondary ,


And Bestows Itself  to All the subordinate (inferior/needy) Generations .



For if The Beings Proceed as far as and to such an extent 


                                     which The Kosmic Orders of The Gods Advance ,                         (P144)
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then , there is a Supernally-Illuminated Distinctive Character of The Divine Powers 


in Each and Every Generation ;


for Each is Provided with That Characteristic , from its Appropriate Proximate Cause ,


according to which , That Characteristic is Allotted Its Underlying-Reality .

’     
Thus I mean , such as , if there is a Certain Cathartic/Purifying Deity ,


there is also a purification in Souls , in animals , in plants , and in stones .


Purifying/Perfecting Deity
Athena

                     Nature             Souls in Purification
                     Animals (Self-propelled)                                                       Odysseus
                              wild / Tame

         Stones/Minerals         Plants                                           Thrasymachos         Theaetetus
  worthless / Precious          Healthful / noxious

(Separated/Divided  according to  
their own characteristic nature – Cratylus 387-389)

And in a similar way , if there is a Certain 


Guardian , Convertive , Perfective , or Vivific Power .

And thus, a stone only Partakes of That Divine Cathartic Power in a corporeal way , 


whereas , a plant Participates , still more clearly , through its life .                 

                               
Whereas an animal also possesses This Idea through its impulse (instinct for survival)       


but The Rational Soul , Rationally ,                                


and Intellect , Intellectually (Intuitively) ;                                         


but The Gods , In a Super-Ousian Way and In A Unific Way .


Thus The Whole Series (Golden-Chain) , also has The Power of Self

               
                                       from THE ONE DIVINE CAUSE .                                      .
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                    Gold        Sunflower   Cock         Odysseus              Socrates               Apollo
Mineral/Stone  ,  Plant  ,  Animal  ,  Rational Soul  ,  Intellectual Soul  ,  The Gods

And The Self/Same Logos applies to The Characteristics of The Remaining Divine Powers ,


For All Depend upon The Gods ,


thus on the one hand , some natures are Illuminated by Some Gods , 


while on the other hand , others are Illuminated by Other Gods ,


thus The Divine Series , Duly Traverses as far as to those that are last ;


And some natures , on the one hand , are Connected to Those Gods , Immediately ,


            but others , on the other hand , by a greater or less number of Intermediaries ;  (P128)


“For All are Full of Gods” –Thales-
“” --

              and so whatever each one Naturally possesses , it derives from That Source .          (P74)
’

(Plato , The Republic Chapter 12 401b)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Cratylus 13-19 > 25-5)

(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus Book 1 34c-d)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 874)

(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 28 (1-76>81)
Proposition 146

The Ends of All The Divine Processions are Assimilated to The Beginnings of Themselves ,


by Preserving a Beginningless and Endless Circle ,


Through Their Conversion to Their Beginnings .
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For if Each One of Those that have Proceeded ,

            is also Converted to The Proper Beginning from which Each One Proceeded ,      (P31)
’

then without a doubt , even more so , will The Whole Orders ,


having Proceeded from The Summit of Themselves , again be Converted to That .


But The Conversion of That End to That Beginning ,


also Completes The Whole Convergence to Herself and One Boundary ,


and Exhibits Through That Convergency ,


That which is Uniform in Its Multitude .


Proposition 147

The Summits of All The Divine Kosmic-Orders , 


Are Assimilated to The Limits of Those that are Superior .


For if it is Necessary that there be
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a Maintained-Inter-Connection of The Divine Procession ,


and that Each Order should be Bound-Together


                                                    by Their Appropriate Middles ,                          (P132-140)


then it is Necessary , that The Summits of The Secondary Orders


should come in Contact with The Terminations of The First Orders .


                                               
                                          But This Contact is Through Likeness .                         (P29,P32)

’

Hence , there will be a Likeness of The Summits of The Subordinate Order


to The Terminations of The Upper-Foundations .


Proposition 148

Every Divine Order is United to Itself , in a Threefold Way ,


from Its Summit which is in Self , and from Its Middle , and from Its End .


For on the one hand , since The Self Possesses a Power Most-Singular ,
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Self Transmits Union to All , and Unites The Whole


                                                         While Self , Abides On-High .                                        (P125)



 But on the other hand , The Middle , by Fully-Extending to both The Extremes ,
’ 

                                         Binds-Together The Whole about Herself :                      (P132)


On the one hand , Translating/Transmitting/Interpreting The Gifts of Those that are First ,


but on the other hand , Drawing-up The Powers of those that are last ,


and Inserting a Communion in All ,

and a Mutual-Bond-with Each-Other .


For in this way The Whole Arrangement comes to Be One ,


Through both , Those that Fill ,


and Those that are Filled ,


Converging to The Middle , just as if to a Certain Center .


Finally , The Termination is Turned back again to The Beginning ,


by Recovering/Recalling/Drawing-Back The Proceeding Powers ,

                             and It Imparts Likeness and Convergency to The Whole Order .         (P146)


And in this way The Complete Kosmic-Order is One

Through The Unific Power of Those that are First ,


Through The Connectivity Existing in The Middle ,


and Through The Conversion of The End to The Beginning of The Processions .


Proposition 149

All The Multitude of The Divine Monads is Limited Through Number .


                 For if This Multitude is Most-Near to The One , It will not be Unlimited .       (P113)
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For The Unlimited is not of The Same Nature , 


but is foreign , to The One .  


For if The Multitude were also separated from The One   


Through Self  , 
’

it is clear that The Unlimited Multitude is altogether destitute of That .  


on which account It is also powerless and inefficacious .  


Accordingly then , The Multitude of The Gods , is not Unlimited Multitude .  


Hence It is The Idea of The One and is Limited , 


and It is More-Limited  than Every Other Multitude ;  


for It is More-Akin to The One than Every Other Multitude . 


Therefore on the one hand , if The Source were Many , 


then That which would be Nearer to The Source 


would Necessarily be Many More than that which is more remote .  


(For That which is Nearer is More-Like) .  
                                               () :

                                    On the other hand , since That which is First is One ,                           (P5)


The Multitude which is Conjoined with That , 


is Many Less than that which is more remote   


But The Unlimited is not a Lesser-Multitude , 


  but The Greatest Multitude .


(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter 1 (iv)) 
Proposition 150

All That Proceeds In The Divine Orders ,
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 is not Naturally Adapted to Receive All The Powers of Its Producing Cause .  


Nor can Those that are Secondary Wholly Receive All The Powers of Those Prior to Selves , 


but These Possess Certain Powers Exempt from those that are inferior/subordinate , 
’

and are Incomprehensible to those that are after to Selves .
’                 

For if The Characteristics of The Gods Differ from Each Other , then


on the one hand , Those of those that are subordinate Pre-Subsist In The Superior Ones ; 

  whereas , Those of The Superior , by Being More-Whole , do not exist in the subordinate .  


Thus on the one hand , The Superior Ones , Impart Some Characteristics to Their Progeny , 
’

on the other hand , They Pre Contain Other Characteristics in Selves In An Exempt Way .  

           For it has been shown , that Those who are Nearer The One are More-Whole ;       (P126)


whereas on the other hand , those who are more-remote are more-partial .  


But if The More-Whole Possess More-Comprehensive Powers than the more-partial ,


then The Secondary and more-partial Order will not Contain The Power of Those .  


Accordingly then , there is Something In-Comprehensible and Un-Circumscribed  


In Those that Are Superior by Those that are Subordinate 


For Each One of The Divine Orders is indeed Unlimited In This Way :  

                     for it has been shown that , The Unlimited is not Unlimited to Itself ,              (P93)


nor much less to Those Above who are Before Self , 


but The Unlimited is Unlimited to All Those who are After Itself .  
’
           thus It exists according to the infinite potential-power in these inferior natures .   (P86)


Therefore , The Unlimited is Incomprehensible , to those to which  It is Unlimited .


Accordingly then , those that are inferior do not Participate of All The Powers 


which Those that are Superior Pre-Comprehend in Themselves .


(For surely then These are Incomprehensible to Those that are Secondary , 
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just as The Secondary shall be to those subsequent to Themselves ) .    

                 
Therefore , These Secondary Powers (by being more-Partial) 


will not Possess All The Powers of Those .


nor will They Possess The Self which Those Possess , 


on account of The Unlimitedness which makes 


Those that are Superior Transcend those that are inferior .



(Propositions 150-159 : Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1048-1049)
Proposition 151

All That Is Paternal in The Gods Has a Primary-Function ,
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and Is Pre-Established in The Order of The Good ,


According to All The Divine Kosmic-Orders/Arrangements/Adornments .


                     For Self Produces The Hyparxis (Truth) of Those that are Secondary ,  (Rep 517c)


including Their Whole Powers and Their Ousias Through One Ineffable Transcendency .


On which account , Self is also Denominated , Paternal ,


by Bringing to Light The Unifying and Boniform Power of The One ,


and by Being The Cause of The Underlying-Reality of Those that are Secondary .


And The Paternal Genus Leads  


Through Each Order of The Gods  ,
’

by Producing and Adorning All from Itself ,
’

inasmuch as Self is Arranged Analogous to The Good .


                           And on the one hand , Some Divine Selves are More-Whole ,                 (P136)


while on the other hand , Others are more-Partial ,


just as The Self Orders of The Gods also Differ By The More-Whole and more-Partial ,


According to The Logos of The Cause .


Therefore , by as many as are The Whole Processions of The Gods ,


by so many are also The Differences of The Fathers .


For if there is Something which is Analogous to The Good in Every Order ,


then there must be That which is Analogous to The Paternal in All The Orders ,


and that Each Order must Proceed from The Paternal Union .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <52>)
(Syrianus’ On Aristotle’s Metaphysics starting @167-9 ending @ 169-32)

 (Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 5 Chapter 16) 
Proposition 152
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All That is Generative of The Gods ,


Proceeds Through The Unlimited of The Divine Power ,


Multiplying from Itself and Traversing Through All ,


and Transcendently Exhibiting That which Is Never-failing


in The Processions of Those that are Secondary .


For of what else is That Special Privilege/Province which Multiplies Those that Proceed ,


and Leads Them Forward into Production


away from The Occult Comprehension in The Causes ,


than that of The Unlimited Power of The Gods ,


through which , All Divine Natures are Filled with Prolific Goods ?
’

                                      For All that is Full , Produces Others from Itself                               (P25)
’’ 

                                               Through Its Super-Abundant Power .                                    (P27)


Therefore , Mastership of Power is The Characteristic of The Generative Divinity ,


which Multiplies The Powers of Those Generated and Completely-Renders Them Prolific ,


and Excites Them to Produce and to Provide a Foundation for Others .


For if Each One of The Gods Imparts to Others

                     The Appropriate Characteristic which Each One Primarily Possesses ,           (P97)

then without a doubt All That is Prolific will Impart from Itself to Those that are Subsequent    
    ’ 

The Prolific Procession and It will Iconically-Reflect The Unlimited 

                                          which Is The Primary Leader of The Wholes                              (P92)


from which Every Generative Power Proceeds and which , In an Exempt Way , 
’

Pours-Forth The Ever-Flowing Processions of The Divine Natures .
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus , Book 2 134b-c)
Proposition 153

All That Is Perfect in The Gods Is The Cause of The Divine Perfection .


For just as The Underlying-Realities of The Beings are of One Kind ,


and Those of The Super-Ousian are of Another ,


Surely then so also are The Perfections of The Selves of Gods of One Kind ,


According to Hyparxis ,


whereas Those of The Beings are of Another by being Secondary and Subsequent to Those .
’

And The Former Perfections are Self-Perfect and of a Primary-Function ,

and because The Good Acts Primarily in Them ;                          (P119)


whereas The Latter Perfections Possess Perfection According to Participation .




Therefore on the one hand , through these considerations ,


The Perfection of The Gods , is of One Kind ,


and That of Deified Natures , is of Another .


Whereas on the other hand , The Perfection which is Primarily in The Gods ,


is not only The Cause of Perfection to Deified Natures ,


but also to The Gods Themselves .


       For if Each God is Perfect inasmuch as


                                  Each God Is-Turned-Towards Their Proper Source ;                   (P31)


then That which is The Cause of All Divine Conversion ,


Is The Perfective Genus of The Gods .
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(Philebus 20d) 
(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 1 Chapters 22-23)

(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 4 Chapter 24-25)
Proposition 154

All That is of a Guardian Characteristic in The Gods ,

Thoroughly-Preserves Each One in Its Proper Order ,


by Being Uniformly Exempt from Those that are Secondary ,


and by Being Firmly-Established in The Primary Natures .


For if The Guardian Characteristic Immutably Thoroughly-Preserves 


The Measure of The Order of Each and All and also


Connectedly-Contains All Those that are Guarded/Kept in Their Appropriate Perfection ,


then It will Impart to All Their Transcendent-Exemption from those that are inferior ,


and It will Firmly Establish Each One , Unmingled , From Itself ,
’

by Being The Cause of Undefiled Purity to Those that are Protected ,


and by Establishing Them in Superior Beings .


For on the one hand , All that Is Perfect , Clings to Primary Natures ,


while on the other hand , It Abides , In Itself ,


and , It is Expanded Above


those that are in-need/inferior .
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(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 4 Chapter 27)
Proposition 155

On the one hand , 


All That has a Vivific Characteristic in The Divine Production


is  a Generative Cause ,


but on the other hand ,


Every Productive Order ,  is not Vivific .


For The Generative is More-Whole than That which is Vivific ,


and is Nearer to The Source .


For on the one hand , The Production Exhibits The Cause


By Producing The Beings into Multitude .


But on the other hand , The Vivification is a Representation of The Deity


who is The Producer of All Life .


Thus if The Former Multiplies The Underlying-Realities of The Beings ,


then The Latter Provides The Underlying-Reality to The Processions of Life ,


Therefore , as The Being is to The Life ,


so also is The Generative Order to The Vivific Series .


                                   Therefore , The Former , will Truly be More-Whole ,                       (P101)

and The Cause of a Greater Number of effects ,


and because of this It will be Nearer to


                                                                  The Source .                                                        (P60)
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(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 5 Chapter 11)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus Book 5 308f)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <30>)

Proposition 156 

On the one hand , All That is The Cause of The Purity


is Comprehended in The Guardian Order .


But on the contrary , not All of The Guardian Order


is the same as The Purifying Genus .


For on the one hand , The Purity Imparts to All The Gods


That which is Unmingled and That which is Undefiled ,


in relation to that which is inferior in The Providence of Secondary Natures .


But on the other hand , The Guardian Power also Brings This to Completion ,

                and Keeps All in Themselves and Firmly Inserts Them in Superior Natures .  (P154)


Accordingly then , The Guardian Power is More-Whole than That of The Purifying Genus ;


for on the one hand , The Characteristic of The Guardian Order


Maintains The Order of Self Simply , both in relation of Each One Itself ,


and Those Prior to Self and Those After Self ,

’
but on the other hand , The Characteristic of Purity


is That which Maintains-Liberated Those that are Superior from those that are inferior .


However , These Powers Primarily Subsist in The Gods .


                      For it is Necessary that One Cause Precede The Existence in All .            (P21)


and that The Uniform Measures of All The Goods ,


must be Wholly-Comprehended by Those Gods ,
’
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since there is nothing Good in The Secondary which does not Pre-Subsist in The Gods .


(For from what other source could This exist , or what other cause could It have?) .
(

Therefore , The Purity and Guardianship and All which is of This Kind , 


by Being Good , Pre-Subsists Primarily in The Gods .


Proposition 157

On the one hand , Every Paternal Cause


is The Producer of The Existence to All ,


and Provides The Underlying-Reality to The Hyparxis of The Beings .


Whereas on the other hand , All That is Demiurgic/Creative of The Ideal Creations ,


Exists Prior to composite natures and to  their Order ,


and to their division through their sum/number of selves ,
’

and Is The Co-ordination of Self with The Paternal Cause ,


among the more-partial generation .


For Each of These Are of The Order of The Limit ;


since The Hyparxis and The Number and That which Is Seen , 


Are All The-Idea-of-The-Limit .


So that , In This Way They are Co-ordinate with Each Other .


Thus on the one hand , The Demiurgic Cause Leads That Creation into Multitude ,


                  whereas , The Idea-of-The-One Provides The Processions of The Beings .      (P151)


And The Former , is The-Maker-of-Ideas , but The Latter , The-Maker-of-Ousias .


Therefore insofar as These Differ from Each Other , such as The Idea and The Being ,


in this way also , does The Paternal , Differ from The Demiurgic Cause .


                                                
                                               But if , The Idea is a Certain Being ,                           (P74corr)
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accordingly then , The Paternal Cause Is More-Whole and More-Causal ,


and Is Beyond The Demiurgic Genus ,


just as , The Being Is Beyond The Genus of Ideas .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 904 , 48K)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <30>)

Proposition 158

Every Anagogic/Uplifting Cause Exists Among The Gods ,


Differing from both The Purifying Cause and from The Convertive Genera .


For on the one hand , it is Clear that This Anagogic Cause ,                  
                                

Must Primarily also Exist Among Those Gods ;


Seeing that All The Causes of The Whole     Goods Pre-Subsist There .


Thus on the one hand , It Subsists-Prior to The Purifying Cause ,


                          by reason that , The One , Liberates those that are subordinate,            (P156)


while This One , Conjoins them to Those that are Superior .


Thus , The Anagogic Contains The More-Partial Order of The Convertive Genera ,


by reason that , All That Converts ,


is either Converted to Itself , or to That which is Superior .


But The Function of The Anagogic Cause


is Characterized


by The Conversion to That which is Superior ,


by Leading Up That which is Converted to That which is Above and More-Divine .


The Causes
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The Primary Gods

Anagogic

                                              Convertive      Purifying     Genera

Those that are Subordinate

(Damascius’ On 1st Principles Chapter 75 (2-124>128)
Proposition 159

Every Divine Order of The First Archetypal-Fountains/Causes 


Consists of The Limit and The Unlimited


Thus One Order is Causally-Characterized More by The Limited , 
’

while The Other Order is Causally-Characterized More by The Unlimited .


For on the one hand , Every Divine Order Proceeds from both of These , 


because The Impartations of The First Causes 


                                       Pervade through All Those that are Secondary .                              (P97)


Thus on the one hand , in Some , The Limit Has Dominion in The Blend ,
’

while on the other hand , in Others , The Unlimited Has Dominion in The Blend .  


Surely then on the one hand , in this way 


The Genus in which The-Idea-of-The-Limit Prevails   


Brings to Completion The Impartations of The Limit ; 


while on the other hand , 


The Genus in which The-Idea-of-The-Unlimited Prevails 


Brings to Completion The Impartations of The Unlimited .
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter 4 (ix))
(Damascius’ Commentary on the Philebus 63)

Proposition 160

Every Divine Intellect is Uniform ,

and Perfect and Primarily Intellect ,


and From Itself , Produces The Other Intellects .
’

For if Every Divine Intellect Is Divine ,


                          then Every Divine Intellect Is Filled with The Divine Monads               (P129)


and Every Divine Intellect Is The Idea-of-The-One .


But if this be the case ,


then Every Divine Intellect Is also Perfect ,

                                                 by Being-Full of The Divine Goodness .                              (P133)



And if this be the case ,


then Every Divine Intellect Is also Primarily Intellect ,


inasmuch as Every Divine Intellect is United to The Gods .


                             for Every Superior Intellect Is A Divinized Intellect .                    (P112)


Then by Being Primarily Intellect ,


Self also Bestows to The Other Intellects Their Underlying-Reality ;
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for All The Secondary Beings Obtain Their Hyparxis


                                                      from The Primary Beings .                                                 (P18)



Proposition 161

All That Truly Is ,


Is That which  is Linked/Attached/Suspended from The Gods ,


Divine , Intelligible and Unparticipated .


For since That which Truly Is ,


is The First of Those that Participate of The Divine Union ,


                                                         as it has been demonstrated , 
(P138)


then It also Fills Intellect from Itself
’

(For Intellect is also Being , by Being-Filled-Full of Being) ,
() ,

and Being Is , without a doubt , The Divine Intelligible .


And on the one hand , insofar as It has Been Deified , It Is Divine ,


on the other hand , by Fulfilling Intellect and by Being Participated by Self , It Is Intelligible .
’
On the one hand , Intellect Is also Being , Through That which Is Primarily Being .


Whereas on the other hand , That which Is Primarily Being is Self , Separate from Intellect ;


                                            because The Intellect is After The Being .                                 (P101)


                      But Imparticipables Subsist Prior to Those which are Participated .             (P23)
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So that , Being , also Pre-Subsists Imparticipably According to The Self ,

’
and Is Prior to That Being which is Conjoined with Intellect .


For It Is Intelligible , by not Being-Co-Arranged with Intellect ,


but by Perfecting Intellect In An Exempt Way ,

’
because It also Imparts Existence to That ,


and Fills That with Truly Existing Ousia .



(Damascius' Lectures on the Philebus 103)
Proposition 162

All The Multitude of The Monads , that Illuminates That which Truly Is ,


is Occult and Intelligible ;


Occult , on the one hand , by Being-United to The One ;


but Intelligible , on the other hand , by Being Participated by The Being .


For All The Gods are Named from Those that are Linked/Attached (to Them) ;


because from These it is possible to have an Intuitive-Insight 


into Their Different Underlying-Realities ,


by Being Unknowable of Them Selves .


For All that Is Divine Exists by Self , Ineffable and Unknowable ,
’

by Being-Of-The-Same-Nature as The Ineffable One .


However , from The Differences of The Participants it also happens that


                       The Characteristics of Those Gods come to be known (by inference) .        (P123)


Therefore The Monads which Illuminate That which Truly Is are surely then Intelligible ;

by reason that , That which Truly Is ,  is surely then Divine , Intelligible and Imparticipable ,
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                           By-having-An-Underlying-Reality-that-is-Prior to Intellect .                   (P161)


For This would not be Attached to The First Gods ,


if They did not also Possess a Primary Underlying-Reality ,


and a Power that is Perfective of The Other Gods ;


if indeed , just as The Participants Are in relation to each other ,


so also Must Be The Hyparxes of Those that are Participated (in relation to Each-Other) .



(Cratylus 396b)
(Proclus’ On Plato’s Cratylus 52-1 > 59-21)

(Proclus Commentary on The Parmenides 817 > 820)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <51> , <166> , <249>)

Proposition 163

Every Multitude of The Monads  


That Is Participated by The Unparticipated Intellect 


Is Intellectual .


For just as Intellect Has To Be in relation to That which Truly Is (The Truth) ,


so also Have To Be The Self Monads in relation to The Intelligible Monads .   


(Intellect  :  That which Truly Is (The Being / The Truth / The One)
     :   : 

      The Self Monads : The Intelligible Monads)
  

Therefore , in the same way as , 


                               Those Monads that Illuminate The Being , Are Intelligible           (P162)


in this way also ,


The Selves that Illuminate The Divine and Unparticipated Intellect , Are Intellectual .
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(The Intelligible Monads  :  That which Truly Is (The Being / The Truth / The One) 
                                                                          :    :

             (The Intellectual Selves : Divine and Unparticipated Intellect)

Although The Selves are not Intellectual in such a way , 
’

as if They Subsisted in Intellect , 

                       but by Subsisting-Prior to Intellect , and by Bringing-Forth Intellect             (P65)
’

According to Cause .
’

(Proclus' Commentary on The Parmenides 1043-1051)
(Proclus' The Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter 2 (vi))

Proposition 164

Every Multitude of The Monads


That is Participated by Every Imparticipable Soul ,


Is Super-Kosmic .


For by reason that The Imparticipable Soul


Exists Primarily Above The Kosmos ,


so also are The Gods Super-Kosmic  


by Being Analogous in relation to The Intellectual and Intelligible Gods ,


That are Participated by Her Self ,
’

which Analogy , Soul has in relation to Intellect ,


and Intellect has in relation to That which Truly Is .

                                 Therefore ,  just as Every Soul Depends-Upon Intellect ,                       (P20)


                                and just as Intellect Turns-Back to The Intelligible ,                      (P161)
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Surely then so also do , The Super-Kosmic Gods , 


Depend-Upon The Intellectual Gods ,

Surely then just as , The Intellectual Gods , 


also Depend-Upon The Intelligible Gods .


(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 6 Chapter 2)
Proposition 165

Every Multitude of The Monads , That is Participated


by a Certain Sensible Body , is En-Kosmic .


For They Shine Upon The Kosmos ,


Through The Middle Parts/Portions of The Intellect and of The Soul .


For neither is Intellect Present with any Kosmic body without Soul ;


nor is Divinity Conjoined to Soul without an Intermediary ;


                 (For The Participations take place through Those that are Like) .              (P32)
                     (

And The Self Intellect also Participates of The Monad 


Through The Intelligible Summit of Itself .


Therefore , These Monads are En-Kosmic ,


by Completely Filling The Whole Kosmos ,


and by Deifying The Visible Bodies .
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For Each of These (Heavenly Bodies) are also Divine ,


not on account of The Soul (for Her Self is not Primarily Divine) ,

(
nor on account of The Intellect (for This is not The Self for The One) ,

(
Thus on the one hand , All are En-souled on account of Soul and are Moved by Herself ,

’
Whereas on the other hand , All are Always Maintained in The Same Way ,


and Borne-Along by The Most-Excellent Order on account of The Intellect ,


                     However , Each One of These is Divine on account of Their Union .            (P129)


And if Each One Possesses A Providential Power ,

                     then Each One is in Possession of This Power Through Such A Cause .       (P120)


(Iamblichus On The Mysteries Book1 Chapters 6-7)
Proposition 166

Every Intellect is either Imparticipable or Participable

 And if Participable , then Every Intellect is either


Participated by Super-Kosmic or by En-Kosmic Souls .



Since on the one hand , The Imparticipable Intellect Contains  

                                                       The Very First Hyparxis ,                                          (P23-P24)


It Leads Every Multitude of The Intellects .


Whereas on the other hand , of Those Intellects that are Participated ,


Some , on the one hand , Illuminate The Super-Kosmic and Imparticipable Soul ,


while Others , on the other hand , Illuminate The Kosmic Soul .


For The Kosmic Multitude of Intellects 


is not Immediately derived from The Imparticipable Intellect ;
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                 if indeed , The Processions are derived through Those that are Like .           (P29)


since That which is Separate from The Kosmos ,


is Much More-Like The Imparticipable ,

than That which is Dispensed about Self .


Nor does The Super-Kosmic Multitude of Intellects alone Possess an Underlying-Reality ,


since there also Subsist Kosmic Multitudes ;

’
                          if indeed there also Subsists A Kosmic Multitude of Gods ,                (P165)


and if The Kosmic Self is Ensouled and at the same time Filled with Intellect ,


and if The Participation of The Super-Kosmic Gods by Kosmic souls ,


                     is derived through The Kosmic Intellects as Middles (that are Like) .           (P109)


(Timaeus 29e > 30b)
(Iamblichus On The Mysteries Book 8 Chapter 4)

(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <65>)
Proposition 167

Every Intellect , Intellects Itself .


Thus on the one hand , The Very First Intellect , Intellects Itself Alone ,
’

and in This , Intellect and Intelligible are One according to Number ;
’

but on the other hand , Each of the subsequent Intellects ,


Intellects Itself , and at the same time , Those Prior to Self ,


and on the one hand , The Intelligible to Each of These , is That which It Is ,


and on the other hand , That from which It Is .
’

For , either , Every Intellect , Intellects Itself ,


or That which is Above Itself , or that which is Below Itself .
’
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Then on the one hand , if It Intellects that which is Below Itself ,
’’

It would be turned-towards that which is inferior , through Intellect ;


and in this way , Self would not recognize that , towards which It is turned ,


inasmuch as it is not That which is In Self , but external to Self .
’

thus , It will only recognize the impression from Self ,
’

which has being generated in Self from that ;
’

for , It sees/knows , that which It possesses , and the way in which It is affected ,


but not , That which It does not possess , and from which It is not affected .
’

Whereas on the other hand , if It Intellects That which is Above Self ,


and if on the one hand , It Intellects Through The Intuitive-Knowledge of Itself ,


then It will Know Itself and at the same time That Superior Nature .



Whereas if It solely Intellects That which is Intellect , then It will be ignorant of Itself  .


Therefore in a general way , by Recognizing That which is Prior to Self ,


then It will See that It Is That Cause and It will also See Those of which It Is The Cause .


For if It is ignorant of These ,


              then It will also be ignorant of That which is Productive by Its Very Being ;        (P18)


by not Recognizing That which Produces , and That which is Produced .


Hence by Recognizing That which is Prior to Self , which Provides Its Underlying-Reality ,


and of which , It Is The Cause ,


It will also Know Itself as deriving Its Underlying-Reality from That Source .


Therefore , by Recognizing , That which is Prior to Self ,


it will likewise , Entirely , Know Self  .
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Therefore , if there is a Certain Intelligible Intellect , then This 


by Knowing/Seeing Itself will also See/Know The Intelligible which Is The Self Intelligible .


But Each of The Intellects After This ,
’

will Intellect The Intelligible which is In Self ,


and at the same time , That which is Prior to Self .


Accordingly then , there is also The Intelligible In The Intellect ,


and The Intellect In The Intelligible .


Thus One Intellect , is The Self along with The Intelligible ;
’

but The Other Intellect Is on the one hand , The Self along with The Intelligible In Self ,


but on the other hand , is not The Self along with The Intelligible Prior to Self .


For That (Self) which is Simply Intelligible , is One Aspect ,


and The Intelligible in That (Self) which Intellects is Another .



(Proclus’ Commentary On The Parmenides 945)

Proposition 168

Every Intellect is Aware/Knows/Sees that It Intellects Through Energy/Activity 
’      

And on the one hand , it is not “the characteristic of one part of Intellect , to Intellect”


and  on the other hand , “of another part of Intellect , to Intellect that It Intellects” .


For if , It Is Intellect Through Energy
’

And does not Intellect Itself , besides that of being Other than ,


The Object of Intellection ;


then It Knows Itself and Sees Itself .


Thus by Seeing The Object of Intellection and by Recognizing That which It Sees ,

It is Aware/Knows , that It is Intellect Through Energizing/Activating .
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’ :     
Thus , It is Aware of the following ;


not only of That which It Intellects , but It is also Aware that It Intellects .



Accordingly then  , It is Aware of both at the same time , 


of The Intelligible and that It Intellects That ,


and that It Intellects Through The Intellection of Itself .
’


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 900 , 1147)
(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 2 Chapter 9-44)

PROPOSITION 169

Every Intellect


Has Its Ousia , Power and Energy


In Eternity


      The Intelligible 

                                     Intellect                                                                          
Intellection

     Motionless
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            For if It Intellects Itself  and is The Same as The Intellect and The Intelligible ,   (P167)


so also is The Intellection The Same as The Intellect and The Intelligible :


For By (The Intellection) Being in The Middle ,


of That which Intellects and also of The Object of Intellection ,


It Is The Intellection of The Selves of Those Beings 


then without a doubt , The Intellection will also be The Self in respect to Both .


[PROPOSITION 1 , Book 1 , Euclid’s Elements]

But certainly , that The Ousia of The Intellect IS Eternal , is Clear ;

                          for All That IS Eternal , IS At-Once/Simultaneously , Whole .                (P52)


Then so also is The Intellection , if indeed It is The Same as The Ousia of Intellect :

 []   
For if Intellect IS Motionless , then It will not be Measured By Time ,


nor By Its [Ousian] Existence ,


nor By Its [Ousian] Energy .


But if These are Maintained In This Way , then so also IS Its [Ousian] Power Eternal .



(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1233-1238)
(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 5 Chapter 1-4) 

Proposition 170
 

Every Intellect , Intellects All , At-Once ,


Whereas on the one hand , Imparticipable Intellect , Intellects All , Simply ,
’

but on the other hand , Each of The Intellects Subsequent to That
’

Intellect All In One .
’

For if Every Intellect Firmly-Establishes Its Ousia In Eternity

                       and at the same time , The Energy along with The Ousia of Itself ,          (P169)
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then , Every Intellect will Intellect All , At-Once .


For if Every Intellect , is not Firmly-Established In Eternity ,


then its successive objects of perception would exist as one part to another part .


For All that is successive , exists In Time ;


for that which is successive , consists of before and after ,


                                       thus All of it , does not Exist , At-Once .                                  (P52)

’

Therefore , on the one hand , if All the intellects intellect All , in the same way ,


then they will not differ from each other .


For if they intellect All in the same way , then they are All in the same way,


                                                     by being that which they intellect .                              (P167)


But on the other hand , in a similar way , by being All ,


one intellect will not be Imparticipable , while another is not-Imparticipable .


For Their Ousias are to Their Selves just as Their Objects are to Their Intellections ;


if indeed The Intellection of Each Self is The Same as The Existence of Each Self ,


and Each Self Is Both , The Intellection and The Existence .


Therefore , it remains ,


that if Each Intellect does not , Intellect All , in The Same way ,

then either Each One does not Intellect All , but One ,

’
or more , but not All At-Once ,


or surely then that Each Intellect Intellects All In One .

’
However , to assert on the one hand , that Each Intellect does not Intellect All ,


is to make intellect ignorant of something of The Real Beings/Reality .
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For by Intellect Being Unmoved , It will not undergo transition [in Its Static Energy] ,


and will not [later] intellect something which it did not before .


And by intellecting solely one thing , by being that which remains-steadfast/unmoved  


it will be inferior to Soul ,


which Intellects All , by being Moved .


(Since It will either Intellect All or One
(  

or All In One ) ,
’

Accordingly then , It will Intellect All In One ,
’

For on the one hand ,


There Is Always The Intellection of All In All [The Intellects] ;



whereas on the other hand ,


by Defining/Delimiting/Determining All , In One of The All ;


so that there is Something Uniquely Masterful In The Intellection ,


and In The Objects of Intellection ;


By All Being Intellected , At-Once , In The One ,


By Self Characterizing All of The One .



(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus Book 5 316C)
Proposition 171

Every Intellect Is An Impartible Ousia .


For if Every Intellect Exists Without-Magnitude and Is Incorporeal and Immovable ,


then Every Intellect is Impartible .


For All that is in-any-way-whatsoever partible ,


is so either through Multitude or through Magnitude ,
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or through the partible energies being borne along in the flow of Time .


However , Intellect Is Eternal In All Ways , and It Is Beyond All bodies


and The Multitude In Self Is United ; accordingly then , Self Is Impartible .


Therefore on the one hand , that Intellect Is Incorporeal ,


                                            is clear from Its Conversion to Itself .                                    (P167)

                                                For no body is Converted to itself .                                          (P15)


Whereas on the other hand , that It Is Eternal ,


is clear from The Sameness of Its Energy in relation to Its Ousia .


                                       For it has been demonstrated in this way before .                             (P169)


Furthermore , that The Multitude In Self Is United , is clear from


                 The Connection/Continuity/Conjunction of The Intellectual Multitude 


                                                   in relation to The Divine Monads .                                      (P160)


                                   For These , on the one hand , are The First Multitude ;                      (P113)


                         but Intellects , on the other hand , are Subsequent to These .                    (P167)

’
Therefore , even though Every Intellect is also A Multitude ,


yet They Are A United Multitude ; for Prior to that which is divided ,

’
There Is That which Is Collected In Profound Union ,


                                                             and Nearer to The One .                                            (P62)


(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 4 Chapter 2-1)

Proposition 172

Every Intellect Is , In A Proximate Way , The Underlying Cause , 


of Those that Are Eternal and Immutable Through Ousia .
’

   
For That which Is Produced by an Immovable Cause ,
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                                 Is In Every Way Immutable , Through Its Ousia .                      (P76)


However , Immovable Intellect ,


Is Entirely Eternal ,


                                                          and Abides In Eternity .                                                (P169)


Immoveable Intellect also Produces whatever It will Produce


                                                            By Its Very Existence .                                             (P26)


However , if It Always Is ,


and Is Invariably The Same ,


Then , It Always Produces and does so , In The Same Way .


Accordingly then ,


It is not The Cause ,


on the one hand , of those beings who exist at one time ,


but on the other hand , do not exist at another time  .


Thus , Immoveable Intellect Is The Cause


of The Real Beings who Always Exist .   


Proposition 173

Every Intellect Is In An Intellectual Way , both ,

                       Those that are Prior to Self , and , Those that are Subsequent to Self .       
’

For on the one hand , Every Intellect Is Like Those After Self , By Being Their Cause ,
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’’
on the other hand , It Is Like Those Prior to Self , By Participating of Them ; (P103)


Thus It Is Self Intellect and It Is Allotted An Intellectual Ousia .


Accordingly then , It Defines All Through The Hyparxis of Itself ;


of both , Those which Exist , Through Cause ,

’
and of Those which Exist , Through Participation .


For Each Intellect also Participates of Those that Are Superior


in such a way as Each is Naturally-Adapted , but not In The Way that Those Exist .

’
For then , They would already be Participated By All in a Similar way.


Thus , Each Intellect Participates , but in another way :


Hence , The Participations are Through The Characteristic and Power of The Participants .


Accordingly then , Those Prior to Self , Exist In Intellect In An Intellectual Way.


Then certainly , Intellect also Exists In Those After Self In An Intellectual Way .

’
For Intellect is not a composite of Its effects , nor does It Contain these effects . 


Whereas Intellect does Contain The Causes of these In Itself ,


                          Thus Intellect Is , by Its Very Existence , The Cause of All .              (P26)


So that Each and Every Intellect Is All In An Intellectual Way ,


of both , Those that are Prior to Self , and Those that are After Self .

’
Therefore , just as Every Intellect Contains The Intelligibles Intellectually,


so also does , Each Intellect Contain sensibles Intellectually.



(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 964)
Proposition 174

Every Intellect Provides-Subsistence to Those After Self by Its Intellection ,
’

and Its Creation Subsists in Its Intellection ,
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and Its Intellection , Subsists in Its Creation .


                                        For if Intelligible and Intellect are The Same ,                               (P167)


so also will The (Ousian) Existence of Every Intellect         


                                          be The Same  with The Intellection In Itself .                             (P169)


Thus It Creates That which It Creates by Its Very Existence ,

                                   and It Produces by Virtue of Being That which It Is .                         (P26)


Therefore , It will also Produce Those that are Produced by Its Intellection .


For That which Exists and That which Intellects are both One ;


since Intellect is also The Same with Every Being that It Contains In Self .


Therefore , if It Creates by Its Very Existence ,


and if That which Exists Is That which Intellects ,


Then , It Creates by Its Intellection .


And so , The Intellection which Subsists Through Its Energy , Subsists In Its Intellection ;
’

thus , That which Exists , Subsists In Its Creation

(For That which Creates Immovably , Always Contains That which Exists In Its Creation) .

 (
Accordingly then , The Intellection also Subsists In Its Creation .



(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 3 Chapter 8-3)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 790 > 791)

Proposition 175

Every Intellect Is Primarily Participated by Those that are Intellectual ,


Through Their Ousia and Their Energy , At-Once .  
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’  

For it is Necessary that Every Intellect should either be Participated by These ,


or by others , which on the one hand , Possess The Intellectual Ousia ,
’

but on the other hand , do not Always energize-intellectually .


However , it is Impossible , that Intellect be Participated by the latter of these .
’           ’     

                                      For The Energy of Intellect is also Immovable ;                        (P169)


and hence , Those Intellectuals which Always Participate of These ,
’ 

Always Participate of The Intellectual Energy  ,


which Always Makes The Participants Intellectual .


For that which has its energy in a certain part of Time ,


                              is un-adapted to be Conjoined with an Eternal Energy .                         (P55)


But surely then just as That which Keeps Its Perfection Throughout The Whole of Time ,


Is The Intermediary , Between All of the mutations of Those Energies ,


so also is It The Intermediary Between 


Those Ousias whose Eternal and Perfective Energies exist in a Certain Time .

                       For Processions are Never brought to be without an Intermediary ,                (P29)


but are Always brought to be through Those that are Akin and Alike,


According to both Their Underlying-Reality and The Perfections of Their Energies .


Accordingly then , in a Similar way , Every Intellect Is Primarily Participated


by Those Beings that are Able to Intellect Throughout The Whole of Time ,

’
and who Always Energize-Intellectually ,


even if Their Intellection is In Time , but does not Exist Eternally .




COROLLARY

Surely then from this it Clear , that it is Impossible for a soul 
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to Participate In A Proximate Way of Intellect 


which Energizes-Intellectually at one time 


but at another time does not .



Proposition 176

All The Intellectual Ideas , both Exist In Each Other , and Each One Exists According to Self .  
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’

For if Every Intellect Is Impartible ,


and The Multitude which Is In Self Is United Through The Intellectual Impartibility ,  


then All The Beings/Ideas In It will Be One , 

                           and by Being Impartible They will Be United to Each Other ,                 (P171)


then All will Pervade Through All .


But if All The Intellectual Ideas Exist Immaterially and Incorporeally ,


then , They are Unconfused with Each Other ,


and by Each One Being Separate , Each One Preserves The Purity of Itself 


by Remaining That which It Is . Thus on the one hand , 


The Characteristic Participation of Each One Participating In A Separate Way ,


clearly manifests The Unconfused Nature of The Intellectual Ideas .


For if The Participated Ideas were not also Distinguished as Separate from Each Other ,

then the participants of Each of Themselves , would not Participate Them in a separate way ,
’   

but in those subordinate natures , there would be ,
’

in a much greater degree , an indistinct confusion ,


by these existing according to their (dis)order , in an inferior way .


For from what Source would there arise a distinction in these ,


if Those that Provide their Underlying-Reality , and who Perfect selves ,


were without Distinction , and were confused together ?


Thus in turn , The Impartible Underlying-Reality , and The Uniform Ousia 


of That which Contains The Ideas , Splendidly Brings to Light Their United Nature .


For Those that have Their Hyparxis In The Impartible and The Uniform ,



Exist Impartibly in The Self 
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(For how can you part The Impartible and The One ?)  ,

()
and have a Simultaneous Existence in Each Other ;


Wholes Pervading Through Wholes ,

’
In A Way That Is Unaccompanied with Interval .


For That which Comprehends is not extended with interval/space :


(and as in the case of that which has interval ;


one of them exists in one way , but another exists in another way ) ,


but All Exist At-Once In The Impartible , and are One ;

’
so that All The Intellectual Ideas are also In Each Other .


Accordingly then , All The Intellectual Ideas both Exist Unitedly In Each Other ,


and at the same time , Each One Is Distinctly Separate .


But if someone , in addition to these expositions , should also require paradigms/models ,


then let them direct their attention to The Theorems which Exist in a Single Soul .


For surely then All These Exist in The Ousian Self ,


in which They Exist Without-Magnitude , and are United to Each-Other


For That Self which Is Without-Magnitude ,
(
does not locally/spatially contain Those (Theorems) that are in Self ,


but those which It Contains are both United and Separated)
’)

Impartibly and Without-Interval ;


for The Soul Produces All , In A Pure/Genuine Way ,


and Produces Each One Separately , drawing nothing from The Rest ,


which , if They were not Always Distinct Through Their Condition ,


then They would in no way be Distinguished by The Energy of the Soul .
’
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(Proclus' Commentary on The Parmenides 754)
Proposition 177

Every Intellect Is A Plenitude of Ideas :


On the one hand , One Is Comprehensive of More-Whole Ideas ,


but on the other hand , Another is Comprehensive of More-Partial Ideas.


An thus on the one hand , The Loftier Intellects Contain in a More-Whole Way ,


as many Beings as Those Subsequent to Selves Contain in a More-Partial Way .
’
And on the other hand , The Lower Intellects Contain in a More-Partial Way ,


as many Beings as Those that are Prior to Selves Contain in a More-Whole Way .


For on the one hand , The Loftier Intellects Use Greater Powers ,


By Being More-The-Idea-of-The-One , than The Secondary Intellects .


But on the other hand , The Lower Intellects , by being more Multiplied ,


are diminished in The Powers which They Contain .


For Those that are More-Akin to The One , By Being-Less in Quantity ,


Surpass The Powers of Those Subsequent to Selves ;
’

And on the contrary , Those Powers that are more-remote from The One , 


                                are Surpassed by Those that are More-Akin to The One .                      (P62)
Therefore , The Loftier Intellects ,


by being Pre-Established through A Greater Power , but By Being Less in Number ,

’
Produce a Greater number of Effects By The Power of The Lesser Quantity of Ideas ;


But Those Subsequent to Them Produce fewer Effects by a greater Number of Ideas ,

’         
through a deficiency of Power .


Therefore , if Those Produce a Greater Number of Effects , Through Fewer Powers ,

’   
then The Ideas in Them are More-Whole .


And if These Produce  fewer Effects , through a greater number of Powers ,
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then The Ideas in Them Selves are more-partial .


COROLLARY

From which it follows , that Those that are Brought-forth from


The Loftier Intellects Through One Idea ,
’

are Produced In A Divided Way from


The Secondary Intellects Through Many Ideas .


And conversely , Those Natures which are Produced


by more-Subordinate Intellects through Many and Distinct Ideas ,


are Produced by Loftier Intellects


through Fewer , but More-Whole Ideas .
’

And on the one hand , That which Is Whole and Common ,

is Brought to Be from On-High to All Its Participants ,


but on the other hand , That which is Divided and particular


Is Brought to Be from Secondary Intellects (to All Its participants) .


Hence Secondary Intellects , by The More-Partial Distinction\Separation of The Ideas ,


somehow , Accurately and Subtly Distinguish The Ideal-Forms of The Primary Intellects .
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 752 , 763)
Proposition 178

Every Intellectual Idea Is Substantive of Those that are Eternal .


For if Every Intellectual Idea Is Eternal and Immovable , then Every Intellectual Idea


Is The Ousian Cause of Immutable and Eternal Underlying-Realities ,
’

                                  but not of those that are generated and corruptible .                      (P76)
’

So that All That Subsists Through an Intellectual Idea
’

Is An Eternal Intellectual Nature .


For if All The Ideas Produce Those that are Subsequent to Selves ,
’ 
                                                          by Their Self Existence  ,                                                (P26)


but if The Existence of Selves


Exists Always In The Same Way ,


then Those that are Produced from Selves will also Exist In The Same Way ,

’
and will Be Eternal .


Hence , neither those that are generated by subsisting from A Formal Cause 
’

according to a certain time ,


nor corruptible natures , insofar as they are corruptible ,


possess a Pre-Subsisting Intellectual Idea .


For then , they would Be Incorruptible and Un-begotten ,


by having derived their Underlying-Reality from Those Intellectual Ideas .
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 831)
Proposition 179

Every Intellectual Number Is Limited .


For if there is another multitude/number , that is subsequent to Self 
’

by being subordinate according to Ousia ,
’

then This Is Nearer to The One ,


and that is farther from The One ,


but if That which Is Nearer to The One ,


is Less According to Quantity ,


while that which is more remote from The One ,


                                                   is more , according to Quantity ;                                           (P62)


then The Intellectual Number will also Be Less 


than every multitude subsequent to Self .
’

Accordingly then , It is not Unlimited .


Accordingly then , The Multitude/Number of Intellects is Limited .


For That which Is Less than a certain other , is not Unlimited ,


because The Unlimited , insofar as It Is Unlimited , is in no way whatsoever less .
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1120)
Proposition 180

Every Intellect Is Whole ,


                                     insofar as Each Intellect Consists of Parts ,                          (P171)


and Is United with The Others 


and at the same time , Is Separated from Selves .
’

However , on the one hand , Imparticipable Intellect , Is Simply Whole ,
’

by Containing All The Parts in Itself Wholly ,


whereas on the other hand , Each Partial Intellect Possesses The Whole

as if It were In One Part , and in this way , It is All , in a Partial Way .




                                       For if a Partial Intellect Is All According to One ,                          (P170)
’

then That which Exists According to One ,
’

is nothing else than That which Exists Partially ,


Accordingly then , in this way , The Whole Is in Each of These Intellects , Partially ,


by being Defined According to a Certain\Particular One Part of The Partial Intellects ,
’

which has Mastery Over All of Them .
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 1099) 
(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter 9)

Proposition 181

Every Participated Intellect Is either Divine , By Being-Fastened-From The Gods , 


or Every Participated Intellect Is Solely Intellectual .


                   For if That which Is Primarily     Intellect Is Divine and Im  participable , (P160-P166)


then surely The Intellect that is Akin to This is not That which Differs from It in both ways ,
’

by neither Being Divine , and by neither Being Im  participable .

       For Those that are Unlike in both T  h  e  s  e ways , cannot Be Conjoined to Each Other . (P28)

’
Therefore , surely then it is Clear , that The Middle between These


Is Partly Like , but Partly Unlike That Being which Is Primarily Intellect .


Therefore , It Is either Imparticipable and not-Divine ; or It is Participated and Divine .


But All That is Imparticipable Is Divine ,


                by Being Allotted The Order In The Multitude Analogous to The One .       (P24)


Hence It will Be a Certain Intellect that Is Divine and-at-the-same-time Participated .


However , it is certainly also Necessary , that there Be an Intellect


that does not Participate of The Divine Monads , but that only Intellects [Them] .


For According to Each Series , Those that Are First and Are Conjoined to Their Monad 
’

Are Able to Participate of Those Proximately-Situated in That Superior Order .


But Those that are in the least degree-separated from The Archetypal Monad ,


        cannot Be Fastened to Those that Proximately-Belong to Those Higher Orders . (P110)

Hence , there are both The Divine Intellect , and A Certain Intellect which is only Intellectual ;
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The Latter , on the one hand , Being Established Through Its Intellectual Characteristic ,


which It Possesses from The Monad of Itself and from The Imparticipable Intellect ;


but The Former , on the other hand , Subsists Through Its Union ,


which It Receives from The Participated Monad .


Proposition 182

Every Divine Participated Intellect ,


is Participated by Divine Souls .


For if The Participation Assimilates ,


then It also Perfects The Participant


by Making The Participant of The Same Nature as That which is Participated .

Surely then it is clear , that The Participant of The Divine Intellect


must Necessarily Be A Divine Soul ,


and by Depending upon The Divine Intellect ,


and Through The Middle of Intellect


A Divine Soul Must Participate of The Divinity in Self .


For The Divinity Conjoins The Soul which Participates of Self with Intellect ,

                                    and Binds-together That which Is Divine to The Divine .                   (P56)
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(Propositions 182-211 : Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 817> 820)
Proposition 183

On the one hand , Every Intellect which is Participated ,


but on the other hand ,  which is Solely Intellectual , 

is Participated by souls which are not Divine ,


nor are they generated in a mutation of Intellect nor are they devoid of Intellect .



For neither are The Divine Souls of such a kind ,

nor such as Participate of Divine Intellect ;


for Souls Participate of The Gods Through Intellect ,


                                                   as it has been demonstrated before .                                      (P129)


Nor are souls that are receptive of mutation of such a kind .


For Every Intellect is Participated by Those Souls that are Always Intellectual ,


      Through Their Ousia and Through Their Energy                    

’’
                               (For this is also Clear from what has been shown before) .              (P175) 

       () .

                                                                                               The Divine & Holy-Gods

                                                                                                          The Intellects
   Not Divine

                                                                                                                  souls
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Proposition 184

Every Soul is either Divine ,


or soul is changed from Being Intelligent to being ignorant ;


or Soul Exists Between these two Orders 


on the one hand , by Always Intellecting ,


and on the other hand , by being subordinate to Divine Souls .


For if on the one hand , The Divine Intellect ,


                                                    is Participated by Divine Souls ,                                         (P182)


but on the other hand , That Intellect which is Solely Intellectual ,


is Participated by those souls that are not Divine ,


              nor are they receptive of the mutation from Intellection to ignorance ,         (P183)


even though , there are also souls affected in this way ,


                           which souls will sometimes Intellect , but sometimes do not .                 (P63)


Thus it is clear , that there are Three Genera of Souls .


And thus on the one hand , The Primary Souls Are Divine ,


and on the other hand , The Secondary Souls are not Divine ,


although They Always Participate of Intellect ,


whereas The Third Genera of souls 
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are one time receptive of the change to an Intellectual condition ,


but at another time are receptive of the change to an ignorant condition .




(Republic 619-620)
(Plato’s Symposium 202d)

(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 6 Chapter 9-8)
(Iamblichus , On The Mysteries Book 1 Chapter 20- 21 , Book 2 Chapter 1-2)

Proposition 185

On the one hand , All The Divine Souls Are Gods , Psychically .


But on the other hand , All Those that Participate of The Intellectual Intellect ,


are The Perpetual Attendants of The Gods .


However , Al those that are the recipients of mutation ,


are sometimes , The Attendants of The Gods .


For if some Souls Possess The Divine Light That Illuminates From Above ,


but other Souls , Always Participate of Intellection ,


        and still other souls , sometimes Partake-of-The-Allotment of This Perfection ,   (P184)


then on the one hand , The First of These , 


By Being-Established among The Multitude of Souls , are Analogous to The Gods .


Then , Those who Always Follow The Gods ,


By Always Energizing According to Intellect ,


and By Depending upon The  Divine Souls ,


and By Maintaining This Logos/Relation to Those Selves ,


which That which Is Intellectual has in relation to That which Is Divine .
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But the souls that will sometimes Intellect , and sometimes Follow The Gods ,


do not Participate of Intellect In a Way that Is Always Like ,


nor are they Always Able To-Be-Converted-In-Conjunction-With The Divine Souls


(For that which sometimes Participates-of-The-Allotment of Intellect ,
                 (

cannot by any contrivance whatsoever , Always Be Conjoined to The Gods) .




(Plato’s Phaedrus 248a)
(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 3 Chapter 6-1-5)

(Iamblichus , On The Mysteries Book 1 Chapter 10)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <113>)

Proposition 186

Every Soul Is an Incorporeal Ousia that is also Separate from body .


For if on the one hand , Every Soul Recognizes/Intuitively-Knows Herself ,


then That which Recognizes/Intuitively Knows Itself ,


                                                  is thus Converted\Turned to Itself .                                     (P83)


However , That which is Converted to Itself ,


does not relate to body


                             (for every body exists-without-being-converted to itself)                      (P15)
                              (

Neither Is soul Inseparable from body (Thus Soul IS Separable from body) ,


(for that which is inseparable from body
(

is not , Naturally-Adapted to Be Converted to Itself ;


                               for In This Way , Soul Will Exist Separate from body) ,                     (P16)


Accordingly then ,


neither is The Soul a corporeal ousia ,
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nor is She Inseparable from body .


Moreover , that The Soul Is Capable of Intuitively-Knowing Herself , is certainly Clear .


For if Self also Intuitively-Knows The Natures that are Above ,


and if She is Naturally-Adapted to Intuitively-Know Herself ,


then , She Intuitively-Knows Herself , in a much greater degree ,


from The Causes Prior than Self .
’

(Damascius’ Lectures on the Philebus 72)
Proposition 187

Every Soul Is Un-dissolvable and Un-destroyable .


For All that can in any way whatsoever be dissolved or destroyed ,


are either corporeal or composite ,


or have been Allotted their underlying-reality in a subject .


Thus on the one hand , that which is dissolved ,


is decomposed , by arising from many things ,


thus on the other hand , that which is naturally-adapted to exist in Another ,


                           vanishes into non-Being by being separated from its Subject .               (P48)


But certainly , The Soul is both Incorporeal and External to every subject ,


                         By Subsisting In-Herself  and By Being-Converted To Herself .                 (P186)


Therefore , She Is Un-dissolvable and Un-destroyable .
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Proposition 188

Every Soul Is The Principle of Life and A Living-Being.


For , out of Necessity , That which Soul Must Attain/Achieve/Accomplish , Is Life ;


and since that which is deprived of soul is immediately left destitute of Life .


Therefore , either it lived through soul , or through something else and not through soul .
’

However it is impossible that it lived solely through something else .
’

For All that is Participated , either Imparts Itself , or something of Itself to Its participant .


But if neither of these options were granted , then It will not be Participated .
’

However , Soul is Participated by that in which She must be present .
’ 

Thus , that which Participates of Soul , is said to be en-souled by That .


Therefore , if That which is Participated Brings-Forth Life to those who are en-souled ,


Then It is either solely Life or a living-being or She is At-Once both Life and A Living-being .


However , if it is solely-living , but it is not yet alive , it will consist of life and non-life .
’

Accordingly then , it will not Intuitively-Know Itself , nor Converted to Itself :
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For Intuitive-Knowledge is Life and That which is Gnostic insofar as It is Such It is Alive.


Therefore , if there is something in Self that is lifeless ,


this will not Possess The Power of Recognition through self  .
’
Whereas if soul were solely Life , then she could not still Participate of The Intellectual Life .


 For that which Participates of Life is also Alive , and is not solely Life :


                     for That which is Life Alone , is The First and Imparticipable Life ,             (P101)


but The Life which is Subsequent to That , Is At-Once Living and Alive ;
’

thus , Soul is not The (First) Imparticipable Life .


Accordingly then , The Soul Is At-Once Alive and A Living-Being .


(Damascius’ Lectures on The Philebus 14) 
Proposition 189

Every Soul Is Self-Vital .


                                                  For if She Is Converted to Herself ,                                     (P186)


                              and if All That Is Converted to Itself , Is Self-Subsistent ,                    (P43)


then , The Soul Is both Self-Subsistent and Subsistent of Herself .

                                    Then certainly She Is both Life and A Living-Being ,                        (P188)


and The Hyparxis of Self Is According to That which Is Productive-of-Life/Vital .


For That also Imparts Life By Its Self Existence , to those in which It must Be Present .


And inasmuch as the participant is adapted , it immediately becomes ensouled and Alive ,


since The Soul is not Productive-of-Life through The Power of Her Logos 


nor by Her Acting through deliberate choice ,


nor by calculation and judgment ,


but by Her Self Existence Being The Supplier/Producer/Provider 
’
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                                              of That which Is The Life  to the participant .                          (P26)


Accordingly then , The Existence of Self Is The Same as That which Lives .


Therefore , if The Soul Possesses Her Existence from Herself ,
’

and This is The Same as That which Lives ,


then , She Possesses Her Life According to Ousia ,
’

and She will Impart Life to Herself , and She will Possess Life from Herself .
’

But if this is the case ,


The Soul will Be Self-Vital .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 785 > 786)
Proposition 190

Every Soul Is The Intermediate Between ,


Those that Are Impartible , and those that are divisible about bodies .


                                        For if The Soul Is Self-Vital and Self-Subsistent                            (P189)


                                 and if She Possesses Her Hyparxis , Separate from bodies ;          (P186)


         then She is Exempt from All those that are divisible about the bodies


          by Being Superior .


      For those that are divided about bodies ,


      are entirely inseparable from their subjects ,


       by being co-distributed with the divisible masses .


      and on the one hand , by departing from Themselves ,
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                                               and from The Indivisibility of Themselves ,                  (Tim48e-50c)


      and on the other hand , they are co-extended with bodies ,


    and even though they subsist in lives , 


     yet they are not lives of Themselves , but the lives of the participants ,


    and even though they have an Underlying-Reality in Ousia and in Ideas ,


  they are not Ideas of themselves , but of those that have been Fashioned from Ideas .


But if The Soul is not solely these , then She Is A Self-Subsistent Ousia and


A Life that Is Self-Vital and An Intuitive-Knowledge that Is Reminiscent of Herself ,


and thus , She is entirely Separate from these bodies , and She also Participates of Life . 


owever , if this is the case , She also Participates of Ousia ,


then She Participates of Intuitive-Knowledge from Other Causes ,
’

and surely then it is clear that She is inferior to Those that Are Impartible  .


Therefore on the one hand , it is clear that She is Filled with Life from an External-Source ;


(But if indeed with Life , then She is also Filled with Ousia from An External-Source) ,
   ()
                      For Imparticipable Life and Imparticipable Ousia are Prior to Soul .          (P101)


And on the other hand , that Soul is not Primarily Gnostic , is clear :


                     if indeed , on the one hand , every soul , insofar as it is a soul , it is alive ,       (P189)

but on the other hand , not every soul , insofar as it is a soul , Possesses Intuitive-Knowledge ;


since a certain type of soul , while it remains soul , is ignorant of The Real Beings .


Accordingly then , soul is not Primarily Gnostic ,


nor is She Intuitive-Knowledge from Her Self Existence .


Hence She Possesses Her Secondary Ousia from Those that Primarily Possess Her ,


and They are Gnostic by Their Self Existence .


Then since The Existence of Soul is Distinctly-Divided from Her Intuitive-Knowledge ,
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accordingly then , The Soul is not One of Those that are Impartible .


But it has been demonstrated


that Her Order is not among those that are divisible about bodies .


Hence , She is The Intermediary Between both .


(Plato’s Timaeus 35a)
Proposition 191

On the one hand , Every Participable Soul has an Eternal Ousia ,


but on the other hand , Their Energy exists according to Time .


For either They Possess both Eternally , or both Temporally ;


or The One Eternally , but The Other Temporally . 

However , They can not Possess Both Eternally

’
(for in that case , Soul would be An Impartible Ousia ,


and The Nature of Soul would in no way Differ from The Intellectual Underlying-Reality ;


                                    nor The Self-Motive from The Immovable Nature) .                          (P20)


Nor can She Possess Both Temporally :


for then She would be merely generated , 
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                                  and She would not be Self-Vital nor Self-Subsistent .                       (P189)


       For none of those whose Ousia is Measured by Time are Self-Subsistent .  (P51)

’
Whereas The Soul is Self-Subsistent .


For That which is Converted to Itself , Through Its Energy , is also      

                    ’
                     Converted to Itself and Proceeds from Itself Through Its Ousia .       (P43-P44)

’’
 Therefore , it remains that Every Soul is Eternal In That , but Participates of Time In This .


Therefore , either She is Eternal Through Her Ousia ,

’
but Participates of Time Through Her Energy ;

’
or the other way round .


However , this latter case , is impossible .


Hence on the one hand , Every Participable Soul is Allotted Her Ousia Eternal ,


but on the other hand , Her Energy Through Time .



(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 4 Chapter 4-15)
Proposition 192

Every Participable Soul Always Is Among The Order of The Real Beings ,


and Is The First of those that are generated .


                                            For if She Is Eternal Through Her Ousia ,                               (P191)
’
                                     then She Is By Truly Being Through Her Hyparxis ,                        (P87)


and By Always Being .


For That which Participates of Eternity ,


Participates of That which Always Exists  .

                    But if She exists in Time Through Her Energy , then She is generated .     (P191)


For All that Participate of Time ,
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are generated and always come to be , 

through the before and after of Time ,


                                          and is not At-Once , Wholly , That which It Is .                             (P50)


But if Every soul is generated in a certain way through her Energy ,

’
then Soul will be The First of those that are generated .


For that which is generated , in every way , 

is more remote from Those that are Eternal .



(Plato’s Timaeus 37a)
Proposition 193

Every Soul Acquires Her Proximate Underlying-Reality from Intellect .



                                  For if Every Soul has an Immutable and Eternal Ousia ,                   (P191)


then Every Soul Proceeds from an Immovable Cause .


For that which proceeds from a Movable Cause ,


                                        is changed in every way through its ousia .                               (P76)


Therefore , The Cause of Every Soul is Immovable .


However , if She Acquires Her Proximate Underlying-Reality from Intellect ,


then She is Perfected by and Converted to Intellect .
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And if She Participates of Intuitive-Knowledge ,


which Intellect Imparts to Those that are Able to Partake [of It]


(for All Intuitive-Knowledge is Derived by All Those who are Able , from Intellect) ,
(

then All of Them Possess Their Procession Through Ousia
’

                                  from That to which They are Naturally Converted .                    (P34)


Accordingly then ,


Every Soul Proceeds from Intellect .


(Plato’s Timaeus 29e-30c)
Proposition 194

Every Soul Contains All The Ideas , which Intellect Primarily Possesses .


For if She Proceeds from Intellect ,


                                     and if Intellect is The Underlying-Reality of Soul ;                         (P193)


and if Intellect , by Being Immoveable


                                                    Produces All , by Its Self Existence ,                                    (P26)


Then It will also Impart to Soul , 


All of Its Ousian  -  Reason-Principles 


Whose Underlying-Reality It Contains In Self .
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For All That Produces , By Its Existence ,


Imparts , Secondarily to That which is Generated by It 


                                                           That , which It Is Primarily .                                          (P18)


Therefore , The Soul Secondarily Contains


The Representations of The Intellectual Ideas .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <7>)
Proposition 195

Every Soul Is All Things ,


on the one hand , by Containing Sensibles Paradigmatically (Model/Invisibly) ;


but on the other hand , by Containing Intelligibles Iconically (Copy/Visibly) ,  



For by Being The Intermediary Between ,


                         Those that are Impartible , and those that are divisible about body ,           (P190)


on the one hand , She Produces and Provides Subsistence to the latter ,

and on the other hand , Herself is Pre-Established-In The Causes from Which She Proceeds .

’
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Therefore , on the one hand , those of which She Is The Pre-Existent Cause ,


She Pre-Comprehends , Paradigmatically ,


but on the other hand , She Contains Through Participation and as The Progeny 


of Those that are First , Those Causes from which She Subsists .
’

Thus on the one hand , She Pre-Comprehends According to Cause All sensible natures ,
’   

and She Immaterially Contains The Reason-Principles of those that are material ,


and She Incorporeally Contains , The Reason-Principles of those that are corporeal ,


and in a Way that is Without-Interval , The Reason-Principles of those which possess interval .


But on the other hand , She Contains The Intelligibles and Their Ideas , Iconically ;


so that on the one hand , She Receives Those that are Impartible , in a partible way ,


and on the other hand , Those that are Unified , in a multiple way ,

and finally , Those that are Immovable , in a Self-Motive Way .


Therefore , She Is All Beings ,


on the one hand , by Containing Those that are First , according to Participation ;


but on the other hand , by Containing those that are subsequent to Self , Paradigmatically .
’

(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 3 Chapter 4-3)
(Hans Jonas , The Gnostic Religion , The Hymn of The Pearl) 

Proposition 196

Every Soul that is Participated ,


Uses A Body that is Primarily Eternal/Perpetual ,


which also Possesses an Un-begotten and In-corruptible Underlying-Reality .


                                   For if Every Soul Is Eternal Through Her Ousia ,                          (P192)
’

and by Her Self Existence 


Primarily Ensouls A Certain One of The Bodies ,
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then She will Always En-soul Self ;


                                    for The Existence of Every Soul is Immutable .                           (P191)


But if this is the case ,


That which is Ensouled by Her ,


Is Always Ensouled ,


and Always Participates of Life .


However , That which Always Lives ,


by a much greater priority , Always Exists .


But That which Always Is , Is Eternal/Perpetual .


Accordingly then , That Body which is Primarily Ensouled


and Is Primarily Attached to Each and Every Soul , Is Eternal/Perpetual .


But Every Soul that is Participated is certainly Primarily Participated by A Certain Body ,


if indeed She is also Participated , but not Unparticipated ,
’

and She Ensouls That which Participates by Her Self Existence .


Therefore , Every Participated Soul ,


Uses A Body that is Primarily Eternal/Perpetual ,


and Is Un-begotten and In-corruptible Through Her Ousia .


Proposition 197

Every Soul is an Ousia that is Vital and Gnostic and A Life that is both


Fundamentally-Ousia and Gnostic , and as Gnostic-Intuition She is both Ousia and Life ;


and All Subsist in Self , At Once : The Fundamental-Ousia , The Vital and The Gnostic ;


and All are in All , yet Each is Separate .


                     For if She Is Between The Impartible Ideas and those divided about body ,   (P190)


then She is neither as Impartible as All Intellectual Natures , nor as partible as bodily forms .
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Therefore , since Ousias , Lives , and Intuitive-Cognitions are divided in corporeal natures ,


They Exist in Souls Impartibly , Unitarily and Incorporeally , and All Exist At-Once ,


                                      Through Their Immateriality and Their Impartibility .                  (P186)


             And among Those that are Intellectual , All Beings Subsist Through Union ,     (P176)

’
whereas among souls , All souls are Distinct and Divided .


Accordingly then , among souls also , All Beings Subsist At-Once and  Apart .


But if All Impartibles Exist At-Once and in One, then They Pervade Throughout-Each-Other,

’
and if in turn They are Separate , then They are Divided Without-Confusion ;


so that  Each Subsists By/From Itself , and also , All are in All .

’    
For there is both The Life and The Intuitive-Knowledge in Her Ousia :


For if this were not the case , then not Every Soul could “Intuitively-Know Herself ” ,


if indeed Her Ousia , By Self , were Life-less and deprived of Intuitive-Knowledge .

’
And since there are both The Ousia and The Intuitive-Knowledge in Her Life .


For a life without Ousia and that which is bereft of any cognition pertains to material lives ,


which are not able to “Know Themselves” , nor are they Genuine Ousias .


And since the cognition that is without Ousia and lifeless has no Underlying-Reality ;


for All Cognition and Vitality By/From Self is also Allotted an Ousia .
’

Proposition 198

All That Participates of Time , and is thus Always Moved , is Measured by Periods/Cycles .


For on the one hand , because They are Measured by Time ,


                                   Their Motion Participates of Measure and Boundary ,                      (P54)

and Are Carried/Are Conveyed According to Number .

’   
But on the other hand , because They are Always Being Moved ,
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and This Always is not That which Is Eternal , but Temporal ,


it is Necessary that Periods/Cycles must be Used .


For on the one hand , Motion is a mutation of one set of conditions into another set .

’
But on the other hand , Beings are Bounded/Determined by both Multitude and Magnitude .


Therefore , since They are Bounded ,


there can neither be a mutation into infinity according to a straight line ,

’       
nor can That which is Always Moved , make Its transitions in a finite way .


Accordingly then , That which is Always Being-Moved ,


Returns again to The Selves from The Selves ,


so as to Make a Period/Cycle .



(Republic 545e > 546b)
(Timaeus 37d)

(Phaedrus 248e > 249)
Proposition 199

Every En-Kosmic Soul Uses The Periods/Cycles of Her Proper Life ,


and Restores-Herself-To-Her-Former-State .


For if She is Measured by Time ,


                                                and thus Energizes in a Transitive Way ,                                (P191)
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                                       then Self also Possesses a Characteristic Motion .                           (P20)


However , if All that is Moved and Participates of Time ,

                                                                    Is Perpetual ,                                                        (P198)


Uses Periods/Cycles ,


and Periodically Returns in a Circle/Cycle ,


                                       and is Restored to The Selves from The Selves ,                             (P198)


then it is also clear that


Every En-Kosmic Soul , that Possesses Motion ,


and Energizes Throughout Time ,


will Possess both Periods/Cycles of Motions ,


and Restorations-to-Her-Former-State .


For Every Period/Cycle of Perpetual Natures


Is a Restoration-to-A-Former-Condition .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Cratylus 106-23)
(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 6 Chapter 4) 

(Proclus’ Commentary on The First Alcibiades <73> , <90>)
Proposition 200

Every Period/Cycle of Soul is Measured by Time .


Thus on the one hand , The Period of the other souls is Measured by a particular Time ;
’

but on the other hand , The Period of The First Soul that is Measured by Time ,


is Measured by The Whole of Time .
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For if All The Motions Possess both The Before and The After ,


Accordingly then , so also do The Periods/Cycles ,


and because of this , They Participate of Time .

                             And That which Measures All The Cycles of Souls , is Time .                (P54)


But if on the one hand , there were The Self Cycles of All souls ,

’
and if souls were Conveyed about The Selves ,


then Time would also be The Self of All .


But on the other hand , if The Restorations of different souls are different ,


then The Periodic/Cyclic Time by which they are Restored ,


is also different for different souls .



Therefore , on the one hand , that The Soul which is Primarily Measured by Time ,


is Measured by The Whole of Time , is clear .


                                           For if Time is The Measure of All Motion ,                                  (P50)


then That which is Primarily Moved ,


will Participate The Whole of Time and will be Measured by The Whole of Time .


For if The Whole of Time did not Measure That which Primarily Participates of Time ,

then neither would Time Measure anything else Through The Whole of Itself .

’

And thus from these considerations , it is clear


that All other souls are Measured by particular Measures


which are more-partial than The Whole of Time .


For if these souls are more-partial than


The Soul that Primarily Participates of Time ,
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then they cannot Harmonize the (partial) periods of themselves to The Whole of Time .


Thus , the many Restorations of selves will be parts of One Period ,
’

and of The Restoration , which is Restored


by The Soul that Primarily Participates of Time ;


for the more-partial Participation pertains to the lesser power ;


but The More-Whole Participation pertains to The Greater Power .


Therefore , the other souls are not naturally adapted to receive


The Whole Temporal Measure Through One Life ,


by having being Allotted a subordinate Order


to The Soul which is Primarily Measured by Time .


(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus 311f)
Proposition 201

All Divine Souls Possess Triple Energies ;


The First , by being Souls ,


The Second , by Receiving a Divine Intellect ,
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and The Third , by Being Linked-to The Gods .


Thus on the one hand , by Being Divine , They Providentially-Provide for The Wholes ,

   
but on the other hand , by Their Intellectual Life , They Know Everything,


whereas , by Their Self-Motive Hyparxis They Move bodies  .



For by reason that They are Naturally-Akin to Participate of Those that are Superior ,


and are not simply souls , but Divine Souls , They are Pre-Established in an Order


                                    in The Psychic Plane , that is Analogous to The Gods .                    (P185)


Thus , by Being Allotted The Deified Summit of The Ousia of Themselves ;


They Energize not only Psychically , but also Divinely .


   And because They also Possess an Intellectual Underlying-Reality , by means of which 
’  

                            They happen to be Spread-Under The Intellectual Ousias .              (P182)


Therefore , They do not only Energize Divinely , but also Intellectually ;


The Former on the one hand , Through The One that Is In Selves ;


but The Latter on the other hand , Through Their Energy Firmly-Established In Intellect .


But The Third Energy , is Present with Selves , Through Their Characteristic Hyparxis ,

   that is on the one hand , Motive of those in which motion arises naturally from another,  (P20)

            and on the other hand , is Life-Giving to those that have an imported/foreign life . (P188)


For This , is The Characteristic Employment/Work , of every soul .


Thus Divine Souls Possess The Other Energies that are Intellectual and Providential , 


Through Participation

Proposition 202

All The Souls that Attend and Always Follow The Gods ,


 on the one hand , are Subordinate to The Gods ,
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but on the other hand , They are Unfolded-Above partial souls .



                For on the one hand , Divine Souls Participate of both Intellect and Divinity ,  (P129)


                        (on which account They Are At-Once both Intellectual and Divine)         (P201)
                        (           

and are also The Leaders of the other souls ,


                                  just as The Gods are also The Leaders of All The Beings .                (P144)


And on the other hand , partial souls are deprived of The Attachment to Intellect ,


by not being able to Proximately Participate of The Intellectual Ousia .


For They could not fall-away/depart from The Intellectual Energy ,


if They Participated of Intellect Through Ousia  ,
’
                                              just as it has been demonstrated before .                            (P175-P184)


Accordingly then , on the one hand , 

 
The Souls which Always Follow The Gods are of a Middle Order ;


by Receiving a Perfect Intellect .


And because of This , They also Surpass partial souls .


Whereas on the other hand , 


They are not yet Attached to The Divine Monads ;


                              for The Intellect of which They Participate is not Divine .                    (P185)
’

(Proclus' Commentary on The Timaeus 321f > 322b) 
Proposition 203

On the one hand , of Every Psychic Multitude ; 
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The Divine Souls Are Greater in Power than The Other Souls ,


By Their Being Restricted/Restrained Through Their Number .


But on the other hand , Those that Always Follow Divine Souls


have a Middle Order among All Souls , both in Their Power and Quantity .


However , partial souls , on the one hand ,  are inferior in their power to The Others ,


but on the other hand , Proceed into a greater number .



For on the one hand , The Divine Souls are More-Akin to The One ,


                                          Through Their Hyparxis Being Divine ,                               (P113)


while The Middle Souls are More-Akin , Through Their Participation of Intellect ;


whereas on the other hand , souls of the last Order , are Unlike both The Middle Souls


and The Primary Souls through their ousia .                          (P202)


However , among Those that are Perpetual , Those that are Nearer to The One ,         


are More-Singular in Number , and are More-Contracted in Multitude ,


than those that are more-remote from The One ,


                      but those that are more-remote from The One , are more-numerous .      (P62)


Therefore The Powers of More-Superior Souls are both Greater and have This Relationship


to The Powers of The Secondary Souls , which The Divine has to The Intellectual , 
   

                           and which The Intellectual has to The Psychic Order .              (P201-P202)


And the powers of more-inferior souls are more in Quantity  .


For that which is more-remote from The One , is more numerous ,


and That which is More-Near to The One , is a Lesser Number.



(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus 319c-d) 
Proposition 204
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On the one hand , Every Divine Soul is The Leader 


of Many Souls that Always     Follow The Gods .


And on the other hand , Every Divine Soul is The Leader


of an even greater number of those that sometimes Receive This     Order .



For if , on the one hand , by Being a Divine Soul


She must be Allotted an Order which is The Leader of All ,


and also The Primary-Function in Souls 


(For in All Beings , That which Is Divine ,


                                                      is also The Leader of Wholes) .                                        (P144)


On the other hand , Each Divine Soul must not only Preside-Over


Those Souls that Always Follow The Gods ,


nor only Preside-Over those souls that sometimes Follow The Gods .


For , on the one hand , how can there be A Connexion with those souls that only


sometimes Follow A Certain Leader , if they are entirely different from The Divine Soul


and do not Proximately Participate of Intellect , much less of The Gods ?


But if on the other hand , Each Divine Soul only Presides-over Those that Always 


Follow The Gods , then how is it that The Series Proceeds as far as to those ?


For if that were the case , Those that are Intellectual would be the last


and They would be unprolific , and not , Naturally Adapted to Perfect and Elevate others !


Thus on the one hand , It Is Necessary that Every Soul That Always Follows The Gods ,


and That Energizes Through Intellect ,


       and That are Elevated to Intellects That are More-Partial than Divine Intellects ,  (P183)


Must Be Primarily Attached to Divine Souls .
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Whereas on the other hand , partial souls must also Secondarily Participate 


of Intellect and of The Power of A Divine Life ,

Through Those Souls That Are Intermediaries . 


For those souls that sometimes Participate of A Divine Life are Perfected ,

                         
Through Those that Always Participate of That Superior Destiny ,


And in turn , it is again Necessary that in the case of Each Divine Soul ,


that there must be a greater number of those souls that sometimes Follow ,


than of Those that Always Follow ;


For The Power of The Monad Always Proceeds into Multitude ,


By Means of A Diminution/Descending-Order .


on the one hand , by Its being deficient in power ,


but on the other hand , by Its being superabundant in number .

Since Each Soul of Those that Always Follow The Gods ,


is also The Leader of a greater multitude of partial souls ,


by Imitating The Divine Soul ;


and thus Elevating a greater number of souls 


to The Prime-Fabricating Monad of The Whole Series .


Accordingly then , on the one hand , Every Divine Soul


is The Leader of Many Souls that Always Follow The Gods ,


but on the other hand , Presides-over an even greater number of those that sometimes ,


Receive This Order .


(Timaeus 40d-e) 
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(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus  288d-f , 290b-d) 
(Timaeus 41d-e)

(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus  323e > 325c) 
Proposition 205

Every partial soul Possesses This Relationship


to The Divine Soul , under which she is Arranged Through Ousia ,
’’  
just as that which her vehicle has in relation to The Vehicle of That .



For if The Distribution of vehicles to each soul is According to Nature ,


then it is Necessary that the vehicle of every partial soul


Must Possess This Relationship


to The Vehicle of The Whole Soul ,


just as That which self Possesses in Relation to That .


But certainly , The Distribution is According to Nature ;


since Those that Primarily Participate


are by Natural-Impulse Conjoined with Those which They Participate .


If therefore , just as The Divine Soul is in Relation to The Divine Body ,


so also is the partial soul in Relation to the partial body ,

                                 since each body Participates of Her Self Existence .                         (P189)


Then from this ,


that which was at first proposed ,


is True ,


that the vehicles of souls


also Possess This Relationship to each other .


(Timaeus 41e)
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(Phaedrus 247b)
(Phaedo 85d , 99d , 113d)

(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 822)
(Damascius’ Commentary on The Phaedo 1-418 , 2-69 , 2-132)

(Proclus' Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <33> , <80> , <327>)
Proposition 206

Every partial soul is able to both descend infinitely into generation ,
’

and to Ascend from generation into (Real) Being .


For if , on the one hand , each partial soul Follows The Gods at-one-time ,


but on the other hand , she falls away at-another-time from Reaching-up to The Divine ,

                               then , she Participates of both Intellect and ignorance .                        (P202)


Surely then it is clear that she alternately comes to be in both generation and among The Gods .


For every partial soul will not Be for an infinite time among The Gods ,


nor again will every partial soul exist for the whole of time thereafter in the bodies .


For That which does Not have a temporal beginning will not have an end at-one-time ,


and That which in no way has an end , must necessarily not have a beginning .


Accordingly then , it remains that each partial soul


must make both The Periods/Cycles of Ascents out of generation ,


and The Periods/Cycles of descents into generation ,


and that This Process must be Unceasing


throughout Infinite Time .


Accordingly then , each partial soul has the potential


to both infinitely descend and Ascend ,
’
And This Process will never in any way 


cease to continue to be


with All of them .
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(Phaedrus 248c , Republic Book 10 - 617b 
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus 338d > 339c)

(Plotinus , The Enneads Book 4 Chapter 3)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <32> , <80>) 

Proposition 207

The Vehicle of every partial soul ,


has been Fabricated by an Immovable Cause .


For if The Vehicle 


by Being Immutable Through Its Ousia ,
’  

                      Eternally and Connascently depends upon The Soul that Uses Self ,        (P205)


then It has been Allotted Its Underlying-Reality


from an Immovable Cause ;
’
for All that has come to Be


from Movable Causes ,


                                                       changes through its ousia .                                         (P76)


But certainly , each soul Possesses an Eternal Body ,


                                               that Primarily Participates of self .                                 (P196)


   So that , The Cause of a partial soul ,


                                                 and therefore of The Vehicle of self ,                            (Tim41d-e)


    is also Immovable ,


  and on this account


  Super-Kosmic .
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(Timaeus 41c-d)
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus 311e > 312c)

(Proclus’ Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <33> , <72> , <116>) 
Proposition 208

The Vehicle of Every partial soul is Immaterial ,


Indivisible and Impassive/Passionless According to Ousia .
’

                       For if It Proceeds from an Immovable Fabrication and Is Eternal ,   (P207-P196)


then The Vehicle Possesses an Immaterial and Impassive Underlying-Reality .


For All those that are naturally-adapted to be passive/acted-upon/affected                    

                                     through their ousia are both mutable and material ,                          (P80)


and since they exist differently at-different-times ,


                                                they are attached to Movable Causes ;                                    (P76)


on which account , they also receive an All-various mutation ,


by-being-moved-in-conjunction-with The Prime Causes of themselves .


But certainly , that This Vehicle is also Indivisible , is Clear .


For All that is divided , insofar as it is divided , is thus corrupted ,

by departing from The Whole , and also , from its connectivity .



Therefore , if It Is Immutable and Impassive Through Its Ousia , 


then It will be Indivisible .
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(Proposition 171 : Every Intellect is an Impartible (Indivisible) Essential-Being)
(Proclus’ Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter (v))
(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus 157 b-f)

Proposition 209

On the one hand , The Vehicle of Every partial soul ,


descends with the addition of more-material vestments ,


but on the other hand , The Vehicle is Lead-Back-Together-with the soul


by The Divestment of All that is material , and by The Returning to Its Proper Ideal ,


that is Analogous to The Soul that Uses It .


For on the one hand , this soul  also descends by taking-on irrational lives ,


but on the other hand , She Ascends by Her Divestment


of All the generation-producing powers , with which She was invested in Her descent ,


and by becoming Naked and Purified of All such powers  


which tend to serve the use of the process of generation .


For The Vehicles are Naturally-Adapted to Imitate the lives of the souls that use Them ,


and since selves are being moved in every way , They are also moved along with them .

And on the one hand ,  The Circuits of Themselves are Like The Intellections of some Souls,


whereas their downward-inclination to generation resemble the falling-away of other souls,  


But Their Purifications Resemble The Turning-About to The Immaterial of other Souls .


For it is by The Self Existence Issuing from Selves that The Souls are Vivified ,

’       
                                  and because They are of The Same Nature as Them ,               (P196)


that they are All-variously changed along with their energies , and follow them in-every-way ,
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so that whatever souls undergo , they also undergo along with them ;


and when They are Purified , They are Restored together with Them , and


They are Elevated when They are Elevated , by Longing-for The Perfection of Them Selves.

For All are Perfected when They Obtain Their Proper Integrity/Wholeness/Oneness .


(Odyssey Book 5)

(Proclus Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <33> , <80> , <138> , <301>)
Proposition 210

Every Vehicle by being of The Same Nature as Soul ,


Always Keeps both The Self/Same Shape/Figure and Magnitude/Size .


But it is seen to be greater and less , and of a dissimilar-figure ,


through the additions and subtractions of other bodies .
’

                      For if Every Vehicle Possesses Its Ousia from An Immovable Cause ,         (P207)


then it is quite Clear that both Its Figure and Its Size


are Defined by The Responsible/Causal Self  ,


and that Every Vehicle Is Immutable and Invariable .

But It certainly appears to be different , at different times ,


and it also appears to be greater and lesser .


Hence , it is because other bodies are added and in turn are taken away ,
’

                                                       from the material elements  ,                                            (P209)


that It appears to be of such and such a shape and of such and such a size .
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Apuleius , Metamorphoses 
(Proclus Commentary on The 1st Alcibiades <301>

(Proclus’ Commentary on The Timaeus 161a-c)
(Proclus’ The Theology of Plato Book 3 Chapter (v)) 

Proposition 211

Every partial soul that descends into generation , descends wholly ;


and so , one part of self does not Remain Above ,


while another part of self descends below .


For if a Certain Part of the soul Remained in The Intelligible Region ,


then It will either Always Intellect  


Without-transition  or  in-a-transitive-way .


But if , on the one hand , Without-transition , then It will be Intellect and not a part of soul , 
’

and this partial soul will be The Soul that Proximately-Participates of Intellect .

                                                            But this is Impossible .                                                 (P202)



But if , on the other hand , in-a-transitive-way ,


then there will be One Ousia arising out of 


that which Always Intellects , and that which sometimes Intellects ,


But this is also Impossible .
’ :

                                     For these differ in kind , as it has been demonstrated .                        (P184)


                                                       
To which may be added ,


the absurdity , that results from supposing
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that if The Summit of The (Our) Soul “Being Always Perfect” ,


why does It  not  Rule over the other powers


to make them Perfect ?


Accordingly then , Every partial soul , wholly descends .



(Damascius’ Lectures on the Philebus 72)
(Plotinus The Enneads Book 4 Chapter 8-8 , Book 5 Chapter 1-10)

(Proclus’ Commentary on The Parmenides 948)  
The Firmer Vessel/Vehicle


                 The Firmer Vessel as suggested by Simmias at 85D of Plato’s Phaedo and thoroughly 
discussed by Socrates , is not the storm-tossed vessel of opinion , but the one that Socrates 
embarked upon () at 99d .   For This is The Firm Doctrine of Participation that is not 
based upon sense perception , but upon “The Truth of a Loving and Caring and Nurturing 
Reality” :   
Socrates:  But since they neither investigate The Power by which they are now so disposed  
99c
                   in the best possible way , nor do they believe It has a Spiritual Force .

But they are lead to believe that they will find at some time a stronger and more immortal 

latter day Atlas , to hold everything together even more , and they neither believe that The Good , 

Truly and Necessarily Binds and Holds them together . So on the one hand , I would have gladly
’
become the disciple of any man who may have possessed in some way , at some time That Kind 

of Cause . But on the other hand , since I was deprived of This , and neither did I myself discover
’        
This ,  nor did I happen to learn of Such a Nature from another , do you wish for me to give you
’
            a demonstration of the search with which I busied myself ,     
d          
             in my Second Quest (The Firmer [Cadmeian]Vessel 85d ?) for The Cause , O Cebes ?

Cebes:  I do wish it above all else .


Socrates: 48 Accordingly then , after this , when I had averted my (first quest) investigation from
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natural existents , it appeared to me , that I must necessarily be careful , to avoid that very 

experience of those who watch and look-upon an eclipse of the sun , for some of them , to some 

degree , ruin their eyes , if they do not look at its image in water or something like this .   

And I envisioned something such as this happening to me , and I feared , lest my soul be 
e
altogether blinded , if I were to look at things with my eyes and I tried to grasp   

them with each of my senses .     It appeared to me then , that I must necessarily take Refuge in  

The Logos , and in That Seek The Truth about Real Beings . But then perhaps this likeness is

not done in a fitting manner . For I do not agree in any way that one who investigates Realities

by means of words is concerned with images , any more than one concerned with deeds .

But surely then , I did begin in this way ; and by using as a hypothesis in each case , The Logos 
’
which I discerned to be The Most Sound , I would on the one hand , consider as True , about 

Cause and about every other Real Being , which appeared to me to be In Tune with This ,            

and on the other hand , consider as not True , whatever was not In Tune with This Logos . But  
’
I want to make my meaning more clear to you  , for I believe that you do not yet understand . 

Cebes:  No , by Zeus , not very well . (

Socrates:   49   But it is nothing new ! What I mean is the following , but it is also just as always ; 
100b’’
what I have never stopped saying at other times and in our earlier talk . For I am truly going to try 
         
to set out to demonstrate to you The Idea of The Cause with which I have busied myself , 

and I will refer back to Those Oft-murmured Songs and begin from Them ; by hypothesizing
’
The Existence of a certain Beauty , Self According to Self , and The Good and The Great  
                     ’ 
and All The Rest ; which if you willingly grant me and agree that They Exist , then as a result ,    

I hope to demonstrate and that you will discover , The Cause , that The Soul is Immortal .
c
Cebes:  Surely then , take it as being granted to you , and do not tarry with its fulfillment .

Socrates:  Consider then , the next thing in order after that ,  is whether you opine just as I do .  
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For it has come to Light for me , that if there is anything whatsoever , that is beautiful , besides  

The Beautiful Self, then it is beautiful by no other way than that it Partakes of That Beauty  ; 
’

and I say that it is in the same way with everything else . Do you agree there is such a Cause ?

Cebes:  I do so agree .(
Socrates:  Accordingly , I am no longer able to understand or recognize those other sophisticated

causes , but if someone should tell me , that anything whatsoever which is beautiful , either 
’
because it has a bright color or shape or any other such thing whatsoever ,then on the one hand ,  
d’
I ignore , these other “reasons” (as he did Meno and the servant of the Eleven) – for all these  

stir up trouble for me – but on the other hand , as for myself , I hold-on simply and plainly and     
’
perhaps simplemindedly , to this , (as Odysseus tenaciously held on to his plank OdyV-366) 

that not anything else makes it beautiful , than That Presence of , or The Communion of That ,  
    
or in Truth in whatever way It comes to be ; for I will not yet lean upon (the precise nature of)  

This Relationship , only that all beautiful things become beautiful by The Beautiful . For this , 
’
appears to me to be the safest answer I can give to myself or anyone else , and if I keep hanging- 
 
on , to this , I am lead to believe , that I shall never fall into error , since this is the safe answer  
100e’
that I have  set-apart both for myself and for anyone else : 


                              That beautiful things are beautiful By Participating of The Beautiful .


Or does it not appear to you that this is the case ?

Cebes:  It does so appear .(
Socrates:  And accordingly it is through Greatness that great things are great and greater things

greater , and through Smallness that lesser things are lesser ?

Cebes:  Yes .(
Socrates:  Accordingly , neither would you accept the statement , if anyone told you , that one

person is taller than another , by a head , and the shorter is shorter by that same “measure”,   
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but you would solemnly protest , on the one hand , that you mean nothing else than that every    

great thing is greater than another through nothing else than Greatness , and is greater 

through This , through The Great , and on the other hand , the lesser is lesser by nothing else
 ,    ,                  
than Smallness , and through This it is lesser ; through Smallness ,  fearing , I suppose , what 

the opposing Logos should counter to you , if you declared someone to be greater or lesser , 
 ,      
by a head , first of all , on the one hand , the greater is greater and the lesser is lesser ,  

by the same “measure”, then , on the other hand , the greater is greater , by a head , which is    
         ,                           
small , and this would be truly monstrous , namely , that something is made great ,   
b
by something that is small ! Or would you not be afraid of this ?
      ;
Cebes , (laughing) :  I certainly would .
             (
Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that you would be afraid to say , that ten is more than eight ,  

by two , and that this is the cause of the excess , but not Quantity and Through The Quantity ?

And that two cubits is greater than one cubit , by half , and not Through The Magnitude ?
’
For this is certainly the same fear  .

Cebes:  Most certainly !(’.)
Socrates:  What next ? You would not incautiously undertake to say that when one is added           
                      
to one , the addition is the cause of it becoming two or when divided , the division ?  
c
But you would loudly proclaim that you do not know how else each thing can come to be except

by The Participation of The Characteristic of Each Ousia of which it should Participate , and 

in the case of Two coming into being you would not hold-on to any other Cause , other than by
’
The Participation of The Dyad , and that those that are to be Two , necessarily Partake of This  

and that which is to be One , necessarily Participates of The Monad , but you would pay no

attention to these divisions and additions and other such “refinements” , and leave them 

to those more sophisticated than Thyself to answer .  But Thou , by being afraid , as they say ,  
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d of Thine own shadow and the lack of skill , by clinging to the safety of That Hypothesis  

would answer in this way ?  Then , if someone attacked The Hypothesis of Self , you would    
  
not pay attention to that person and not answer , until you had examined whether those

consequences that follow , would Sound to you Concordant or discordant with one another .   
’  
But seeing that Thou Must Necessarily Deliver The Logos of That Self , you would proceed   

in the same way ; hypothesizing another hypothesis in turn ; whichever comes to Light The Best  

of The Loftier Ones , until you come upon something Sufficient ,    but you must not ever  
e
“mix The Dry with the wet” , just as the controversialists do by discussing The Cause/Principle 

and the effects There-from at the same time ; if indeed you wish to find any of Real Beings .   

For on the one hand , in regards to Those , they equally neither give account-of nor thought-to .  

For being sufficiently enabled by their wisdom they mix everything together and at the same time 

is acceptable to themselves ; but on the other hand , if indeed you are Philosophically inclined ,     
102   ’
I think you will do , as I say .

Simmias and Cebes , Harmonically , at the same time :  You speak Most Truthfully !


           Has not Proclus completed This Very Charge ? Did he not embark us on This Very Quest ?
There is nothing neo in the way Proclus understands The Master , for The Ancient World-View is 
Complete and Perfect . 

EPILOGUE

                              It has been brought to our attention by our Beloved Guide , Dr. Pierre Grimes , 
that the Doctrine of Participation has been generally overlooked by mankind , and especially , the 
relationship between our Participation of All The Aspects of Life and The Impartations of Ousia : 
The Noble Queen of Heaven , Who Bestows upon us , on the one hand , not only All The Goods 
that Sustain our very existence in This Kosmos , but on the other hand , She also Bestows upon us 
The Logos that Sustains Our Very Souls in Good Working Order not only by Her Enlightening 
Influence upon The Rational Minds of Those  Human-Beings Like Pythagoras , Parmenides , 
Diotima , Socrates and Pierre , but also by Bestowing upon all those who ask , The Communion 
of Reality !  For She is not only The Idea of The Good , but She is also at-the-same-time The 
Idea of The One ! We are indeed Re-United in Communion as The Part is to The Whole , and as 
The Microcosm is to The Macrocosm , through Reminiscence ; that Wonderful Gift of Hers that 
has been “hard-wired” into our very nature and which was captured in The Stone Threshold to 
The Delphic Oracle : “Know Thyself” . This Turning-About is not only implicit in The Very 
Nature of Ousia , but Reminiscence , Reversion and  Conversion are also implicit in our very 
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Perfection .  And thus Socrates Looks at The High-Road and says at the end of  Book 9 of The 
Republic :   

Glaucon:  (he said)  I understand . You mean in The City we have just now described in detail , 

which lays in The Repose of The Logos , since She exists , nowhere on Earth , at least ,  

as I imagine Her .

Socrates:  (then I said)  But Equally in Heaven , where there is Laid-up , a Model of Her ,   
b          ’ ’
for anyone who wishes to See , and by Seeing ,  establish themselves There . For it makes no 

difference to them , whether it does physically exist anywhere , or whether it shall ever exist .  

For they shall Perform The Duties of This City , Alone , but of no other .

Glaucon:  (he said)  That is indeed reasonable . 
’                      

02-04-2005 , Revised 22 Aug 2013 and again 12 April 2017
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